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Executive Summary (SWOC Analysis) 
 

Our College, Government College, Dera Bassi, SAS Nagar, Punjab is affiliated to Punjabi 

University, Patiala. It has been accredited with ‘B’ grade by NAAC in Cycle I. Our College had a 

humble beginning in Jan.1975 with 126 students in the old Govt Primary school building; it was 

shifted to the present building in Feb. 1984. In keeping with our spirit of progress, this tiny sapling 

was nurtured by the visionary Principals and the dedicated faculty who insured that the institution 

became a leading centre of learning despite its being located in the backward rural/ kandi area.  

Now, after a lapse of almost 39 years, it is the preferred college for the education of young men 

and women in about 100 villages within a radius of 25 km. Before this college came into existence, 

the students of the area had to go either to Ambala or Rajpura or Chandigarh for Higher Education. It 

enjoys the rare distinction of being the first government college in this district. It remains our constant 

endeavour to empower our students through content based academic programmes and student-centric 

activities. 

 In cognizance of the recommendations  made by NAAC peer team in the  year  2004,  we  have  

earnestly  strived  to  fortify  our  strengths  and  to overcome our weaknesses in honest introspection. 

 

The SWOC An a l y s i s  o f  our ins t i tut ion  is presented below: 

STRENGTHS 

 Our sprawling, spacious and eco-friendly 15 acre campus forms an idyllic, almost Shanti 

Niketan like environment, conducive for the holistic growth and development of the students. 

 Our  institution  firmly  advocates  inclusive  education  and  parity  i.e. equal opportunities  

for all students irrespective  of their caste, socio-economic, religious,  lingual and academic 

backgrounds. 

 Nominal fee structure, transparent merit-based admission   procedure   and strict adherence   to 

the Punjab government reservation policy are a few steps towards attaining this objective.  

  Catering primarily to the educational needs of the socio-economically challenged strata of the 

society by allocating 25%, 5% and 2% seats to the SC, BC, physically challenged/defence 

personnel/sports persons respectively. 

 Fully realizing our institutional social responsibility towards the underprivileged and 

economically backward but meritorious students, we extend monetary assistance through a 

slew of welfare initiatives like Students Aid Fund, Red Cross, Each One Teach One, Alumni 

Association, Minority, and Sports scholarships, Ashirwad scheme which are a significant 

investment in facilitating their higher education. 

 Students from diverse cultural, educational, socio-linguistic  and from disadvantaged  sections 

of society study together as a cohesive  unit, thus giving rise to holistic learning environment 

with no disparity or discrimination. Equality is ensured in letter and spirit. 

 The dedicated faculty of the college comprising 13 permanent, 2 part- time and 9 guest 

faculty, work tirelessly to ensure high academic standards   in the students.  As a testimony to 

their indefatigable   efforts   and sincere commitment,   our students uphold the tradition of 
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excellence by securing almost 100% results in all UG programmes. The pass percentage of our 

college is much higher than that of the university. 

 Our promising sportspersons have participated in cricket, chess, basketball, football, throw 

ball and kick boxing championships. 

 Our students wholeheartedly  participate in a myriad of cultural and extra-curricular activities 

viz music, dance, folk orchestra, Bhangra,  Gidha,  literary  and theatre  items,  fine arts, 

Rangoli,  collage making  etc  to  hone  their  skills  and  to  showcase  their  creative  and 

artistic talent. 

 To facilitate the academic, curricular, co-curricular and extracurricular activities- our 

institution has a small but inspiring building consisting of 

 10 classrooms/tutorial spaces. 

 Well-equipped   laboratories-Science,   Geography, Home Science and, Computer 

science,  

 For the  enhancemen t  o f  audio  - video t e a c h i n g , t h e  co l l ege  provides latest 

technological tools such as TVs, VCRs, and multimedia projectors. 

 Physical Education and Fine Art Department. 

 Student centre which includes canteen and hall for function 

 A  vast  playground  to  train  the  students  in  sports  like  basketball, volleyball, netball, 

boxing and judo so as to prepare them to compete in intervarsity competitions. 

 To   enhance   the   teaching   learning   process,   we   have   introduced interactive boards, 

commonly known as smart boards in various classrooms.   This innovative tool has made 

learning faster, more effective-giving our students a cutting edge over other professionals. 

 We firmly believe in synergizing innovative healthy practices with the academic and co-

academic needs of our students by way of celebrating all important days in the college.  We 

live up to our social responsibility by extending financial help to the underprivileged students 

through our ‘Each One Teach One’ initiative. 

 Considering the severity of drug addiction affecting the youth of the state, our students have 

actively contributed by staging plays and making efforts to create awareness in society. 

 Our students are conscious towards the making of “Swachh Bharat”. They are active in 

cleaning the college campus. Two hours of shramdaan is put in by the students and teachers 

every week. This goes a long way in making the college clean and green. 

 Consolidating the foundation of moral sciences and social ethics in our students, tutorial 

sessions are organized on a regular basis. The success of this initiative is evident in the fact 

that the student participation is as high as 100%- which is overwhelming and encouraging. 

 The college has started self financing courses i.e. B.Com Professional and PGDCA under 

Higher Education Institution Society. This is a small step in making our students 

professionally qualified and our college self reliant. 

 Our College Library is well stocked with internet facility.E-resources access is provided 

through N-LIST programme, INFLIBNET. 
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WEAKNESSES 

 The quality of students at entry point is very low as most of them have had their schooling in 

rural areas. 

 Lack of exposure hinders the development of their personality which makes them hesitant. 

 The level of English is also very poor as the students have had their schooling in vernacular 

language. 

  Shortage of regular teaching staff, only 13 regular teachers against 28 sanctioned posts. 

  Need for new courses which are career oriented, as most of the courses are conventional. 

  Funds are needed for developing infrastructure as the no. of students is    increasing. 

 Need for improvement in student support services. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

 In commerce stream, graduates with exceptional prowess in finance, accounts and marketing 

coupled with excellent communication skills are hired by the local banks, business concerns, 

factories and insurance companies. 

  Punjab   police   and   Indian   army   provide   job   opportunities   to sportspersons who excel 

at state and national level.  

  The content based academic programmes instil confidence and encourage them to pursue 

higher studies. As a result, they enter into the competitive   world with their head held high 

and their intellect empowered. 

CHALLENGES 

  A major challenge faced by our institution is from local private colleges and from tuition 

centres which claim to offer long and short term tailor made courses. 

  Relatively low educational level of school education.  

  A conservative mindset of the parents of a vast majority of students particularly girls hailing 

from far flung villages pose a major hindrance for granting sanction required for on-the-job 

training and also for employment opportunities with flexible hours. 

Ever since its inception- our institution has incessantly strived not only to overcome the 

challenges of the fast changing contemporary educational scene through strategic planning but 

also to sustain and improve upon its rich legacy. 

Over the years, our students, mostly from rural backgrounds who had been discriminated against, 

either on the basis of caste, qualification or simply their gender were vulnerable  individuals with low 

self esteem. The greatest achievement  of our institution has been to transform their vulnerability  into 

strength, their irrational thinking into a more informed approach, their timid demeanour  into  bold  

authoritative  personalities,  thus  enhancing  their  self esteem  and  turning  them  into  financially,   

educationally and  emotionally stronger individuals. 
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 1. Profile of the Affiliated / Constituent College 
 

1.  Name and Address of the College: 
 

 
2. For Communication: 
 

 
 

3.  Status of the Institution:  

Affiliated College                    

Constituent College  
 

4.  Type of Institution:  

a. By Gender 
i. For Men  

ii. For Women  

ii. Co-education   

 
  b. By Shift 

i. Regular   

ii. Day 

 

 

iii. Evening 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name :  Government College 

Address : Dandrala Road, Dera Bassi,   

City : SAS Nagar Pin : State: Punjab. 

Website :  www.gcderabassi.com 

Designation Name Telephonewi

th STD 
Mobile Fax Email 

Principal Mrs. Pavinder Kaur O:01762-

280093 

R: 01722233300 

9814303640 01762-

2225131 
gcderabassi@  

gmail.com 

Vice Principal Mrs.Balbir Kaur 

 

O:01762-28009 

R: 9878089999 

9878089999 01762-

2225131 
gcderabassi@ 

gmail.com 

Steering 
Committe
e Co-
ordinator 

Mrs. Harleen Kaur O: 01762-280093 
R: 9463444474 

9463444474 01762-

2225131 
gcderabassi@ 

gmail.com 
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Punjabi University, Patiala 

 

5.    It is a recognized minority institution? 
 

Yes 

 
 

No   
                                                                                                                       

If yes specify the minority status (Religious/linguistic/ any other) and provide documentary 

evidence.  

6. Sources of funding:  

 

Government 

 

  

Grant-in-aid 

 

  

Self-financing 

 

  

Any other 

 

  

7.     a.  Date of establishment of the college: 01-01-1975     (dd/mm/yyyy) 

b.     University to which the college is affiliated /or which governs the college (If it is a 

constituent college) 
 

c. Details of UGC recognition: 
 

Under Section Date, Month & Year 

(dd-mm-yyyy) 

Remarks(If any) 

i. 2 (f) 07-08-1986 The certificate of 2(F) enclosed 

 
ii. 12 (B) 07-08-1986 The certificate of 12B enclosed 

 
 

(Enclose the Certificate of recognition u/s 2 (f) and 12 (B) of the UGC Act) 
 

d. Details of recognition/approval by statutory/regulatory bodies other than UGC (AICTE, 

NCTE, MCI, DCI, PCI, RCI etc.) 
 

Under Section/ 
clause 

Recognition/Approval 

details 

Institution/Department 

Programme 

Day, Month 

and Year 
(dd-mm-yyyy) 

 
 

Validity 

 
 

Remarks 

i.   

               Not Applicable 
ii. 

iii. 

 

(Enclose the recognition/approval letter)s 
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8. Does the affiliating university Act provide for conferment of autonomy (as recognized by the UGC), 

on its affiliated colleges? 

 

Yes    

No  

If yes, has the College applied for availing the autonomous status? 
 

Yes   

No   

 

9. Is the college recognized 
 

a. by UGC as a College with Potential for Excellence (CPE)? 

 
Yes   

No   

 

              If yes, date of recognition: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) 
 

b. for its performance by any other governmental agency?  

 
Yes   

No   

 

If yes, Name of the agency …………………… and 
 

Date of recognition: …………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) 
        

                                                                                                                                             

10.  Location of the campus and area in sq.mts: 

 

Location *   Rural 

Campus area in sq. mts.   116144.8 sq. mtrs 

Built up area in sq. mts.   2179 sq. mtrs. 

 
(* Urban, Semi-urban, Rural, Tribal, Hilly Area, Any others specify) 

 

11. Facilities available on the campus (Tick the available facility and provide numbers or 

other details at appropriate places) or in case the institute has an agreement with 

other agencies in using any of the listed facilities provide information on the facilities 

covered under the agreement. 
a) Air conditioned Seminar room with wall mounted screen LCD projector 

  

        

 b) Student centre college canteen facility available .      
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• Sports facilities 

 

Playground   

gymnasium   

• Hostel 
Yes   

No   

  

Boys’ hostel  

 

i .  Number of  hostels 

i i .  Number of inmates 

i i i .  Facilities (mention available facilitie 

Girls’ hostel 
Yes   

No   

i .  Number of  hostels 

i i .  Number of inmates 

iii. Facilities (mention available facilities 

Working women’s hostel 
Yes   

No   

i. Number of inmates 

ii. Facilities (mention available facilities) 

 

 

• Residential facilities for teaching and non-teaching staff (give numbers available 

cadre wise) -        No 

• Cafeteria — Yes . 

 
 
 

•   Health centre – The College has full support of Civil Hospital Dera Bassi, near the college   

where First aid, Inpatient, Outpatient, and Emergency cares facility, Ambulance available 

under Phone no. 108. 

First aid, Inpatient, Outpatient, Emergency care facility, Ambulance…….  
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Health centre staff – 

 
Qualified doctor 

 
Full time - N/A 

 
Part-time - N/A 

Qualified Nurse    Full time - N/A      Part-time - N/A 

 

• Facilities like banking, post office, book shops 

 
 

• Transport facilities to cater to the needs of students and staff - No 

 
 

 

 

 

 

• Animal house - No 
 

• Biological waste disposal - Scheme under proposal 
 

• Generator or other facility for management/regulation of electricity and voltage 

 
 

• Solid waste management facility- No 
 

• Waste water management- No 
 

• Water harvesting- No 

 

12.    Details of programmes offered by the college (Give data for current academic year) 
 

 

SI. 

No. 

 

Programme 

Level 

Name of the 

Programme/ 

Course 

 
Duration 

 

Entry 

Qualification 

 

Medium of 

instruction 

Sanctioned/ 

  approved 

Student 

strength 

No. of 

students 

admitted 

1 

 

Under-

Graduate 
B.A 3 yrs. 10+2 Arts Punjabi/ 

English 
240 246 

B.Com 3 yrs. 10+2 Commerce Punjabi/ 

English      
60 66 

BSc (Non-Med.) 3 yrs 10+2 Science   Punjabi/ 

English              
40 

 

35 

 
BCom. Prof. 3yrs 10+2 Commerce 

 

Punjabi/ 

English      
60 60 

 

2 Post- 

Graduate 
PGDCA 1 yr. BA/BSc/B.Com Punjabi/ 

English 
30 8 

 

 

Tuck shop is available in college campus. 

 

The College hires transportation for students for various outdoor 

activities like Excursions, Educational Tours, and Participation in 

Youth festivals. The expenses are borne by PTA 

Not available 
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13. Does the college offer self-financed Programmes? 
 

Yes No  

 

If yes, how many? 
 
 
14. New programmes introduced in the college during the last five years if any? 

 

Yes  No  Number 2 

 

15. List the departments: (respond if applicable only and do not list facilities like Library, Physical 

Education as departments, unless they are also offering academic degree awarding 

programmes. Similarly, do not list the departments offering common compulsory subjects for all 

the programmes 

like English, regional languages etc.)  
 

Faculty UG PG Research 

Science  BSc              

(Non-Med) 

- - - 

Arts BA. 1 - - 

Commerce B Com. - - 

Any Other 

(Specify) 

 - - 

 

16. Number of Programmes offered under (Programme means a degree course like BA, BSc, MA, M.Com…) 

a. annual system              Nil        
 

b. semester system            4 

c. trimester system         Nil 

17. Number of Programmes with 
 

a. Choice Based Credit System                                  Nil 

               
 

b. Inter/Multidisciplinary Approach                        Nil 

            
 

c. Any other (specify and provide details)               Nil 

                
 

 

 

  

2 - B Com. Professional & PGDCA 
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18. Does the college offer UG and/or PG programmes in Teacher Education? 
 

Yes No                    If yes, 

a. Year of Introduction of the programme(s)………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) 

                    and number of batches that completed the programme  

 

               b. NCTE recognition details (if applicable) 

Notification No.: …………………………………… Date:  

…………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) 

Validity:………………………..  
 

c. Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Teacher     

EducationProgramme separately? 

 
Yes  No       

 
     
 

If yes, 

 

19. Does the college offer UG or PG programme in Physical Education? 
 

   
Yes  No       

 
     
 

If yes, 

 
 

a. Year of Introduction of the programme(s)………………. (dd/mm/yyyy) 
 

and number of batches that completed the programme .

 NCTE recognition details (if applicable) 

Notification No.: …………………………………… Date:  

…………………………… (dd/mm/yyyy) 

Validity:……………………  

 

c. Is the institution opting for assessment and accreditation of Physical 

EducationProgramme separately?  

 

 

 

 

Yes   

No   
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20. Number of teaching and non-teaching positions in the Institution 
 

 
Positions 

Teaching faculty  
Non-teaching 

staff 

 
Technical 
staff 

 
Professor Associate 

Professor 
Assistant 
Professor 

Sanctioned by the UGC 
/ University / State 
Government 

Recruited 

 

 

 

      11 

 

2 

 

           32 

 

Yet to recruit      14     

Sanctioned by the 
Management/ society or 
other authorized bodies 
Recruited 

          

Yet to recruit           
 

                      

21. Qualifications of the teaching staff: 
 

Highest 

qualification 

Professor Associate 

Professor 
Assistant 

Professor 

 
Total 

Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Permanent teachers  

D.Sc./D.Litt.        

Ph.D.  1  1   2 

M.Phil.   2 7  2 11 

PG   1    1 

Temporary teachers  

Ph.D.      2 2 

M.Phil.     1 5 6 

PG     1  1 

Part-time teachers  

Ph.D.        

M.Phil.      1 1 

PG      1 1 
 

22. Number of Visiting Faculty /Guest Faculty engaged with the College.                              
 

                                                                                                                                     8 
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23. Furnish the number of the students admitted to the college during the last four 

academic years. 
 

 
Categories 

2010-11 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 

Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

General 180 224 219 218 237 233 226 208 

SC/ST  46 57 61 60 65 56 79 78 

BC 63 48 81 55 73 74 63 90 

Total 289 329 361 333 375 363 398 346 

Grand Total 618 964 738 744 

 

24.   Details on students enrollment in the college during the current academic year: 
 

Type of students UG PG M. Phil. Ph.D. Total 

Students from the same 
state where the college is located 

744 8   752 

Students from other states of India      

NRI students      

Foreign students      

Total 744 8   752 
 
 

25. Dropout rate in UG and PG (average of the last two batches)  

           UG       10 -15% (approx )                    PG      N/A                          

26. Unit Cost of Education 

(Unit cost = total annual recurring expenditure (actual) divided by total number of students 

enrolled) 
 

(a) Including the salary component Rs. 39332 

 
(b) Excluding the salary component Rs. 673.63 

 
 
 
27. Does the college offer any programme/s in distance education mode (DEP)? 

 
Yes  No   

 
 

If yes, 
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a)  Is it a registered centre for offering distance education programmes of another University 
 

Yes  No   

  

b) Name of the University which has granted such registration. 
 

 
 
 

c) Number of programmes offered 
 

d) Programmes carry the recognition of the Distance Education Council. 
 

Yes       No 
 
 
28. Provide Teacher-student ratio for each of the programme/course offered 

 

  Programme    2011-12   2012-13   2013-14 2014-15 

History    28:01     33:01   37: 01   52:  01 

Sociology    60:01     73:01  113:  01    119 : 1 

Home Science   42: 01     38:01   30:01   26: 01  

Physical Education 60:01 62:01 49:01 67:01 

Maths 15:01  23:01  31:01  35:1 

Psychology 16:01  10:01  27:01  28:01 

Fine Arts 43:01 44:01  41:01  20:01  

Political Science 64:01  38:01  80:01 87:01 

Hindi 29:01 30:01 34:01 32:01 

Pub. Adm 36:01  35:01 84:01 47:01 

Geography 28:01 41 : 01 56:01 43:01 

Economics 20:00 20:00 25:00 -- 

Punjabi Literature 70:01 76:01 92:01 71:01 

English Literature 07:01 -- -- -- 

Music vocal 11:01 10:01 15:01 -- 

Commerce 66:3  66: 3 66 : 3 66 : 3 

Chemistry 15 :1 23: 1 31 :1  35 : 1 

Physics 15 :1 23 :1 31 : 1 35 : 1 

 

29. Is the college applying for 
 

Accreditation:     Cycle 1 Cycle 2         Cycle 3       Cycle 4 
 

Re-Assessment:    

(Cycle 1refers to first accreditation and Cycle 2, Cycle 3 and Cycle 4 refers to re- 

accreditation) 
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30. Date of accreditation* (applicable for Cycle 2, Cycle 3, Cycle 4 and re-assessment only) 
 

Cycle 1:  16-02-2004   (dd/mm/yyyy) Accreditation Outcome/Result     B+  

Cycle 2………………(dd/mm/yyyy) Accreditation Outcome/Result…….....  

Cycle 3:………………(dd/mm/yyyy)Accreditation Outcome/Result…….... 

* Kindly enclose copy of accreditation certificate(s) and peer team report(s) as an annexure. 
 

31. Number of working days during the last academic year. 
 

                                 180 days 
 
 

32. Number of teaching days during the last academic year 
            (Teaching days means days on which lectures were engaged excluding the examination days)  
 
 
                       120 days 

 
      

33. Date of establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)                               

IQAC            15 July, 2002 (dd/mm/yyyy) 

34. Details regarding submission of Annual Quality Assurance Reports (AQAR) to NAAC. 
 

AQAR  (i)  May, 2010    (dd/mm/yyyy)  

AQAR  (ii) April 2011   (dd/mm/yyyy)  

AQAR (iii)   April 2012    (dd/mm/yyyy)  

AQAR (iv)    November 2013 (dd/mm/yyyy)                                                     

35. Any other relevant data (not covered above) the college would like to include. (Do not 

include explanatory/descriptive  information) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       Nil 
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CRITERION I: CURRICULAR ASPECTS 
1.1 Curriculum Planning and Implementation 

 

1.1.1 State the vision, mission and objectives of the institution, and describe how these are 

communicated to the students, teachers, staff and other stakeholders. --- 

Our institution upholds the following Vision, mission and objectives. 

Vision 

To become the preferred destination for aspirants of higher education from the surrounding areas. 

Mission 

 To impart quality education at affordable rates. 

 To provide equal opportunities, without any discrimination, to all students. 

 To keep pace with time in the field of information technology.  

Objective 

 To ensure the holistic development of students, so that they can contribute   towards nation 

building. 

Dissemination of Information 

 The above stated vision; mission and objectives are put up on the college website, and are also 

displayed on the Main Notice Board. 

 Following the admission process, the same is communicated to all stakeholders by the Head of 

the Institution as follows: 

 To students: In the morning assembly address at the beginning of each academic session, 

and on other occasions as well. 

 To teachers: In staff meetings – where they are encouraged to enrich and enhance the 

curriculum in line with the mission statement of the college. 

 To the parents: During the general body PTA meetings, and their views and suggestions 

are duly noted, recorded and incorporated. 

 During important academic functions – Annual Prize Distribution Function and 

Convocation, the Principal highlights the vision and mission statement of the institution 

to the audience. 

 In a nut shell, the academic programs, curricular and co-curricular activities, sports 

facilities, are all closely linked. 

 

1.1.2 How does the institution develop and deploy action plans for effective implementation of the 

curriculum? Give details of the process and substantiate through specific example(s). 

The institution ensures that the stated objectives of the curriculum are achieved through the following 

measures:  

 Unitization of the Syllabus of the syllabus is done to give uniform time weightage to all parts of the 

syllabus. 

 House tests and class tests are conducted to evaluate the learners’ level of understanding in regard 

to the specific course content. 

 Home assignments are an excellent measure for analyzing the students’ learning outcomes. 

 Classroom discussions and brain storming sessions on important themes and topics are organized 

on a regular basis. 

 Tutorial meetings – where students are engaged in highly meaningful discussions on moral, ethical 

and social issues. 
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1.1.3. What type of support (Procedural and practical) do the teachers receive (from the 

University and/or institution) for effectively translating the curriculum and improving teaching 

practices?  

 The university extends support to teachers in the form of  UGC sponsored Refresher 

/Orientation courses and seminars, subject related workshops which are highly relevant and 

beneficial , as they provide an opportunity to imbibe new teaching learning practices. 

 These are subsequently implemented at the classroom level by encouraging students to 

participate in group discussions, interactive sessions and seminars. 

 Students are also motivated to take active part in group work activities – as all these measures 

serve to strengthen their learning skills. 

 

1.1.4 Specify the initiatives taken up or contribution made by the institution for effective 

curriculum delivery and transaction on the Curriculum provided by the affiliating University of 

other statutory agency. 

The initiatives taken up for effective curriculum delivery and transaction are as follows: 

 The teaching learning process is strengthened by the use of audio-visual aids as it promotes 

better understanding and clarity of concepts. 

 The theory portion for science and other practical subjects is supplemented with practical 

sessions as per university norms. 

 Teachers adequately supplement classroom teaching with relevant resource and reference 

material procured from books, journals available in the library or downloaded from the Internet. 

 For optimum curriculum delivery, field visits are organized. Beyond this, the institution does 

not have the powers to make any effective change in the syllabus. 

 Bilingual method: Most of our students come from diverse academic backgrounds; as a result 

the acquisition level varies. An action plan adopted in this direction is the use of vernacular 

language for the students’ easy comprehension of important aspects. The bilingual method 

enables the relatively slow paced learners towards better understanding, and the results are very 

encouraging. 

 Remedial classes: Special attention is given to weak students by way of remedial classes which 

not only strengthens their hold on the subject but also improves their overall academic 

performance in the Annual University Exams. 

 Class Tests/Assignments: With the introduction of the semester system, class tests are 

administered on a regular basis to assess the learner level. Assignments too are given, which are 

duly checked by the teachers and an appropriate feedback is provided to students for further 

improvement. 

 

 

 

 

1.1.5 How does the institution network and interact with beneficiaries such as industry, research 

bodies and the university in effective opertionalisation of the   curriculum? 

Being a government institution we are not in a position to interact with industry on our own.  Our 

faculty members are directly in touch with various research bodies like the UGC, Universities ICSSR 

etc.  
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1.1.6 What are the contributions of the institution and/or its staff members to the development of 

the curriculum by the University? (number of staff    members/department represented on the 

Board of Studies, student feedback, 

Teacher feedback, stakeholder feedback provided, specific suggestions etc. 

Our faculty members make tangible contributions towards curriculum development by the university – 

either independently designing the syllabus or by extending valuable inputs and suggestions. 

 

 Though we do not have any formal mechanism for obtaining student feedback regarding 

curriculum planning yet in classrooms and during tutorial meetings, suggestions and views are 

elicited for the same. 

 On the basis of classroom implementation of the prescribed curriculum, the teachers and 

learners’ feedback is conveyed by the members to University bodies (Board of Studies and 

concerne faculties) for modification in the curriculum, so that the constraints of the real 

classroom situation and what is proposed can be minimized.  

Name Board 

Dr. Kulvinder Kaur Member of the Undergraduate Board of Studies in Physical 

Education of the Punjabi University, Patiala. 

Prof. Gurjant Singh, Member of the Faculty of Social Sciences of the Punjabi University, 

Patiala. 

Member of the Undergraduate Board of Studies in Public 

Administration of the Punjabi University, Patiala.  

Member of the Undergraduate Board of Studies in Public 

Administration of  an Autonomous College ( Mata Gujri College , 

Fatehgarh Sahib.) 

Prof. Rakesh Garg Member of the Undergraduate Board of Studies in Commerce of the 

Punjabi University, Patiala. 

Prof. Suman Batra  Member of the Undergraduate Board of Studies in Physical Sciences 

of the Punjabi University, Patiala. 

Prof. Baljeet Kaur Member of the Undergraduate Board of Studies in Geography of the 

Punjabi University, Patiala. 

 

1.1.7 Does the institution develop curriculum for any of the courses offered (other than those 

under the purview of the affil iating university) by it? If ‘yes’, give details on the process (‘Needs 

Assessment’, design, development 

and planning) and the courses for which the curriculum has been developed. 

 No, the institution does not develop curriculum for any of the courses offered. 

1.1.8  How does institution analyze/ensure that the stated objectives of curriculum are achieved in 

the course of implementation? 

The institution ensures that the stated objectives of the curriculum are achieved through the following 

measures: 

 House tests and class tests are conducted to evaluate the learners’ conceptual clarity and to 

gauge the level of understanding in regard to the specific course content. 

 Home assignments are an excellent measure for analyzing the students’ learning outcomes. 

 Classroom discussions and brain storming sessions on important themes and topics are 

organized on a regular basis. 

 Tutorial meetings – where students are engaged in highly meaningful discussions on moral, 

ethical and social issues. 
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1.2. ACADEMIC FLEXIBILITY 

1.2.1 Specifying the goals and objectives .Give details of the certificate/diploma/skill development 

courses etc., offered by the institution. 

Our institution offers conventional academic programmes with the main objective of promoting a 

learning environment, expanding the frontiers of academic thought and imparting value based 

education. 

 Goals and objectives are to enhance employability of under privileged, minority and differently 

abled students.  

 

1.2.2. Does the institution offer programmes that facilitate twinning/dual degree?  

           No 

1.2.3 Give details on the various institutional provisions with reference to academic flexibility 

and how it has been helpful to students in terms of skills development, academic mobility, 

progression to higher studies and improved potential for employability. 

 Range of core/Elective option offered by the university and those opted by the 

college. 

 Choice based Credit System and range of subject option - 

 Courses offered in Modular form 

 Credit transfer and accumulation facility  

 Lateral and vertical mobility within and across programme and courses 

 Enrichment courses 

 

A student of B.A. has to study English and Punjabi as compulsory subjects and has the choice to study 

any three subjects out of the following groups designed by the University. Each elective subject 

consists of 2 Papers (A and B) and carries 200 marks. Students can opt for only 2 practical subjects. 

The subjects taken up in the first year cannot be changed in the successive years. The Range of 

core/Elective options offered by the university and those opted by the college are: 

 

Group-1 Group-2 Group-3 Group-4 Group-5 

1)Punjabi 

Literature 

 2)Hindi 

Literature 

 3)English 

Literature 

Fine Arts 

Sociology 

Economics 

History 

Maths 

Psychology 

Political Science 

Music 

Instrumental 

Geography 

Physical Edu.  

Public Adm. 

Home 

Science 

 

 

 

         In B Com. and BSc. Non-Medical Streams the number of subjects is fixed. There is no flexibility. 

 Choice based Credit System and range of subject option -  

 Courses offered in Modular form 
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Sr. 

No 

Programme 

 Level 

Name of the programme 

1 Under-Graduate B.A,B.Com, 

B.Sc (Non-Med.) 

 

2 PG Diploma PGDCA 

3 Any other (specify and provide 

details) 

BCom Professional. 

 

 Credit transfer and accumulation facility  

Not Available. 

 

 Lateral and vertical mobility within and across programme and courses 

Lateral mobility: Students have the facility to change their elective subjects even after their 

admission, though within a stipulated period of time, with due permission from their respective 

teachers and the Principal. 

         Vertical mobility: Not Available 

 

 Enrichment courses 

 Not Available. However the College has applied for Add-On Courses and B.Voc. 

Courses to the UGC under the 12
TH

 Plan. 

 

1.2.4 Does the institution offer self-financed programmes?            

   Yes, started in 2014-15. 

 

- BCom. Prof. 

- PGDCA 

 

1.2.5 Does the college provide additional skill oriented programmes, relevant to regional and 

global employment markets? 

- Yes, Will be starting from next session. 

 

1.2.6 Does the universities provide for the flexibility of combining the conventional face-to-face 

and Distance Mode of Education for students to choose the courses/Combination of their 

choice.  -       

No. 
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1.3 Curriculum Enrichment 

 

1.3.1 Describe the efforts made by the institution to supplement the university’s 

Curriculum to ensure that the academic programmes and institution’s goals and 

objectives are integrated? 

The college equips the student for basic UG degrees which are essential qualification for higher 

education and also for different career opt ions namely sales, marketing and teaching. 

Since our focus always remains on quality education and the holistic development of our  

students, so they are provided with an atmosphere conducive for their all round personality 

development. They are encouraged to participate in an array of academic and extra-curricular 

activities. 

 In order to motivate them they are honoured for their academic excellence, cultural activities and  

sports as well. 

 

1.3.2 What are the efforts made by the institution to modify, enrich and organize the curriculum 

to explicitly reflect the experiences of the students and cater to needs to the dynamic 

employment market? 

The institute is not an autonomous body, cannot enrich and organize curriculum, but at the same 

time is provided representation in the Board of Studies to ensure the representation of 

institution’s views. However the College tries to organize workshops, lectures on relevant topics, 

and career counseling. 

 

1.3.3 Enumerate the efforts made by the institution to integrate the cross cutting issues such as 

Gender, climate change, Environment Education, Human Rights, ICT etc. into the 

curriculum? 

Gender: Our Women Safety Cell works for women empowerment through lectures, workshops 

and Women Empowerment week.  Students are made aware with the issues like Domestic 

violence act and Divorce/Separation provisions entrenched in the law for women. They were 

made aware of legal aid clinic, women protection cell available in the court. Issues like female 

foeticide, dowry, sexual abuse and sexual harassment are also discussed.  We have also 

constituted women safety cell, legal literacy club and anti - ragging committee for the safety of 

girls. 

Climate Change: Keeping in view the climatic conditions, College tries to      organize 

workshops, lectures and seminars to address the issue. 

EVS: Environmental education is integrated in our curriculum. It is one of the compulsory subjects in 

our UG classes. We have a pollution free green campus along with vermicompost unit. In addition we 

have an environment club on the campus. To promote tree plantation drive about (50-80) saplings are 

planted annually. It keeps our campus green, cool and rich in oxygen. 

 

1.3.4 What are the various value-added courses/ enrichment programmes offered to ensure 

holistic development of students? 

     Moral and ethical value 

 Employable and life skill 

 Better career options 

 Community orientation 
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Value added enrichment programmers’ offered for the holistic development of students are as 

follows: 

  Along with the prescribed curriculum, emphasis is given towards inculcating moral and ethical 

values even in the class rooms. 

  Our tutorials are basically conducted for imparting values like respect for seniors, leading an 

upright life and other workplace and social etiquettes. 

  NSS units nurture a spirit of social service and a sense of fellow feeling among the students. 

  Blood donation camps are organised by the Red Cross Unit of college, inculcating the spirit of 

donation. 

 Adult Education programme by NSS Students in Village Dandrala Bir. 

  Social Survey by Sociology students again gives them a sense of Community orientation. 

For Better Career options: 

 We have career guidance cell which remains operational to guide the students on the right 

choice various career options. 

 Seminars, interactive sessions are organized to apprise the students of opportunities in various 

fields. 

 Apart from helping them to explore jobs, Counseling related to psycho-social problems is 

undertaken by the faculty members whenever required. 

Community Orientation: 

 Various community awareness camps are organized by NSS   volunteers at different location. 

Such camps nurture a spirit of social service and dignity of labour in our students. 

 Red Cross Cell holds blood donation camps which inculcates a serve of fellow feeling among 

students. 

 Red Ribbon Cell organizes lectures to create awareness among the students about AIDS. A rally 

was also organized for the same purpose. 

 Youth club and youth welfare department organizes trips, youth leadership camps and other 

cultural events to highlight current issues like – promoting the girl child, female foeticide etc. 

 

1.3.5 Citing a few examples enumerate on the extent of use of the feedback from stakeholders in 

enriching the curriculum? 

Though we do not have a formal mechanism to elicit feedback from stakeholders for enriching the 

curriculum, we do invite suggestions and views regarding the prescribed curriculum on an informal 

basis, and the same are conveyed to the Members on Board of Studies, Punjabi University for 

appropriate modifications. 

 

1.3.6 How does the institution monitor and evaluate the quality of its enrichment programmes? 

 Various committees like college, IQAC, grievance and Redressal Cell , Library committee are 

comprised of senior staff members who monitor the quality of programmes and propose 

measures for improvements if any. 

 The Principal with the Council and the time table incharge also monitors the punctuality and 

regularity of the teachers. 
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1.4 Feedback System 

 

1.4.1 What are the contributions of the institution in the design and development of the 

curriculum prepared by the university? 

 

 Teachers are appointed Members by the University to provide representation in the Board 

of Studies. They give their inputs in designing the curriculum. 

 

 

1.4.2 Is there a formal mechanism to obtain feedback from students and stakeholders on 

curriculum? If yes how is it communicated to the University and made use internally for 

curriculum enrichment and introducing changes/new programmes? 

 

 Yes , Tutorial Groups for students  

 PTA Meetings to obtain feedback from stakeholders. 

 Decisions are taken in the College Council meetings, discussions held in the staff meetings, 

recommendations and suggestions passed on in the Board of Studies representations in 

Universities for curriculum enrichment and introducing changes/ new programmes. 

 

1.4.3   How many new programmes/courses were introduced by the institution during the last 

four years? What was the rationale for introducing new courses/programmes? 

Two.  BCom. Prof.  And PGDCA. These new programmes were introduced as per demand by the 

students and keeping in mind their employment opportunities. 

1.4.4   Any other relevant information regarding curriculum aspects which the college would like 

to include. 

Nil 
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CRITERION II: TEACHING-LEARNING AND EVALUATION 
2.1 STUDENT ENROLMENT AND PROFILE 

2.1.1 How does the college ensure publicity and transparency in the admission process? 

Publicity in the Admission Process: 

 An admission calendar is prepared in consultation with the respective faculty members and is 

incorporated in the college prospectus. 

 College prospectus is published about a month in advance before the commencement of each 

academic session which contains all details about the college, its faculty members, rules and 

regulations for admission, admission dates and fee structure. 

(Annexure I Prospectus along with English Translation) 

 Admission form is attached with the prospectus and students are instructed to submit their duly 

filled admission form in the college office within the stipulated period. 

 Various social groups of the city and adjoining areas are acquainted with the 

admission schedule through college prospectus, Flexi Boards and through     advertisements in 

various newspapers. 

 College has its own website and desirous students can attain all sort of information regarding 

admission policy. 

 Bill boards on the boundary wall of the college and notices on the college notice boards 

facilitate the students to get the required information regarding the admission process. 

 

2.1.2 Explain in detail the criteria adopted and process of admission (Ex.(i) merit (ii) common 

admission test conducted by State Agencies and National Agencies (iii) combination of merit and 

entrance test or merit, entrance test and interview (iv) any other) to various programmes of the 

Institution. 

The admission process: 

 The process of admitting the students to various programs / streams is carried out by a 

transparent well – administered mechanism complying with all the norms of the concerned 

regulatory bodies like Punjabi University / DPI Colleges, Chandigarh. 

 To ensure transparency in the whole admission process and to minimize hassles of the students 

and the parents, merit list is displayed on the notice board. 

 Whenever a student leaves a seat the next student from the merit list is picked up in a 

democratic and transparent manner. 

 

2.1.3 Give the minimum and maximum percentage of marks for admission at entry level for each 

of the programmes offered by the college and provide a comparison with other colleges of the 

affiliating university within the city/district. 

The minimum percentage of marks for admitting the students in each programme offered by the college 

is exactly according to the guidelines of the affiliating University and the maximum marks varies from 

year to year depending upon the performance of the students and marks obtained at 10+2. Four years 

record: 

 

 

 

Admission Percentage Data 

Arts Admission 
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In Arts classes our college is actually providing entry to all students who have clear passed in the +12 

Examination.  

 

Categories  

 

2011-2012 

Max % Min % 

2012-13 

Max % Min % 

2013-2014 

Max % Min % 

2014-15 

Max % Min % 

General 75 35 80 35 77 35 78 35 

SC 62 35 60 35 65 35 61 35 

BC 72 35 71 35 74 35 70 35 

Defence - - - - - - - - 

Commerce Admission 

(B. Com.) 

Categories  

 

2011-2012 

Max % Min % 

2012-13 

Max % Min % 

2013-2014 

Max % Min % 

2014-15 

Max % Min % 

General 94.6 77.2 99.6 84.94 94.87 89.2 91.72 80.5 

SC 56.5 55.0 56.6 54.4 59.2 57.0 57.6 56.6 

BC 80.6 78.2 82.4 76.6 82.0 67.7 81.5 78.4 

Defence - - - - - - - - 

Science Admission 

Non-Medical 

Categories  

 

2011-2012 

Max % Min % 

2012-13 

Max % Min % 

2013-2014 

Max % Min % 

2014-15 

Max % Min % 

General 75.44  72.4 80.2 76.5 87.5 74.7 88.2 53.2 

SC 55.2 54.2 62.3 55.0 58.2 53.5 74.6 55.5 

BC 56.3 55.3 69.3 50.2 68.2 58.2 80.3 53.6 

Defence - - - - - - 48.3 - 

 

Since ours is a government institution, admission norms laid down are followed in to whereas private 

institutions have their own mechanisms and policies of admission. It is not possible to compare the data 

with other colleges of the district as comparative data are not available. We are providing right to 

education in the true sense. 

2.1.4 Is there a mechanism in the institution to review the admission process and student profiles 

annually? If 'yes' what is the outcome of such an effort and how has it contributed to the 

improvement of the process? 

 Yes, in the beginning of each academic session, admission committees are constituted and the 

principal along with the senior members of the faculty review the admission process. 

 The Co-ordinators of the admission committees with other members check the profile of the 

students to avoid any anomaly in the process, thus making the whole admission process 

completely transparent, streamlined and foolproof. Consequently, students are admitted and 

educated to enable them to become self- dependent and responsible citizens of society. 

 Being a govt. institution, reservation policy is strictly followed and the students falling under 

different reservation categories are admitted according to their reservation quotas. In case, the 

numbers of seats allotted in a particular reservation category are not filled completely, the 

Principal with the consent of the college council converts those seats into open quota for the 

benefit of other students.  
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2.1.5 Reflecting on the strategies adopted to increase / improve access for following categories of 

students, enumerate on how the admission policy of the institution and its students profiles 

demonstrate / reflect the National commitment to diversity and inclusion. 

Being a govt. institution, our college strictly follows the reservation policy in each course according to 

the instructions of the Punjab government. Students from SC, BC, ST, categories as well as of defence 

personnel and sports persons are admitted under their reservation quotas and given financial assistance 

as well. College also provides financial assistance to economically weaker students of the college 

through different schemes viz. students Aid Fund, Each one Teach one, Red Cross and Alumni 

Association and so on.    

1. SC / ST  Reserved seats                               25% 

2. OBC                                                           5% 

3. Differently Abled                                    3% (Blind1%, Deaf &1% and others 1%) 

   4.   Any other Border Area/ Backward Area         2% 

   5.   Sports                                                         2% 

   6.   Freedom Fighter / Political sufferer              2% 

   7.  Children/ Widows of defence personnel          2% 

   8.  Children/ Widows of paramilitary forces        2% 

   9.  Riot victims                                                2% 

   10.  Widows or divorced Women                        2%    

 

2.1.6  Provide the following details for various programmes offered by the institute during the 

last four year and comment on the trends i.e. reasons for increase / decrease and actions initiated 

for improvement. 

 2011-2012 2012-13 2013-2014 2014-15 

Programmes  B.A B 

Com 

B Sc B.A B 

Com 

B 

Sc 

B.A B 

Com 

B Sc B.A B 

Com 

B Sc 

Number of 

applications 

 

213 84 13 262 85 23 247 92 32 258 95 38 

Number of 

students 

admitted 

 

213 67 13 262 69 23 247 68 31 255 65 35 

Demand 

Ratio 

 

            

     

 

 

 Trends in increase of demand in B.Com and BSc (Non –Med.)  on account of  Bright Career 

Prospects in private, industrial sectors and Business concerns.  

 

 

 

 

2.2      CATERING TO DIVERSE NEEDS OF STUDENTS: 
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2.2.1. How does the Institution caters to the needs of differently-abled students and ensure 

adherence to government policies in this regard? 

 Differently abled students are admitted to various courses in the college according to their 

reservation quota as instructed in govt. policy. 

  The college is disabled friendly as all parts of the College are connected by a ramp. 

 Students having some personal / psychological problems feel free to discuss 

their problems with their teachers to get the right solution and the results are 

highly encouraging. 

 

2.2.2 Does the Institution assess the students' needs in terms of knowledge and skills before the 

commencement of the programme? If 'yes' give details on the process: 

 Feedback is obtained from the students and their parents at the time of admission. 

 Visit to industry, Internet surfing to update prevalent trends in terms of knowledge and 

skills before the commencement of the programmes by the concerned faculty is initiated.  

 

2.2.3 What are the strategies adopted by the Institution to bridge the knowledge gap of the 

enrolled students to enable them to cope with the programme of their choice? 

(Bridge/Remedial/Add-on/Enrichment Courses, etc.) 

 To bridge the knowledge gap of enrolled students remedial classes have been introduced in this 

academic session. 

 On the basis of the performance in class test and house examinations, the weak students are 

identified and additional guidance is imparted to them. 

 Special tests are especially conducted for the weak students to bridge the knowledge gap. 

2.2.4 How does the college sensitize its staff and students on issues such as Gender, inclusion, 

environment etc.? 

In order to sensitize the staff and the students on different issues such as gender, inclusion and 

environment etc., various talks and seminars are organized in the college frequently. 

 Women safety and legal literacy clubs have been constituted in order to create awareness 

among students. On 28
th

 Feb. 2012 a workshop was held on traffic rules.On 31
st
 July 2012, 

Civil Judge Junior Division Dera Bassi, Shri Rajiv Vashisht and his team enlightened the 

students regarding the rights of women. On 21
st
 Jan. 2013 the students were shown a movie on 

Safety and Traffic rules. On 14
th

 March 2014 a rally was taken out on the theme of women 

safety and social evils like dowry system etc. 

 Van Mahotsav is celebrated every year to sensitize the students and the faculty on 

environmental issues.  On 18
th

 August 2012, Van Mahotsav was celebrated.  On 26 July 2013 

Students were given plants free of cost to motivate them to keep their surroundings clean, green 

and pollution-free. 

1. NSS and Red Cross wings of the college sensitize the students on various issues and motivate 

them to extend a helping hand to the needy in the form of donating blood etc. The lecture was 

delivered by International level Scholar Prof. Jatinder Mohan against Drugs on 22/9/2010 with 

the help of Psychology Dept. 

 On 21
st
 Oct. 2012 a Dental check up camp was held .On 6

th
 March 2013 Poetry and 

Declamation contest was held on the theme of Drug Abuse and AIDS. Blood Donation camp 

was organized on 29
th

 Sept. 2013, where 63 students and staff donated blood. On 11
th

 Sept. 

2013 a Poster making Competition   on Drug Abuse and AIDS was held.  
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2.2.5 How does the Institution identify and respond to educational /learning needs of advanced 

learners? 

 The institution identifies the special educational learning needs of advance learners through   

class room interaction. Advanced learners   are guided for library reading. 

 

2.2.6 How does the Institute collect, analyze and use the data and information on the academic 

performance (through the programme duration) of the students at risk of drop out 

(students from the disadvantaged sections of society, physically challenged, slow learners, 

economically weaker sections etc.)? 

The information on the academic performance of the students at the risk of drop-out rate is 

obtained by the teachers through class room interactions, regular class tests, assignments, group 

discussions and surprise test. Such data is used to frame certain policies to improve the 

performance of weaker students. Institution takes initiative in helping such students by providing 

them financial assistance in the form of fee-concession, free books and no. of scholarships. 

 

2.3 Teaching – Learning Process 

 

2.3.1 How does the college plan and organize the teaching, learning and evaluation   schedules? 

(Academic calendar, teaching plan, evaluation blueprint, etc.) 

          The University provides an academic calendar which is followed. 

 In the beginning of each academic session, college time-table is prepared for both under-

graduate and post-graduate classes taking into consideration the                                                                           

number of students in each course. 

 Frequent meetings are called by the heads of various departments for unitization of the syllabus 

designed by the university and to frame the teaching strategies for the academic session. 

 Group discussion and interactive session are arranged in the classes. 

 Oral and written test are organized by all the faculty members at the end of each chapter or unit. 

 According to university guidelines, one house test is conducted in each academic session to 

evaluate the performance of the students. 

 Students have to fulfill university’s eligibility conditions of 25% marks in aggregate to appear 

in final examination. 

 Highest scorers in all the subjects are awarded and honored on the annual prize distribution 

function of the college. 

 

 

2.3.2 How does IQAC contribute to improve the teaching-learning process? 

Internal quality assistance cell contributes a lot in improving the teaching learning quality of 

the institute thus enabling it to achieve academic excellence. 

 Taking into consideration fast changing global scenario in the field of education,   innovative 

teaching-learning methodology is implemented to upgrade the knowledge of the learners. Our 

institute, under the guidance of DPI Colleges Chandigarh has initiated the process of educating 

students through EDU SAT, high profile education satellite which is specially configured for 

audio – visual medium . This visual class room learning with two way communication links 

offers new technology for supporting effective teaching in the college. 
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 All the laboratories of various departments like Physics, Chemistry, Computers, etc. are 

upgraded with the latest equipments and tools, to supplement theoretical knowledge of the 

learners with practical skill. 

 Teachers on the other hand, strive to bring improvement in the efficiency and effectiveness 

level of their teaching thus increasing the competence level of the students. They use 

innovative teaching methodology like interactive sessions, projects, presentations and group 

discussions to enhance the knowledge of the students. 

 The Principal along with senior members of the faculty ensures the regularity of the classes. 

 Teachers evaluate the learning process of the students through class tests, oral tests, mock tests, 

assignments and house tests which are organized and evaluated methodically and students are 

informed about their performance regularly. 

 On the basis of their performance, special remedial classes have been arranged for the weak 

students, and we propose to continue this practice in future as well. 

 Students enrich their knowledge and prepare their assignments and questions with the help of 

books / reference books available in the college library. 

 Library staff organizes orientation programmes for the students to enable them to make proper 

and right utilization of library resources. 

 The Institution ensures healthy and ideal learning environment by maintaining proper discipline 

in the college with the help of the faculty members. 

 

2.3.3 How is learning made more student-centric? Give details on the support structures and 

systems available for teachers to develop skills like interactive learning, collaborative 

learning and independent learning among the students? 

In keeping with the Objective of the College, College provides a healthy, congenial environment for the 

holistic growth of the learners 'personality. The institute leaves no stone unturned to ensure fullest and 

comprehensive growth of the learners and makes the learners stay in the college highly fruitful and 

rewarding.  

 Whereas N.S.S. and Red Cross Society of the college nurture them to dedicate their services for 

social and moral cause; Guidance and Counseling Cell, Talent Hunt and various talks of 

eminent speakers prepare them to meet the challenges of life boldly. 

 On 31
st
 August 2012, the 150

th
 anniversary of Sri Satguru Sri Ram Singhji  was celebrated and 

his teachings highlighted. The students also took part in poster making and declamation 

contests. 

 On 14
th

 Dec. 2013 the 150
th

 anniversary of Swami Vivekanand was celebrated and his teachings 

highlighted. 

 In order to make teaching more student-centric, teachers encourage active participation of the 

students in class-room interactive sessions. In their attempt to make their lectures highly 

motivating, they incorporate their lectures with audio-visual aids, smart-board techniques and 

over-head projectors. Various well-equipped Science, Computer Science laboratories allow the 

students to explore the frontiers of knowledge. 
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2.3.4 How does the Institution nurture critical thinking, creativity and scientific temper among 

the students to transform them into the life-long learners and innovators? 

To nurture critical thinking, creativity and scientific temper among students, the college faculty 

motivates them to participate in various inter college, inter-state and national level competitions in the 

field of academics, sports and cultural events. 

 College endeavors to inculcate the sense of responsibility among students by assigning them 

different duties during functions organized by various societies and clubs of the college. 

 The institution organizes seminars and workshops on different topics to enhance their 

knowledge. 

 The Science departments organize an exhibition where students innovate with basic principles 

of science. 

 We try to develop logical, rational thinking among our students by encouraging them to 

express their views and ideas in debates and declamation contests organized by the college, so 

that they can face the future challenges of life boldly. 

 Various books, magazines and journals available in the college library help in enhancing their 

logical critical thinking. 

 

2.3.5 What are the technologies and facilities available and used by the faculty for effective 

teaching? e.g. Virtual laboratories, e-learning resources from National Programme on 

Technology Enhanced Learning(NPTEL) and National Mission on Education through 

Information and Communication Technology (NME-ICT), open educational resources, mobile 

education, etc. 

In order to make teaching more effective and motivating, college in collaboration with DPI Colleges, 

Chandigarh has started educating students through EDUSAT. Enlisted members of college faculty were 

invited to deliver their lectures through EDUSAT. In collaboration with NMIECT the college 

conducted spoken tutorials on 9
th

 and 20
th

 Oct.2012.  

 

 

2.3.6 How are the students and faculty exposed to advanced level of knowledge and  skills 

(blended learning, expert lectures, seminars, workshops etc.)? 

In order to enable the students and the faculty members to keep pace with the fast moving world, our 

institute takes number of steps to equip and to expose them to advanced level of knowledge. 

 Various departments organize workshops, exhibitions and seminars. 

 Guest lectures by eminent scholars are organized on different topics. 

 The students are exposed to advance level of knowledge by arranging visits 

            to hospitals and historical places. 

 Newspapers in all the 3 languages i.e. English, Punjabi and Hindi are available in the college 

library to equip the students with the present scenario of the world around. 

 Books, journals and magazines are a living source to upgrade their knowledge. 

 Keeping in mind the professional growth of teachers and career advancement of students , 

guest lectures and workshops are organized from time to time: 
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2.3.7 Detail (process and the number of students / benefitted) on the academic, personal and 

psycho-social support and guidance services (professional Counseling /mentoring/academic 

advice) provided to students? 

Our institution tries its level best to provide highly beneficial academic, personal and psychological 

support and guidance to its students to enable them to excel in all areas of  life. 

 Economically deprived students who are unable to pay their college fee feel free to discuss their 

financial problems with their teachers who lend a helping hand and enable such students to 

continue with their studies. 

 Personal counseling is also given to the students having some psychological and personal 

problems. 

 To expose the students to an advanced level of knowledge, visits to hospitals, asylums and 

orphanages are arranged. 

 Number of magazines, journals and books are available in college library to acquaint the 

students with new horizons of knowledge. 

 Guidance and Counseling cell of the college organizes various seminars and lectures in which 

the students are briefed about the placement opportunities and their procedural requirement: 
year Grant Received in Rs. Spent in Rs. 

2010-11 - - 

2011-12 - - 

2012-13 91,120 Reading Material- 43752 

Contingency-     1375+16437=61564 

 

2013-14 - - 

   

2010-11 

The following guest lecturers were delivered 

Date Speaker Topic 

23/10/2010 Gunjeet Kaur 

Department of Home Science, Govt. 

College, SAS Nagar. 

Personality Development for 

Interviews. 

2/12/2010 Mukesh Sharma 

Department of Commerce, PG Govt. 

College, Sector 11,Chandigarh. 

Careers in Commerce 

10/12/2010 Dr. Manjit Singh 

Department of Commerce, Punjabi 

University Patiala.  

Soft Skills 

12/12/2010 Balwinderjeet Singh 

Director, Marketing And Admissions, 

Universal Group of Institutes. 

Careers in Business Management 

15/1/2010 Dr. Manjit Singh 

Department of Commerce, Punjabi 

University Patiala. 

Careers in Science. 

16/12/2010 Dr. Renu Somal, 

Department of Psychology, PGGC, 

Sector 11, Chandigarh. 

Career guidance for students with 

Psychology. 

10/2/2011 Dr. Jyotsna Kaushal, 

Chitkara University, Jhansla. 

Career Guidance for students in 

Science. 
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 (2011 – 2012) 

The Guidance and Counseling Cell of the college organizes a seminar every year. 2011-12 

A seminar on ‘Career Opportunities after Graduation’ was organized on 10/12/12.  

 

 

Date Speaker Topic 

8/10/2012 Prof. Shashi Kant 

Department of Economics, 

Govt. College for Girls 

Chandigarh. 

Personality Development for 

Interviews. 

12/12/2012 Mukesh Sharma 

Department of Commerce,PG 

Govt. College, Sector 

11,Chandigarh. 

Careers in Commerce 

 

2012-13 

The activities of Guidance and Counselling Cell for the session 2012-13 are as under-  

Date Speaker Topic 

18/11/2012 Balwinderjeet Singh 

Director, Marketing And 

Admissions, Universal Group 

of Institutes. 

Personality Development for 

Interviews. 

12/12/2012 Mukesh Sharma 

Department of Commerce,PG 

Govt. College, Sector 

11,Chandigarh. 

Careers in Commerce 

 

 

(2013-14) 

 A seminar on ‘Career Opportunities after Graduation’ was organized on 2/12/13. 

 

2.3.8 Provide details of innovative teaching approaches /methods adopted by the faculty during 

the last four years? What are the efforts made by the Institution to encourage the faculty to adopt 

new and innovative approaches and the impact of such innovative practices on student learning? 

In order to make their teaching highly effective and student-centric, teachers supplement their lectures 

with innovative approaches like group discussions, project studies, field studies and inter-active 

sessions in the classroom. 

 Teachers supplement their lectures with audio-visual aids, overhead projectors and computers. 

 

2.3.9 How are library resources used to augment the teaching-learning process? 

      Library of the college plays a vital role in augmenting the teaching-learning process. 

 College library is well equipped with 17328 books, 14 newspapers,27 

magazines/journals/periodicals. 

 In the beginning of each academic session, the librarian holds orientation and information 

literacy programmes for the students and acquaints them with library rules as well as library 

facilities. 

 She also informs the staff and the students about new job opportunities. 
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 Internet facility is also available in the College library. 

 Users’ feedback is also collected through the suggestion box and through personal interaction 

with the students from time to time. While most of the suggestions are handled at the 

departmental level, major matters like library infrastructural enhancement and procurement of 

knowledge resources is done through meetings of the library committee with the Principal. 

 

2.3.10 Does the Institution face any challenges in completing the curriculum within     the planned 

time frame and calendar? If 'yes' elaborate on the challenges encountered and the 

institutional approaches to overcome these. 

No, the college does not face any challenge in completing the assigned syllabus/ curriculum within the 

planned time framework and the academic calendar as everything is planned well in advance. 

 

2.3.11 How does the institute monitor and evaluate the quality of teaching learning? 

The methodology employed to monitor and evaluate the quality of the students is through their class 

room performance, class tests, practicals in the labs, interactive sessions and house examinations.  

 

2.4 TEACHER QUALITY 

 

2.4.1 Provide the following details and elaborate on the strategies adopted by the college in 

planning and management (recruitment and retention) of its human resource (qualified and 

competent teachers) to meet the changing requirements of the curriculum. 

Highest 

Qualification 

Professor  Associate 

Professor 

Assistant 

Professor 

Total 

 Male Female Male Female Male Female  

Permanent Teachers  

Ph.D.      --      1          1     --     --     2 

M.Phil.      --      --     2    7     --        2     11 

PG      --      --     1     --    --     --     1 

Temporary Teachers 

Ph.D.      --      --    --       --      --     2      2 

M.Phil.      --      --    --    --     1     5      6 

PG      --      --    --    --     1    --      1 

Part –Time teachers 

Ph.D.      --      --    --    --     --     --      -- 

M.Phil.      --      --    --    --     --     1      1 

PG      --      --    --    --     --     1      1 

                                   25 

Being a Govt. institution, the appointment of regular employees in channeled through D.P.I. colleges, 

Chandigarh. The guest faculty of course is employed by the college authorities but that too strictly 

according to the rules and conditions laid down by UGC and D.P.I. colleges, Chandigarh. 
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2.4.2   How does the institution cope with the growing demand / scarcity of qualified senior 

faculty to teach new programmes / modern areas (emerging areas ) of study being faculty 

introduced (Biotechnology. IT,  Bioinformatics etc.) Provide details on the efforts made by the 

institution in direction and the outcome during the last three years. 

 

 The Institute is not authorized to recruit regular faculty, therefore to cope with the growing 

demand /scarcity of qualified senior faculty to teach new programmes/ modern areas (emerging 

areas) of study selection procedure according to Parent University/ Punjab Govt. / UGC Norms is 

adopted, Subject experts are invited from PU Chandigarh or Parent University.  

 

2.4.3   Provide details on staff development programmes during the last four years elaborate on 

the strategies adopted by the institution in enhancing the teacher quality. 

              Nomination to staff development  programmes  

(a) Academic Staff programmes              

Staff Training Programmes: Dr.Kulvinder kaur,      

Direct Skill trainers Programmes (DEPOT- Sector 20, Chandigarh.)   

 Refresher courses 

 Orientation  programmes 

 Staff training conducted by the university 

 Staff training conducted by other institutions 

 Summer/ winter, workshops, etc. 

a. Faculty Training programmes organised by the institution to empower and enable the  use 

of various tools and technology for improved teaching learning 

- Teaching learning methods / approaches 

- Handling new curriculum 

- Content/Knowledge management 

- Selection ,development and use of enrichment materials 

- Assessment 

- Crass cutting issues 

- Audio Visual Aids / multimedia 

- Teaching learning material development, selection and use.   

b. Percentage  of faculty 

 Invited as resource persons in Workshops/ Seminars/ Conferences organized by 

external professional agencies                             = 10% 

 

 Participated in external  Workshops / Seminars / Conferences recognized by 

national/ international professional bodies        =25% 

 

 Presented papers in Workshops /Seminars/ Conferences conducted or recognized by 

professional agencies                                           =25% 
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2.4.4     What policies / systems are in place to recharge teachers ?(eg: providing research grants , 

study leave , support for  research and academic publications teaching  experience in other 

national institutions and specialized programmes industrial engagement etc .) 

 

The UGC provides research grants, support for   research and academic publications teaching   

experience in other national institutions to teachers who desire to avail. Following is the list of the 

research achievements of our faculty.  

 

1. Principal Mrs. Pavinder Kaur-  

 Life Member, Association Population Geographers of India. 

 Received Travel grant from UGC to Present Paper and Attend 3
rd

   International Conference on 

Energy  from Biomass and Waste at Venice, Italy  from 8/11/2010 to 11/11/2010. 

 Participated in 2
nd

 Chandigarh Social Science Congress from 16/3/2010 to 17/3/2010 at Panjab 

University, Chandigarh. 

 Participated in 32
nd

 Indian Geography Congress from 19/11/2010 to 21/11/2010 at Panjab 

University, Chandigarh. 

 Participated in Workshop-cum Training Programme on Counseling Services from 13/12/2010 to 

14/12/2010 at Postgraduate Govt. College , sector 11, Chandigarh. 

 Nominated Member of the Undergraduate Board of Studies in Geography from 1/4/2009 to 

31/3/2011 by Panjab University , Chandigarh. 

 Appointed Member, Academic Council of Punjabi University, Patiala. On 1/9/2012 till 

retirement. 

 Attended awareness programme on National Mission on Education through information and     

Communication  Technology  from 19
th

 to 20
th

 Oct, 2012 at National Institute of 

Technical Education Jalandhar, Pb. 

   Attended Training programme on General Management Skills from 23
rd

 to 24
th

 Nov 2012 at 

Mahatma Gandhi      Institute     of Public Administration, Punjab, Chandigarh. 

  Attended Training programme on Sensitization on the issues related to Minorities from 16
th

 to 

18
th

 Jan 2013 at Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Public Administration, Punjab, Chandigarh. 

 Appointed President, Canoeing and Kayaking, by Punjabi University, Patiala. 

 Attended Stakeholders Conference on 16
th

 Dec. 2013 at Govt. College for Girls, Ludhiana. 

 

2. Dr.Kulvinder kaur, received teachers’ travel grant to attend 7th ASPASP International 

Congress, Tokyo, Japan, (7-10th Aug, 2014)where she presented a paper on Sport involvement 

on adjustment and academic achievement of women student.  

Publications by Dr.Kulvinder kaur      

 Books Edited:Title : Support Infrastructure and performance of Indian  Elite Badminton Players: 

An analytical Study By- Saon Sanyal. (Ph.d Thesis Evaluation) 
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International  conferences:  

1. 2013: Sports Motivation and Goal Orientation in Sports persons Published in conference 

proceeding. 

2. 2013 - International conference on futuristic trends in Physicals Education Punjabi University 

Patiala 24-26 January 2013.  Title:  Sports Motivations and Goal Orientation in sports persons..  

3. 2014-ICSP -2014 International congress on sports Psychology "Exercise an sports psychology 

in 21st century, research and application perceptive" 15 - 18 October 2014 – Chairperson 

conducted Scientific session.   

4. 2014: Sport Involvement on Adjustment and Academic Achievement of women students, 

Presented and Published in conference proceedings (ASPASP) 

5. 2014- American Canadian, conference for Academic Disciplines (IJAS) International Journal of 

Arts + Sciences, Ryerson University, Toronto, 19 to 22 May, 2014. Paper accepted: Aspiration 

Level among University level individuals and team game Players 

 

National Conferences:  

1. 2012- 22nd National conference of sports Psychology SKR College, Kharar (PB) 25-27 January 

2012 (Chairperson) 

2. 2012- National seminar of Futuristic Trends in Physical Education, Khalsa college Amritsar PB 21-

22 February 2012. 

 Title : Maladies and Remedies of Indian sports.  A critical Analysis.   

3. 2011:  National conference on Physical Education as a profession, Arya college, Ludhiana PB, 11-12 

Feb, 2011. Conducted session as a Chair Person  

4. 2011:  National conference on Global Trends in Physical Education, SKR college Physical 

Education college Kharar (PB) 25-26 January 2011 ) Co-Chairperson 

 

Observer : (Association of Indian Universities (AIU) New Delhi. 

1. 2013 Observer at All Indian – Inter – University (M) championship at Punjab University Chandigarh 

October 2013. 

2. 2011 Observer at Volley ball (M) All Indian Inter University championship at Kurukshetra 

University November 2011. 

3. Member : Member Board of Studies in Physical Education, Punjabi University, Patiala. 

4. Executive Member : Indian Association of Sports Psychology. 

5. Life Member : Association of Sports Medicine. 

 

3. Ajinder Kaur (Associate Professor) 

Presented Paper at National Conference organised by Planetary Scientific Research Center, 

Dubai from 7/1/2012 to 8/1/2012 titled Colonialism- A Policy Of Education And Modern 

African Fiction. 

4. Suman Batra (Associate Professor) Attended R.C Paul International Conference titled 

Emerging trends in Chemistry at Panjab University, Chandigarh from 11.02.2011 to 

12.02.2011. 

 

5. Gurjant Singh (Associate Professor)  
a. Member: Faculty of Social Sciences Punjabi University, Patiala, 2013 to 2015. 

b. Member: Under graduate Board of Studies in Public Administration Punjabi University, Patiala, 

2013 to 2015 
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c. Life Member: Indian institute of Public Administration, New Delhi. 

d. Executive Member: Indian Institute of Public Administration, Punjab and Chandigarh Branch. 

e. Life  Member: Indian Public Administration Association. 

 Courses Attended during the Last 4 Years: 

1. Refresher Course in NSS 13.02.10 to 17.02.10 at Andretta, Pbi. University, Patiala. 

2.  Seminar 28.03.11 on Higher Education, G.C.G Sector 42, Chandigarh. 

3.  National Seminar on Higher Education in 16 November 2014 at SD College Chandigarh. 

 Paper presentation –  

1.Status of reforms in Urban Governance in Punjab at Punjabi University, Patiala, 21.03.2013. 

  2.Food Security  in India:  Suggestions for improvement  , IIPA, N. Delhi, 19.10.13 

 

Publications:  

1. Decentralised Urban Governance in Punjab in NAGARLOK, IIPA New Delhi, XLIV , No. 

I, January – March 2012. 

2.  Status of Urban Governance Reforms in Indian- An Overview, in NAGARLOK, April-

June 2013,Vol. XLV, no. 2 PP. 1-21 

3. Book- Institutional Frame work of Urban Local Governance in India, Wild Fox 

Publications, Brampton, Ontario, Canada, 2014. 

4. Urban Governance: Role of Municipal leaders and Officers, in NAGARLOK, April-June 

2014,Vol. XLVI, no. 2 PP. 1-21 

6. Dr. Davinder kaur  

1. Attended International Conference at New York conducted by Sikh Research    Institute. 

2. Attended Seminar at Punjab University Chandigarh (Hashiya grast Lok). 

3. Attended International Punjabi Literary Conference at Punjabi University, Patiala on 16
th

 

and 17
th

 Dec. 2014. 

 

Publications  in the last 4 years:  

(a) Publications: Written and Presented Research Paper for Bhasha Vighag Punjab Patiala. 

Title:  Pardesi Hoe Punjabian di Jorhe di Kavita 'Mitti De Mor' 

 Written Book Preface of  

Written  Research Paper in Book “ Sher Singh Kanwal Vichardhara and Mool Path”  

Edited by Dr. Bhagwant Singh & Dr. Raminder Kaur, Bhasha Vibhag, Punjab,Patiala. 

7. Ms. Pooja Bhandari, Librarian 

Attended 6 day course from 13/11/2011 to 18/11/2011 at Academic Staff College, Panjab 

University, and Chandigarh. 

Presented Paper at national conference from 20/1/2012 to 21/1/2012 at Guru Nanak University, 

Amritsar titled E-Resources in Academic libraries: A Tool for Scholarly Communication, 

8. Dr. Gurpreet kaur  

Publications: 
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1. One Book (Aurat Da Humdard) 24 research papers and articles in different journals and 

magazines. 

2. 3 Research papers are under publication.  

3. 1 Book is under publication. 

  

 Seminars / conferences attended:  

a. Punjabi University world Punjabi conference held on 30th and 31st March 2008. 

b. Second world Punjabi conference held on 24-25 Feb, 2009. 

c. One national and One International seminar organised by Punjab University on 2010  

 

9.  Ravinder Singh, Guest Faculty 

1. Participation in National workshop on photography organized by Government State College 

of Education  Patiala dated 19-20 September 2012 in collaboration with associate of Punjab 

Geographers . 

2. Participated in workshop of three day on clay modelling "September 23 to 25 2013 organized 

by Government (State) College of Education, Patiala. 

3. One day National workshop "on the Spot painting" at Behlolpur Near Machiwara dated 02 

December 2012 organized by DAV college Hoshiarpur.  

4. Participation & Paper presentation in UGC Sponsored seminar on "Globalization" held at 

Shaheed kanshi Ram Memorial College, Bhagoo Majra (Kharar) SAS Nagar Mohali on 2 

March 2013.  

5. Participation on National Seminar on Gurudev Rabindernath Tagor – A Multi-Disciplinary 

perspective on 28 March 2012 at Punjabi University Patiala.  

6.  Participation in National Seminar on Sardar Sobha Singh's Personality on 29 November 

2010 at Punjabi University Patiala. 

7. Exhibition of painting 20 March 2013 at Session court, Mohali organised by session court 

Mohali .   

2.4.5 Give the number of faculty who received awards / recognition at the state, national and 

international level for excellence in teaching during the last four years. Enunciate how the 

institutional culture and environment contributed to such performance/ achievement of faculty. 

 Dr.Kulvinder Kaur Research Awards: "Sports psychology fellow award" by SPAI (Sports 

Psychology Association of India) 

2.5    Evaluation process and Reforms 

2.5.1 How does the Institution ensure that the stakeholders of the Institution especially students 

and faculty are aware of the evaluation process? 

To ensure that the stakeholders of the institution especially students and faculty are aware of the 

evaluation process, institution takes the following steps: 

 Detailed information about the evaluation process is conveyed through college prospectus, 

notices on the notice-boards, tutorial classes and assemblies conducted especially before the 

commencement of house examinations. 
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 Subject teachers hold special discussions in their respective classes about the pattern of the 

question papers and the division of marks according to university pattern. Principal holds 

special meetings with the staff members to discuss the examination schedule. 

 Students’ performance is evaluated throughout the academic session through various class 

tests/oral tests/ and house-examination. 

 Parents of the detained students are intimated about their wards’ detention so that they can seek 

the advice of the teachers and principal. 

 Parents of the students securing less than 75% of lectures are also informed about their wards’ 

detention. 

 

2.5.2. What are the major evaluation reforms of the university that the Institution has adopted 

and what are the reforms initiated by the Institution on its own? 

Evaluations reforms initiated by the University: 

 Punjabi University has introduced semester system in place of annual system at U.G. level. 

 The university has initiated the process of table-marking to bring reformation in evaluation 

system. 

 Students dissatisfied with their university results can apply for reevaluation to ensure fair 

evaluation. 

Evaluation reforms at College level 

Following reforms have been initiated by the college in the evaluation system; 

 Assignments are evaluated and discussed thoroughly to assess the performance of the students. 

 Special tests are conducted especially for the students of Physical Education who have been 

busy with their activities during examinations days. Other students who could not appear in the 

house tests because of certain unavoidable circumstances are also allowed to appear. 

 Special tests for slow learners are also arranged. 

 

2.5.3. How does the Institution ensure effective implementation of the evaluation   reforms of the 

university and those initiated by the Institution on its own? 

 Being an affiliated institution, evaluation reforms initiated by the University are implemented in 

toto. 

 House test answer sheets are thoroughly evaluated, and discussed in the class to dispel the 

students’ doubts and queries. 

 

2.5.4 Provide details on the formative and summative assessment approaches adopted to measure 

student achievement. Cite a few examples which have positively impacted the system. 

The following formative and summative evaluation approaches are adopted by the college to measure 

students’ achievements in academics and extracurricular activities and fields. 

Academics: 

 As per university guidelines, one house test is conducted in each academic session. 

 Special test is organized for the students who could not appear in house examinations because 

of some unavoidable situations. 

Summative Evaluation Approach 

 Intensively trained talented students participate in Youth Festivals. 

 Athletes of the college compete with other players at district, state level. 
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A few examples which have positively impacted the system: 

 

Academics 

In spite of the fact that we provide higher education to the weakest students of the area , our students 

manage to score marks above the University pass percentage in all subjects except English.  

2010-11 

8 students of the College obtained more than 70% marks in the final University Examinations. 

2011-12 

30 students of the College obtained more than 60% marks in the final University Examinations. 3 

students of the College obtained more than 70% marks in the final University Examinations.  

2012-13 

52 students of the College obtained more than 60% marks in the final University Examinations. 2 

students of the College obtained more than 70% marks in the final University Examinations.  

2013-14 

101students of the College obtained more than 60% marks in the final University Examinations. 12 

students of the College obtained more than 70% marks in the final University Examinations 

 

Sports 

2010-11 

Our students participated in various games organized by Punjabi University, like Cross County, 

Athletics, Cricket, and weight lifting. Manjit Singh of BAI participated in cross country championship 

organized by Punjabi University, Patiala and won the 12
th

 position. 

Manjit Singh of BAI also participated in 400 mts. And 800mts. and won 4
th

 position  in Annual 

Athletic Meet organized by Punjabi University, Patiala . 

 

2011-12 

Our students participated in various games organized by Punjabi University, like Cross County, 

Athletics, Cricket, and weight lifting 

Narinder Singh of BA I participated in Best Physique Competition (60 kg category) 

and won the Second Prize as Mr. Mohali and Third Prize as Mr. Dera Bassi.  

Malkit Singh of BA II participated in Best Physique Competition (Senior category) and won the 

Second Prize as Mr. Mohali and Third Prize as Mr. Dera Bassi. 

Manjit Singh of BAI participated in cross country championship organized by 

Punjabi University and won the 14
th

 position. 

 

2012-13 

Our students participated in various games organized by Punjabi University, Cross County, Athletics, 

Cricket, and weight lifting and Best Physique. 

Narinder Singh of BA II participatedin Best Physique Competition (60 kg category) and won the 

Second Prize as Mr. Ludhiana and Third Prize as Mr. Dera Bassi. 

Malkit Singh of BA I won the Fourth Prize in Inter College Best Physique Competition (60 kg 

category). 

The Annual Athletic Meet of the college took place on 31
st
 Jan. 2013. 
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2013-14 

Our students participated in various games organized by Punjabi University,like Cross County, 

Athletics, Cricket, and weight lifting. At the Inter College  Annual Athletic Meet held at Punjabi 

University , Patiala in Nov. 2013, Harjinder Kaur of  BAII won the fourth prize in 200 mts.  and Rulda 

Singh of BA II also won the fourth prize in 10000 mts.  

In Cross country , Harjinder Kaur of  BAII  qualified 6 km . race  and  Malkit  Singh of BA II qualified 

12 km. race. 

  

Co-curricular Activities 

In the beginning of each academic session, ‘Talent Search Week’ is organized to tap the talent 

of fresher’s of the college. 

Youth Festival 

 

2010-11 

Regional Youth Festival took place at Cordia   College Sanghol on 12
th,

 13
th

 and 14
th

 Oct.2010. 

34 students participated in 16 items. College won the Overall trophy in Fine Arts. 

In Rangoli, Rithambra Vaishnav of BA III won the First Prize. 

In Clay modeling, Aakashdeep Saini of BA I won the Second  Prize. 

In On-the –spot painting   Kiran of BA I won the second Prize. 

In Group song Indian , College won the  second Prize. 

In Geet/Gazal , Shilpa of BAII won the Second Prize. 

In Nukkad Natak best artist award. 

At the Inter-Regional Youth Festival held at Punjabi University, on 27
th

, 28
th

 and 29
th

 Oct.2010, 

Rithambra Vaishnav of BA III won the First Prize in Rangoli. 

 

 

2011-12 

Regional Youth Festival took place at P.M.N. College Rajpura on 9
th

, 10th and 11
th

 

 Oct.2013.50 students participated in 17 items. 

In classical vocal, Shilpa of BAIII won the First Prize. 

In Group song Indian, College won the First Prize. 

In Geet/Gazal , Shilpa of BAIII won the Second Prize. 

In Group shabad , College won the Second Prize. 

In Poetry recitation , Aaradhna of BAII won the Second Prize. 

In Debate , , Aaradhna of BAII won the Second Prize. 

In Tabla Vaadan, Jagtar Singh of BCom II won the Third Prize. 

In Rangoli, Amarjit Kaur of BA III won the Second Prize. 

In Clay modeling, Aakashdeep Kaur of BA II won the Third Prize. 

In , Bhangra College won the Fourth Prize. 

 

2012-13 

Regional Youth Festival took place at Cordia   College Sanghol on 4
th

, 5
th

 and 6
th

 Oct.2012. 

34 students participated in 16 items. 

In Rangoli, Lata Mangeshkar of BA III won the First Prize. 

In Collage making Dimple Saini of BA III won the Second Prize. 

In Group song we won the Third Prize. 
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In Geet/Gazal Sachin Bagga of BAII won the Fourth Prize. 

In Photography Gurvinder Singh of BA II won the FourthPrize. 

At the Inter-Regional Youth Festival held at Punjabi Uiversity ,  In Collage making Dimple Saini of 

BA III won the Second Prize and a Silver Medal. 

2013-14 

Regional Youth Festival took place at P.M.N. College Rajpura on 8
th

, 9
th

 and 10
th

  Oct.2013. 

50 students participated in 17 items. 

In On-the –spot painting   Kiran of BA III won the second Prize. 

In Collage making Jaswinder Kaur of BA III won the third Prize. 

In Photography Gurvinder Singh of BA III won the third Prize. 

In Rangoli Neha Saini of BCom II won the third Prize. 

College Skit won the third Prize. 

Group song and Group Shabad won the fourth Prize. 

In Declamation Manpreet Kaur of BSc I won the fourth Prize. 

2.5.5 Detail on the significant improvements made in ensuring rigor and transparency in the 

internal assessment during the last four years and weightages assigned for the overall 

development of students (weight age for behavioral aspects, independent learning, 

communication skills etc.) 

 In order to ensure rigor and transparency In internal assessment, teachers supervise the class 

room performance of the students vigilantly and evaluate the physical performance of the 

students in sports. 

 Weight age for behavioral aspects and independent regular practice is also taken into 

consideration. e.g. there is 50% weight age for the performance in the house tests, 10% for 

regularity in both theory and practical, 10% for independent and regular practice in the 

playground and finally a cumulative internal assessment is prepared and awarded to the 

students. 

2.5.6. What are the graduate attributes specified by the college/affiliating university? How does 

the college ensure the attainment of these by the students? 

The main purpose of the institution to impart education at U.G level is to ensure the development of the 

students at two levels;  

(a) On academic front, as per the specification of affiliating university, the students are exposed to 

various courses so as to enable them to pursue higher studies or P.G. degrees in those specific courses.  

(b) At the personal level, ceaseless efforts are made by the institution to inculcate good moral and 

social values in them. The aim of the college thus is to ensure holistic development of its learners. 

 

2.5.7. What are the mechanisms for redressal of grievances with reference to evaluation both at 

the college and University level? 

 After each class test/house test, answer sheets are evaluated and each question is discussed 

thoroughly in the class, In case the student has any grievance with reference to evaluation, 

following steps are undertaken by the teacher: 

 Totaling of the marks is checked once again. 

 Unchecked questions are checked and the awarded marks are added in total. 

 If a student is doubtful about the marks awarded in any of the questions, that question is 

discussed thoroughly to his/her satisfaction. 

 At university level, students dissatisfied with their university results can apply for re-evaluation 

to ensure fair evaluation. 
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2.6. STUDENT PERFORMANCE AND LEARNING OUTCOMES 

2.6.1 Does the college have clearly stated learning outcomes? If 'yes' give details on how the 

students and staff are made aware of these? 

Yes, the college has clearly stated its learning outcomes in the vision and mission statement: 

To impart  quality education and to inculcate good moral/social values among students.  

2.6.2. Enumerate on how the Institution monitors and communicates the progress and 

performance of students through the duration of the course/ programme? Provide an analysis of 

the students results / achievements (Programme / Course wise for last four years) and explain the 

differences if any and patterns of achievement across the programmes / courses offered. 

The institution monitors the progress and performance of the students through class tests/oral tests and 

house tests the record of which is properly maintained and communicated to the students in their 

respective classes. Parents are also informed about the same through their wards.  The University Pass 

%age is as follows 

B. com Ist Year  Session - 2010-11 (Annual) 

Subjects Result % 

 

English 100% 

Punjabi 100% 

Financial Accounting 98% 

Maths 83% 

B.R.F 100% 

Information Technology 98% 

Economics 100% 

Session- 2011-12                                                  

                       B.Com Ist Sem                  B.Com 2nd Sem 

Subjects Result in % 

 

Subjects  Result in % 

 

Punjabi 100% Punjabi 100% 

English 100% English 98% 

Financial Accounting 85% E-Accounting 100% 

Business Law-I 91% Business Law-II 100% 

Business Economics 97% Principles of  Economics 98% 

Computer Application 98% Business Statistics 97% 

Session – 2012-13 

                       B.Com Ist Sem                  B.Com 2nd Sem 

Subjects Result in % 

 

Subjects  Result in % 

 

Punjabi 98% Punjabi 100% 

English 92% English 98% 

Financial Accounting 92% E-Accounting 98% 

Business Law-I 90% Business Law-II 97% 

Business Economics 92% Principles of Economics 100% 

Computer Application 97% Business Statistics 95% 
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B.Com - IInd Year 

Session (2010-11)(Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

English 88% 

Punjabi 100% 

Corporate Accounting 96% 

Business Environment 98% 

Company Law 98% 

Business Management 98% 

Income Tax 78% 

 

Session (2011-12)(Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

English 96% 

Punjabi 100% 

Business Management  97% 

Corporate Accounting 66% 

Company Law 100% 

Income Tax 98% 

Business Enviornment 82% 

Session (2012-13) 

                       B.Com – 3rd Sem                  B.Com – 4
th 

Sem 

Subjects Result in % 

 

Subjects Result in % 

 

Punjabi 100% Punjabi 100% 

English 90% English 100% 

Business Management 98% Business Management 100% 

Corporate Accounting 97% Corporate Accounting 56% 

Company Law 68% Auditing Practice 100% 

Income Tax 98% Business Environment 98% 

Business Maths 90% Income Tax 100% 

B.com – III Year 

Session – (2010-11) (Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

Punjabi 100% 

Entrepreneurship 100% 

Indirect Tax 100% 

Management Accounting 100% 

Financial Management 96% 

E-commerce 100% 

Cost Accounting 93% 
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Session – (2011-12)(Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

Punjabi 100% 

Entrepreneurship 96% 

Indirect Tax 100% 

Management Accounting 100% 

Financial Management 98% 

E-commerce 100% 

Cost Accounting 94% 

 

 

Session – (2012-13) (Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

Punjabi 100% 

Entrepreneurship 100% 

Indirect Tax 100% 

Management Accounting 100% 

Financial Management 96% 

E-commerce 100% 

Cost Accounting 93% 

 

BSC (Non-Med) 

Session – (2010-11 Annual)  

 B.Sc-Ist B.Sc- 2nd B.Sc- 3rd 

English NIL 100% NIL 

Punjabi 100% 100% 100% 

Maths 73% 90% 100% 

Physics 64% 100% 100% 

Chemistry 82% 80% 100% 

 

Session – (2011-12)  

 B.Sc-Sem- Ist B.Sc-Sem- 

2nd 

B.Sc-II(Annual) B.Sc-III(Annual) 

English NIL NIL 100% NIL 

Punjabi 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Maths 73% 36% 38% 80% 

Physics 91% 82% 75% 100% 

Chemistry 36.4% 36% 75% 100% 
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Sesssion – (2012-13)  

 B.Sc-Ist 

Sem 

B.Sc- 2
nd

 sem B.Sc- 3
rd

 Sem B.Sc- 4
th

 Sem B.Sc- 

III(Annual) 

English NIL NIL 100% 100% NIL 

Punjabi 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Maths 47% 71% 67% 75% 100% 

Physics 82% 82% 100% 92% 100% 

Chemistry 71% 65% 92% 100% 100% 

 

Session – (2013-14) 

 B.Sc-Ist Sem B.Sc- 2
nd

 sem B.Sc- 3
rd

 

Sem 

B.Sc- 4
th

 Sem B.Sc5thSem B.SC-

6
th

 

Sem 

English NIL NIL 88% 94% NIL NIL 

Punjabi 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Maths 55% 90% 50% 69% 67%  

Physics 87% 90% 81% 81% 100% 92% 

Chemistry 87% 67% 50% 81% 100% 92% 

 

 

BA I 
Subject  Results In % 

2010-11 

Results In % 

2011-12 

Results In % 

2012-13 

Results In % 

2013-14 

English Compulsory 35 42 49 22 

Punjabi Compulsory 95 91 87 91 

Punjabi Lit. 87 66 85 72 

Hindi Lit. 76 90 41 84 

History 64 73 62 40 

Geography 86 63 80 74 

Economics 20 90 64 - 

Psychology 88 40 37 57 

Public Administration 69 77 64 63 

Political Science 50 50 73 17 

Home Science 93 97 100 89 

Sociology 75 96 62 64 

Physical Education 88 77 88 66 

Music 64 80 93 - 

Fine Arts 81 75 39 45 

English Lit.  86 - - - 
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BA II 
Subject  Results In % 

2010-11 

Results In % 

2011-12 

Results In % 

2012-13 

Results In % 

2013-14 

English Compulsory 85 60 77 76 

Punjabi Compulsory 100 100 100 100 

Punjabi Lit. 100 86 98 100 

Hindi Lit. 100 89 87 100 

History 100 100 100 95 

Geography 100 96 100 100 

Economics 100 71 100 95 

Psychology 100 100 100 100 

Public Administration 100 88 88 92 

Political Science 100 90 91 91 

Home Science 100 100 92 100 

Sociology 89 89 100 100 

Physical Education 94 93 97 100 

Music 100 100 100 100 

Fine Arts 100 97 67 88 

English Lit.  66 63 100 - 

Maths 66 100 100 100 

 

 

BA III 
Subject  Results In % 

2010-11 

Results In % 

2011-12 

Results In % 

2012-13 

Results In % 

2013-14 

English Compulsory 88 100 74 77 

Punjabi Compulsory 98 100 100 98 

Punjabi Lit. 100 97 100 93 

Hindi Lit. 100 100 91 100 

History 100 100 100 100 

Geography 100 100 93 100 

Economics 100 100 81 100 

Psychology 100 100 100 63 

Public Administration 100 100 89 100 

Political Science 100 100 100 91 

Home Science 100 100 92 92 

Sociology 97 100 100 100 

Physical Education 100 100 100 100 

Music 100 63 100 100 

Fine Arts 100 93 100 88 

English Lit.  100 100 83 - 

Maths 100 66 100 67 
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2.6.3. How are the teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution structured to 

facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes? 

The teaching, learning and assessment strategies of the institution are structured in the following 

manner to facilitate the achievement of the intended learning outcomes: 

  Congenial atmosphere provided by a dedicated and a hard-working faculty encouraging 

students through class room interactive sessions, assemblies and tutorials to be regular in their 

attendance and work. 

  Class tests/oral tests/ surprise tests and house tests both for annual and semester system are 

conducted for students’ orientation and preparation for the final exams to be conducted by the 

university. 

  Well-equipped laboratories to supplement students’ theoretical knowledge about the subject. 

 A well-equipped college library with 17328 books, and no. of reference books, magazines and 

journals. 

  Well – equipped computer laboratories. 

  A huge well-maintained playground for the proper training of the sports students. 

 

2.6.4 What are the measures / initiatives taken up by the institution to enhance the social and 

economic relevance (quality Jobs, entrepreneurship, innovation and research aptitude) of the 

courses offered? 

 Since ours is a rural college located in a backward area, it caters to the socio-economic development of 

the area. The students are encouraged to become self-dependent through various courses.  

  Various seminars and guest lectures are organized by Guidance and Counseling cell to make 

them aware of different job opportunities. 

 

2.6.5 How does the Institution collect and analyse data on student learning outcomes and use it 

for planning and overcoming barriers of learning? 

The institution does not formally collect such data on students’ learning outcomes but through IQAC it 

tries to informally gauge the level of student learning measures and uses it to find out advanced and 

slow learners of the college and formulate future policies accordingly. Special remedial classes have 

been arranged for slow learners whereas advanced learners are given special guidance by their 

respective teachers to enable them to do well. 

 

2.6.6. How does the Institution monitor and ensure the achievement of learning    outcomes? 

The institution monitors and ensures the achievements of learning outcomes through- 

  IQAC (Internal Quality Assurance Cell). 

  Through class room performance by the students. 

 Participation of students in interactive sessions. 

 Organizing seminars and workshops. 

 By giving practical training through visits to hospitals, different science laboratories of the 

university and drug-de-addiction centers. 

  Alumni association is the major body of the college to monitor the achievements of the 

graduates from the college. It maintains a record of personal and professional data of the old 

students. 

  Being an age of fast-paced technology, the old students of the college remain in touch with the 

institution through their teachers as well as through each other. 
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2.6.7. Does the institution and individual teachers use assessment evaluation as an indicator for 

evaluating student performance, achievement of learning objectives and planning? If 'yes' 

provide details on the process and cite a few examples. 

 Yes, the institution and the individual teachers use the following evaluation methodology to evaluate 

the performance/achievement of learning objectives and planning. 

  Class room participation of the student, regularity in theory and practical classes. 

  Performance in class tests/oral test/surprise test. 

  Performance in house examinations. 

 Participation in Extra-curricular activities. 

  Overall behavioral aspect of the student. 

  Awards/Honors won by the students in academics, co-curricular activities and sports. 

  Leadership qualities, level of confidence especially during interaction sessions. 
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CRITERION-III RESEARCH, CONSULTANCY AND EXTENSION 
3.1 Promotion of Research 

3.1.1 Does the institution have recognized research centre’s of the affiliating university or any 

other agency/organization? 

The institution encourages and promotes research culture among its faculty. A good number of staff 

members from different departments have completed their Ph.D while in service. However, the 

institution is yet to initiate the process of setting up of a research centre. 

 

3.1.2 Does the institution have a research committee to monitor and address the issues of 

research? If so, what is its composition? Mention a few recommendations made by the committee 

for implementation and their impact. 

We do guide, motivate and inspire our students to go in for research after completing their post 

graduation. But being primarily an undergraduate college, there is no formal research committee to 

monitor and address the issues of research. Only curriculum based micro research projects are taken by 

the departments of Public Administration, Sociology and Environment Science. 

 

3.1.3 What are the measures taken by the institution to facilitate smooth progress and 

implementation of research schemes/projects? 

The institution is committed towards extending all possible help as per the UGC guidelines and Punjab 

government rules and regulations for any research project undertaken by the faculty. 

 

3.1.4 What are the efforts made by the institution in developing scientific temper and research 

culture and aptitude among students? 

In order to develop scientific temper and research culture, the students are involved in various 

curriculum based small research projects under taken by the departments of Public Administration, 

Sociology and Environment Science. 

 

3.1.5 Give details of the faculty involvement in active research (Guiding student research, leading 

research projects, engaged in individual /collaborative research activity, etc 

A good number of teachers are actively involved in research. The following teachers are involved in 

active research 

1. Prof Kulwinder Kaur 

2. Prof. Gurjant Singh 

3. Prof Davinder Kaur 

4. Prof. Ajinder Kaur 

5. Librarian Pooja Bhandari. 

6. Dr. Gurpreet Kaur 

7. Prof.Ravinder Singh 

 

List of Teachers who completed their Ph.D 
1. Prof Kulwinder Kaur 

           2. Prof Davinder Kaur 

      3. Dr. Gurpreet Kaur 
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Name Department No. of M.Phil dissertations 

Supervised University 

Nil 

List of Teachers who are pursuing Ph.D 

1. Prof. Gurjant Singh   2. Pooja Bhandari , Librarian. 3. Prof. Asha Jagga 

Name Department No. of M.Phil dissertations Supervised -- Nil 

The faculty members have a good number of books and research papers published in their name.  

Name Publication 
Dr.Kulvinder kaur       Books Edited:  

Title : Support Infrastructure and performance of Indian  Elite 

Badminton Players: An analytical Study By- Saon Sanyal .  

International  conferences:  

2013: Sports Motivation and Goal Orientation in Sports 

persons Published in conference proceeding. 

Prof. Gurjant Singh 1. Decentralised Urban Governance in Punjab in NAGARLOK, 

IIPA New Delhi, XLIV , No. I,        January – March 2012. 

2. Status of Urban Governance reforms in Indian- An 

Overview, in NAGARLOK, April-June 2013,Vol. XLV, no. 2 

PP. 1-21 

3.Urban Governance: Role of Municipal leaders and Officers, 

in NAGARLOK, April-June 2014,Vol. XLVI, no. 2 PP. 1-21 

4.Book- Institutional Frame work of Urban Local Governance 

in India, Wild Fox Publications, Brampton, Ontario, Canada, 

2014. 

Dr. Davinder kaur  

 
1.Attended International Conference at New York conducted by 

Sikh Research Institute  

2. Attended Seminar at Punjab University Chandigarh 

(Hashiya grast Lok) 

3. Attended International Punjabi Literary Conference at 

Punjabi University , Patiala on 16
th
 and 17

th
 Dec. 2014. 

Publications  in the last 4 years:  

Written and Presented Research Paper for Bhasha Vighag 

Punjab Patiala. 

Title:  Pardesi Hoe Punjabian di Jorhe di Kavita 'Mitti De Mor' 

Written Book Preface 

Written  Research Paper in Book “ Sher Singh Kanwal 

Vichardhara and Mool Path”  Edited by Dr. Bhagwant Singh 

& Dr. Raminder Kaur, Bhasha Vibhag, Punjab,Patiala. 

Dr. Gurpreet kaur  

 

 

 

1.One Book (Aurat Da Humdard) 24 research papers and 

articles in different journals and magazines. 

2.Research papers are under publication.  

3. Book is under publication. 
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As many as 20 research papers were presented by the faculty members in seminars and conferences of 

national and international level. 

  

Name Paper presented 

Principal 

 Mrs. Pavinder Kaur 

 

1.Presented Paper  titled Solid Waste Management: A case study of 

Chandigarh at 3
rd

   International Conference on Energy  from 

Biomass and Waste at Venice, Italy  from 8/11/2010 to 

11/11/2010. 
 

Dr.Kulvinder kaur       1. 2013-International conference on futuristic trends in Physical 

Education Punjabi University Patiala 24-26 January 2013. 

Title:  Sports Motivations and Goal Orientation in sports persons. 

2. Paper accepted: Aspiration Level among University level 

individuals and team game Players  2014- American Canadian, 

conference for Academic Disciplines (IJAS) International 

Journal of Arts + Sciences, Ryerson University, Toronto, 19 to 

22 May, 14 

3. 2014 - 7th ASPASP International congress, Tokyo, Japan, (7-

10th Aug, 2014) Presented paper: Sport involvement on 

adjustment and academic achievement of women student .  

4. 2014-ICSP -2014 International congress on sports Psychology 

"Exercise an sports psychology in 21st century, research and 

application perceptive" 15 - 18 October 2014 – Chairperson 

conducted Scientific session.    

5. 2012- 22nd National conference of sports Psychology SKR 

College, Kharar (PB) 25-27 January 2012. 

6. 2012- National seminar of Futuristic Trends in Physical 

Education Khalsa college Amritsar PB 21-22 February 2012. 

7. Title : Maladies and Remedies of Indian sports.  A critical 

Analysis (Presented Paper).   

8. 2011:  National conference on Physical Education as a 

profession, Arya college, Ludhiana PB, 11-12 Feb, 2011. 

Conducted session as a Chair Person. 

9. 2011:  National conference on Global Trends in Physical 

Education, SKR college Physical Education college, Kharar 

(PB) 25-26 January 2011 ) Co-Chairperson 

10. Observer: Association of Indian Universities (AIU) New Delhi. 

11. 2013 Observer at All India Inter University (M) Soft ball  

championship at Punjab University Chandigarh October 2013. 

12. 2011 Observer in Volley ball (M) All India Inter University 

championship at Kurukshetra University November 2011. 

 
Prof. Ajinder Kaur 

(Associate Professor) 

 

Presented Paper at National Conference organised by Planetary 

Scientific Research Centre, Dubai from 7/1/2012 to 8/1/2012 titled 

Colonialism- a policy of education and Modern African Fiction. 

Prof. Gurjant Singh 

(Associate Professor) 

 

1. Status of reforms in Urban Governance at Punjabi University Patiala,          

21.03.2013. 

2.Food securing in Indian Suggestion for efficient, IIPA, N. Delhi, Urban 

Governance:  
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Dr. Davinder kaur 

(Associate Professor) 

 

 

 

1.Attended International Conference New York conducted by Sikh 

Research Institute  

2. Attended Seminar at Punjab University Chandigarh (Hashiya grast 

Lok) 

Pooja Bhandari 

Librarian 

1.Attended  6 day course from 13/11/2011 to 18/11/2011 at Academic 

Staff College, Panjab University, Chandigarh. 

2.Presented Paper at national conference from 20/1/2012 to 21/1/2012 at 

Guru nanak University, Amritsar titled E-Resources in Academic 

libraries: A Tool for Scholarly Communication, 

 

Ravinder Singh 

 

 

1.Paper presentation in UGC Sponsored seminar on "Globalization" held 

at Shaheed kanshi Ram Memorial College, Bhagoo Majra (Kharar) SAS 

Nagar Mohali on 2 March 2013. 

 

 

 

3.1.6 Give details of workshops/ training programmes/sensitization programmes conducted/ 

organized by the institution with focus on capacity building in terms of research and imbibing 

research culture among the staff and students. 

With focus on capacity building, guest lectures and workshops are organized as follows.  

List of Guest Lectures and Seminars: 

Department Speaker Topic and year  

Department Speaker Topic Date 

Punjabi Prem Gorky, Author Writer: The Mirror of 

Society 

15/09/2011 

NSS Sh. Jasjeet Singh, Local MLA Van Mahotsav 9/7/2011 

Punjabi Poets Darshan Buttar and 

Darshan Buttar 

Poetry recitation on Drug 

abuse 

19/11/2012 

NSS Prof. Rajwant Singh Social Evils of Society 12/7/2012 

Legal 

Literacy 

Cell 

Sh. RajPal, Civil Judge, 

Junior Division, Dera Bassi 

Rights of Women 31/7/2012 

Placement 

Cell 

Sh. Surinder Mohan, 

Employment Officer 

Self Employment 

Opportunities 

10/8/2012 

Commerce Nandita Nagar, Program 

Officer NIMA 

Life Management Skills & 

Personality Enhancement 

11/9/2013 

Public Ad. Prof. Gurjant Singh Reservation for Women in 

Local Bodies 

14/12/2013 

Commerce HDFC Bank Graduate to a Banker in 

just 2 months 

11/3/2014 
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3.1.7 Provide details of prioritized research areas and the expertise available with the institution. 

As already stated, the college being primarily an undergraduate institution, active research activity is 

not undertaken. Only curriculum based small research projects are taken by the departments of 

Geography, Public Administration, Sociology and Environment Science. 

 

 

3.1.8 Enumerate the efforts of the institution in attracting researchers of eminence to visit the 

campus and interact with teachers and students. 

Researchers of eminence are invited to deliver guest lecturers organized in the institution. An 

interaction with these scholars benefits both the students and the teachers. 

 

 

3.1.9 What percentage of the faculty has utilized sabbatical leave for research activities? How has 

the provision contributed to improve the quality of research and imbibe research culture on the 

campus? 

Leave for this purpose is granted by the DPI Colleges. The College gives duty leave to the teachers to 

Present Papers at seminars and conferences. At present 25% of the faculty members have availed this 

facility. 

 

3.1.10 Provide details of the initiatives taken up by the institution in creating 

awareness/advocating/ transfer of relative findings of research of the institution and elsewhere to 

students and community (lab to land). 

None. 

 

3.2 Resource Mobilization for Research 

UGC, ICSSR and some other bodies provide resources for research. 

 

3.2.1 What percentage of the total budget is earmarked for research? Give details of major heads 

of expenditure, financial allocation and actual utilization. 

The college being a government institution does not have any funds specially earmarked for research as 

such.  

 

3.2.2 Is there a provision in the institution to provide seed money to the faculty for research? If 

so, specify the amount disbursed and the percentage of the faculty that has availed the facility in 

the last four years. 

No such provision is there. 

 

3.2.3 What are the financial provisions made available to support student research projects by 

students? 

There is no financial provision; hence no support can be given to the students for research projects.  

3.2.4 How does the various departments/units/staff of the institute interact in undertaking inter-

disciplinary research? 

Cite examples of successful endeavors and challenges faced in organizing interdisciplinary 

research. 

Though there is no interdisciplinary research as such. 
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3.2.5 How does the institution ensure optimal use of various equipment and research facilities of 

the institution by its staff and students? 

The college provides resources like updated labs, well–stocked library and internet connectivity to 

students and teachers.  

 

3.2.6 Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry or  ther 

beneficiary agency for developing research facility? If ‘yes’ give details. 

No. 

 

3.2.7 Enumerate the support provided to the faculty in securing research funds from various 

funding agencies, industry and other organizations. Provide details of ongoing and completed 

projects and grants received during the last four years. 

None. 

 

3.3 Research Facilities 

3.3.1 What are the research facilities available to the students and research scholars within the 

campus? 

Though we do not have an established research centre in the institution, yet we extend research 

facilities on a small scale to our students, so as to enable them to undertake preliminary research. 

The College has wi-fi facility and students can access books ,journals and e-resources on the internet or 

via N-LIST programme . 

 

3.3.2 What are the institutional strategies for planning, upgrading and creating infrastructural 

facilities to meet the needs of researchers especially in the new and emerging areas of research? 

The institution upgrades the infrastructure from time to time in order to be at par with the emerging 

global trends in technology. 

The college library was extended and new books and journals were purchased. Internet facility was 

made available to the staff and students and they have an easy access to online information and N-LIST 

programme . 

 

 

3.3.3 Has the institution received any special grants or finances from the industry or other 

beneficiary agency for developing research facilities? If ‘yes’, what are the Instruments/ facilities 

created during the last four years. 

Being a government institution, we cannot have any financial transactions with industry or a 

beneficiary agency. 

 

3.3.4 What are the research facilities made available to the students and research scholars outside 

the campus/other research laboratories? 

College provides access to e- resources via N-LIST programme for research purpose.. 
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3.3.5 Provide details on the library/ information resource centre or any other facilities available 

specifically for the researchers? 

Despite the absence of a formal research centre, the library is upgraded from time to time in order to 

keep the staff and students updated. 

The library has 17328 books which include general books, reference books and text books. 

Photostat facility available in the library. 

There are 2 computers with internet facility 

User education is given to all the newcomers by the librarian eg. How to use catalogue, locate books, 

consult reference section etc. 

Book bank facility for needy students is available. 

User feedback collected through suggestion box put up in the library. 

3.3.6 What are the collaborative research facilities developed/created by the research institutes in 

the college. 

None. 

Research Publications and Awards 

3.4.1 Highlight the major research achievements of the staff and students in terms of 

 Patents obtained and filed (process and product) 

 Original research contributing to product improvement 

 Research studies or surveys benefiting the community or improving the services 

 Research inputs contributing to new initiatives and social development 

Students prepare field-survey reports which help a lot in understanding the nature and cause of the 

problem on which the survey is undertaken. These reports can also be used by government agencies. 

 

3.4.2 Does the Institute publish or partner in publication of research journal(s)? If ‘yes’, indicate 

the composition of the editorial board, publication policies and whether such publication is listed 

in any international database? 

The college does not publish any research journal. 

 

3.4.3 Give details of publications by the faculty and students: 

 Publication per faculty 

 Number of papers published by faculty and students in peer reviewed journals (national / 

international) 

 Number of publications listed in International Database (for Eg:Web of Science, Scopus, 

Humanities International Complete, Dare Database - International Social Sciences 

Directory, EBSCO host,etc.) 

 Monographs 

 Chapter in Books 

 Books Edited 

 Books with ISBN/ISSN numbers with details of publishers 

 Citation Index 

 SNIP 

 SJR 

 Impact factor 

 h-index 

 Please see 3.1.5 
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3.4.4 Provide details (if any) of research awards received by the faculty 

 Recognition received by the faculty from reputed professional bodies and agencies, 

nationally and internationally. 

 Incentives given to faculty for receiving state, national and international recognitions for 

research contributions.  

           None. 

 

3.5 Consultancy 

3.5.1 Give details of the systems and strategies for establishing institute-industry interface? 

Since we are a govt institution, it is not possible. 

 

3.5.2 What is the stated policy of the institution to promote consultancy? How is the available 

expertise advocated and publicized? 

We cannot engage in independent formal consultancy services being a government institution. 

However, teachers extend Counselling to the students on an informal basis at class room level on topics 

viz choice of a particular stream, the right subject combination and career path to be adopted. Also 

solutions to personal problems are provided. 

 

3.5.3 How does the institution encourage the staff to utilize their expertise and available facilities 

for consultancy services? 

The institution encourages the staff to utilize their expertise for consultancy on an honorary non- 

remunerative basis in the following manner: 

 The affiliating university i .e. Punjabi University appoints several faculty members as paper 

setters for theory and practical examination. 

 The members of the faculty visit other colleges as Resource Persons. 

 Members of the faculty are   frequently consulted for designing syllabus of various graduate and 

post graduate classes. 

 The staff members are also appointed as subject experts by the university. 

 

  

3.5.4 List the broad areas and major consultancy services provided by the institution and the 

revenue generated during the last four years. 

Guidance and counselling cell in the college in collaboration with different agencies, organizes 

different consultancy services. 

 

3.5.5 What is the policy of the institution in sharing the income generated through consultancy 

(staff involved: Institution) and its use for institutional development? 

The resources generated are added to the PTA fund which is then spent on the infrastructural 

development of the college. Also money is spent on curricular/cultural activities. Salaries of the guest 

faculty, teachers are also disbursed from PTA. 
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3.6 Extension Activities and Institutional Social Responsibility (ISR) 

3.6.1 How does the institution promote institution-neighborhood community network and student 

engagement, contributing to good citizenship, service orientation and holistic development of 

students? 

Extension activities are an important aspect of our educational policy which emphasizes community 

service. The institution promotes institution-neighborhood-community network and student 

engagement that contributes to the overall growth and development by encouraging the students to 

participate in activities like NSS (National Service Scheme),  Red Ribbon Club, Legal Literacy Club 

and Youth Red Cross. 

 Camps are organized by NSS Units in which lectures are delivered on various topics like health 

and hygiene, cleanliness, traffic rules, rights of women etc. NSS units undertake activities that 

create social awareness and generate a sense of responsibility among the students. Each year the 

volunteers adopt a village and work tirelessly for the betterment and upliftment of its people. 

This year village Dandrala has been adopted. 

 Red Cross Unit, in collaboration with the District Red Cross Society, organizes Blood Donation 

Camps. Various seminars on social evils are also organized. 

 The collective participation of the student members of all the aforesaid units is reflected in 

activities like tree plantation, drug deaddiction and other environment sustenance programmes. 

 Legal Literary Club instils social awareness and knowledge about civic rights and 

responsibilities among the students, particularly rights of women. 

 Red Ribbon Club organizes AIDS awareness camps for the students. 

 After the college hours, the young sports enthusiasts from the community engage themselves in 

outdoor sports activities like Football, Basketball, and Athletics etc on the college grounds. 

 In addition to the above, the college as an effort to promote social responsibility has formed the 

following Clubs And Committees which are functional round the clock: 

 Gender Sensitivity Club 

 Anti -Sexual Harassment Club 

 Women Safety Cell 

 Anti -ragging Committee 

 Grievance and Redressal Cell 

Also, departments, Commerce, History, and Science departments undertake educational visits and 

activities that promote scholastic as well as holistic development of students.  

 

3.6.2 What is the Institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in various social 

movements / activities which promote citizenship roles? 

Our institutional mechanism to track students’ involvement in various social movements is driven by 

the following components: - 

 To streamline the process, duties are allocated to the teachers in the annual duty list. 

 Units like, NSS, Red Cross etc. keep a track of the involvement of enrolled volunteers who 

undertake activities like social service etc. 

 The clubs and societies functional in the institution encourage maximum involvement of the 

students in various activities. A record of such activities and of the students involved is 

maintained by the respective club or society. 

 All the activities are recorded in the Annual Report of the College presented at the Annual 

Function. 
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3.6.3 How does the institution solicit stakeholder perception on the overall performance and 

quality of the institution? 

The stakeholder perception on the overall performance and quality of the institution involves views of 

students, faculty, parents and alumni. 

The students express their views by directly dropping their complaints in grievance box installed in the 

library, to be addressed later by the concerned committee. 

Periodic staff meetings are held to elicit suggestions and recommendations for the quality enhancement 

of the institution. 

The PTA organizes meetings where the house is open to suggestions as well as proposals by the 

parents. 

Alumni Association takes care of the proposals extended by the old students for the welfare of their 

Alma Mater. 

The students can also express their views and opinions in the tutorial meetings held from time to time. 

 

3.6.4 How does the institution plan and organize its extension and outreach programmes? 

Providing the budgetary details for last four years, list the major extension and outreach 

programmes and their impact on the overall development of students. 

The institution, through its extension activities aims to serve the society and at the same time to 

sensitize the students towards their social responsibilities. Some of the extension act ivities undertaken 

in the last four years: 

In case of national calamity, the staff and students contribute to the Prime Ministers Relief Fund. 

To commemorate Army Day, flags are bought by the staff and students. Money thus collected goes to 

the widows of jawans. 

NSS units of the college work indefatigably throughout the year for creating social awareness and 

serving the society. The volunteers kindled with the spirit of social service, work towards creating a 

better tomorrow for themselves and the coming generations. 

 

Some Activities of NSS 

 Village Dandrala Bir was adopted in 2009-10. A socio-economic survey was conducted to 

gather relevant data about the social and economic conditions of people. A cleanliness drive too 

was carried out in the village. The illiterate people of the village were given akhar gyan i.e basic 

literacy. Drug addiction and illiteracy were the main problems addressed by the students. Health 

and hygiene, drug addiction and adult education were the main areas of concern. 

 With the help of District Legal Authority, lectures were organized for women folk enlightening 

them about their rights.  

 For Communal Harmony our students collected a sum of Rs. 5500/- . 

 Van Mahotsav celebrated every year. 26 July 2013. 

 

 3.6.5 How does the institution promote the participation of students and faculty in extension 

activities including participation in NSS, NCC, YRC and other National/ International agencies? 

The students are motivated to become active members of units like NSS. Optimum number of students 

gets themselves enrolled enthusiastically every year. Outstanding volunteers are honoured and suitably 

awarded during Annual Awards Day. The institution provides the facility of duty leave to both students 

and faculty undertaking extension activities. The students can take special tests in case they miss their 

house exams. Students participating in different activities of, NSS, and Youth Club are given 

refreshment during their practice sessions. 
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3.6.6 Give details on social surveys, research or extension work (if any) undertaken by the college 

to ensure social justice and empower Students from under-privileged and vulnerable sections of 

society? 

The institution is well aware of its responsibility towards the under privileged sections of society. The 

faculty and the students engage in such activities which benefit the community at large. 

Some of the initiatives taken are: 

The students under the guidance of Prof. Harvinder Kaur carried out a survey in villages to study the 

social evil of drug addiction.  

The students of NSS, under the guidance of Dr. Kulvinder Kaur work on various social issues like-

gender discrimination, female foeticide, conditions of slums and study the various economic and social 

hardships faced by girls. 

The Youth Club headed by Prof. Pushpinder Kaur and NSS work in tandem to address the issues like-

gender discrimination, female foeticide, conditions of slums and study the various economic and social 

hardships faced by girls. 

Legal Literacy Club of the college is active round the year and organizes lectures for the students to 

make them aware of their rights and also provides  free legal aid if needed. 

 Each One Educate One is a scheme under which alumni of the college are requested to sponsor 

economically weak students. 

 Learner Driving licences are made with the aid of D.T.O. office under Saarthi scheme. Prof. Ajinder 

Kaur has been trained in this job and learner licences are made by her. 

The College also fills up the forms for making voter cards and passes them to the District 

Administration. Prof. Baljit Kaur takes keen interest and ensures that no student has been left out. 

 

3.6.7 Reflecting on objectives and expected outcomes of the extension activities organized by the 

institution, comment on how they complement students’ academic learning experience and 

specify the values and skills inculcated. 

The students’ academic learning experience is indeed complemented by extension activities. These 

ensure holistic development of students and make them enlightened citizens.  

Sense of social service and responsibility towards society.  

Personal growth and confidence.Capacity enhancement for Higher Education. 

Awareness regarding opportunities in the service sector. 

 

3.6.8 How does the institution ensure the involvement of the community in its reach out activities 

and contribute to the community development? Detail on the initiatives of the institution that 

encourage community participation in its activities? 

The institution tries to involve the community in its extension activities which promotes community- 

institution networking. 

Some activities undertaken: NSS volunteers adopt a village every year and work for the upliftment of 

its people. These activities have curriculum extension interface which acts in two fold manner i.e. 

increases knowledge and instil values to serve the community. 
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 3.6.9 Give details on the constructive relationships forged (if any)with other institutions of the 

locality for working on various outreach and extension activities. 
The institution is well aware of its social responsibility, as such carries out various outreach and 

extension activities in collaboration with educational institutes of the vicinity .Some of the activities 

are: 

Students of the college trained the students of other schools and prepared a Bhangra team that 

performed on the occasion of Tehsil Independence Day Function.  

Cleanliness drive was carried out in collaboration with people in Village Dandrala Bir. 

NSS unit adopts a village every year, interact with the people, know about their problems and work for 

their upliftment  

Awareness drives on social evils like drug addiction, dowry, female foeticide, etc. is carried on by 

taking out rallies in the city. 

 

3.6.10 Give details of awards received by the institution for extension activities and/contributions 

to the social/community development during the last four years. 

Our College was awarded and felicitated for our contribution in Blood Donation and for making Voter 

Cards by the District Administration. 

 

3.7 Collaboration 

3.7.1 How does the institution collaborate and interact with research laboratories, institutes and 

industry for research activities. Cite examples and benefits accrued of the initiatives - 

collaborative research, staff exchange, sharing facilities and equipment, research scholarships 

etc. 

The institution has no such facility. 

 

3.7.2 Provide details on the MoUs/collaborative arrangements(if any) with institutions of national 

importance/other universities/industries/Corporate (Corporate entities) etc. and how they have 

contributed to the development of the institution.  
The institution has no such facility. 

 

 

3.7.3 Give details (if any) on the industry-institution-community interactions that have 

contributed to the establishment /creation/up-gradation of academic facilities,student and staff 

support,infrastructure facilities of the institution viz. laboratories / library/new technology 

/placement services etc. 

 Edu-sat:- Education through satellite was provided free of cost to the students in collaboration with 

the government of Punjab. 

 

3.7.4 Highlighting the names of eminent scientists/participants who contributed to the events, 

provide details of national and international conferences organized by the college during the last 

four years. 

No such event organized by the College. 
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3.7.5 How many of the linkages/collaborations have actually resulted in formal MoUs and 

agreements? List out the activities and beneficiaries and cite examples (if any) of the established 

linkages that enhanced and/or facilitated - 

a) Curriculum development/enrichment 

b) Internship/ On-the-job training 

c) Summer placement 

d) Faculty exchange and professional development 

e) Research 

f) Consultancy 

g) Extension 

h) Publication 

i) Student Placement 

j) Twinning programmes 

k) Introduction of new courses 

l) Student exchange 

m) Any other 

No such agreement was signed. 

 

3.7.6 Detail on the systemic efforts of the institution in planning, establishing and implementing 

the initiatives of the linkages/collaborations. 

No such agreement made. 
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CRITERION –IV INFRASTRUCTURE and LEARNING RESOURCES 
4.1 Physical Facilities 

4.1.1 What is the policy of institution for creation and enhancement of infrastructure that 

facilitate effective teaching and learning? 

Ours, being a Govt. Institution, the policy for creation and enhancement of infrastructure to facilitate 

effective teaching learning is based on the availability of grants. The effective implementation is carried 

out through a well chalked out plan. 

 The new courses are introduced as per the need of the students and availability of learning 

resources. In 2014-15 we have started two new courses – BCom Prof. and PGDCA under self 

financed Higher Education Institution Society (HEIS). 

 

4.1.2 Detail the facilities available for 

a) Curricular and co-curricular activities- classrooms, technology enabled learning spaces, 

seminar halls, tutorial spaces laboratories, botanical garden, Animal house, specialized facilities 

and equipment for teaching,learning and research, etc. 

b) Extra- curricular activities- sports, outdoor and indoor games, gymnasium, auditorium, NSS, 

NCC, Cultural activities, public speaking,communication skills development, yoga, health and 

hygiene etc. 

The facilities available for Curricular and Co-curricular activities 

 

Classrooms /Tutorial Spaces  10 

Lecture Theaters   0 

Laboratories Science Labs  5 

Geography lab  1 

Home Science  1 

Computer labs   1 

Physics lab 1 

Chemistry lab 1 

Facilities/Equipment for teaching 

 
Overhead Projectors    1 

Computers                  22 

 Xerox machines          2 

T.V’S                     1 

Smart Boards              2 

Multimedia Projector    4 

Internet facility (24 hrs. in the college labs.)  

 

Learning and Research Virtual Library Well equipped  Library 

Seminar Hall Multimedia room Auditorium 

Others 

Green Rooms for students of Physical Education. 
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 Extra- Curricular activities-Sports, Outdoor and Indoorgames 

200 m track is available. 

FootbalI ground is available. 

Kho-Kho ground is available. 

Volley Ball ground is available. 

Basket Ball ground is available. 

Kabbaddi ground is available. 

Chess facility is available. 

Mini Gym is available. 

Water facility in playground is available. 

Store for sports equipments is available. 

T.A. and D.A. is provided to participants who take part in competitions. 

Refreshment and healthy diet is given. 

Public speaking/Cultural activities 

Auditorium is available. 

Multimedia lab 

Health and Hygiene Gymnasium is available. 

 

4.1.3How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure is in line with its academic growth 

and is optimally utilized? Give specific examples of the facilities developed/ augmented and the 

amount spent during the last four years (Enclosed the Master Plan of the Institution / campus 

and indicate the existing physical infrastructure and the future planned expansions if any). 

Keeping in accordance with the increase in the number of students and the introduction of new courses, 

the infrastructural facilities in terms of new classrooms and technical upgradation is undertaken from 

time to time. During the last four years following facilities have been augmented 

Facilities Developed/Augmented Amount Spent (Rs.) Source of Funds 

Facilities 

Developed/Augmented 

Amount Spent (Rs.) Source of Funds Building 

 

Repair of Building 66 lakhs  Govt. grant Repair of ceiling,plaster 

of walls, Floors, Doors 

and windows, 

washrooms including 

fittings, electricity 

wiring including switch 

boards , main board. 

Student Centre and 

Multipurpose Hall 

118.86 lakhs  Govt. grant  

Computer lab 23.80 lakhs  Punjab Govt., MP 

lad ,UGC. 

12 lakhs Punjab Govt. 

+ 5 lakhs MP lad 

Internet Connection 30,000 UGC+ HEIS,  HEIS  

 

 

 

4.1.4 How does the institution ensure that the infrastructure facilities meet the requirements of 

the students with physical disabilities? 
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The college building is fully disabled friendly. There is a ramp in the main building as well as Student 

Centre. 

 

 

4.1.5 Give details on the residential facility and various provisions 

available within them :- 

 Recreational facilities, gymnasium, yoga centre etc – available 

 Computer facility including access to internet --- available 

 Recreational facility- common room ---- available 

 Constant supply of safe drinking water----- available 

 Security---- available 

 

4.1.6 What are the provisions made available to students and staff in terms of health care on the 

campus and off the campus? 

The students and staff have access to Civil Hospital Dera Bassi which is just 700 metres from the 

College. In case of emergencies, the facility of ambulance on 108 is available. There is also a well 

equipped gym to ensure the players fitness. The College has a small dispensary managed by Prof. Asha 

Jagga   . 

 

4.1.7 Give details of the common Facilities available on the campus spaces for special units like 

IQAC, Grievance Redressal unit, Women’s cell, Counselling and career Guidance, Placement 

unit, Health Centre,Canteen, recreational spaces for staff and students, safe drinking water 

facility, auditorium etc. 

 

1  IQAC/NAAC Room no. 22 FF 

2 Grievance Redressal unit Room no. 06 GF 

3 Women’s Cell Room no. 09 GF 

4 Counselling and Career Guidance Room no. 09 GF 

5 Placement Unit Room no. 09 GF 

6  Health Centre, Red Cross, Health Club, First Aid Room no. 07 GF 

7 Student Centre + Canteen  Building   

8 Safe drinking water facility  On Each Floor 

9 Staff Room Adm. Block  GF 

10 Common Room Girls  Room No. 01 GF 

11 Common Room Boys  Room No. 25 GF 

 

4.2 Library as Learning Resource 

4.2.1. Does the library have an Advisory committee? Specify the composition of such a committee. 

What significant initiatives have been implemented by the committee to render the 

library,students/user friendly? 

Yes, the library has an advisory committee. 

 

 

Composition of Library Advisory Committee 

Chairperson—Principal Pavinder Kaur 
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Ex Officio Convenor : Ms.Pooja Bhandari (Librarian) 

Members : Prof. Balbir Kaur 

                  Prof Pushpinder Kaur 

                  Prof. Rakesh Garg 

                  Prof. Suman Batra 

Book Bank:  

                  Prof. Balbir Kaur 

                  Prof Pushpinder Kaur 

                  Prof. Rakesh Garg 

                  Prof. Suman Batra 

Library Orientation:  

 Formation of the committee at the beginning of each year. 

 Meetings of the Committee are held 4-5 times during the session. 

 

Initiatives taken by the Library Advisory Committee and Implementation 

of its decisions are as follows: 

 Procurement of library resources. 

 A new reading room furnished with tables, chairs has been created for the students. 

 A special periodical section has also been created in the library. 

 A book bank is functioning in the college library which provides books to underprivileged 

students. It is managed by a committee of teachers and library staff. 

 Special help is rendered to students preparing for competitions. 

 Copies of syllabi prescribed by university are available to staff and students for ready reference. 

 Facilities regarding the latest acquisitions, current awareness services, internet facility etc. are 

extended to the students. 

 Organizing book exhibitions. 

 Creation of user friendly environment. 

 Committee also monitors the staff and students’ visitor register. 

4.2.2. Provide details of the following: 

 Total area of the library ( in sq.mts) 

 Total seating capacity 

 Working hours (on working days, on holidays, before examination 

            days, during examination day, during vacation) 

 Layout of the library (individual reading carrels, lounge area for 

               browsing and relaxed reading, IT zone for accessing e-resources) 

Details are given below: 

Total Area of the Library       334.45 sq.mts.            

Total Seating Capacity          150       approx. 

Working Hours : 

On working days 9a.m. - 3 p.m. 

On holidays Library remains closed 

During vacations 9.30a.m. – 3.00 p.m. 

Examination Days  --9.30a.m. – 3.00 p.m. 

Layout of the Library: 

 Separate reading halls for Students and for Teachers.---- yes 
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 Reference / Journal and Periodical Section.--------------  yes 

 IT Zone for accessing e-resources. ------------------------ yes 

 

4.2.3 How does the library ensure purchase and use of current titles, print and e-Journals and 

other reading materials? Specify the amount spent on procuring new book, journals and e-

resources during the last four years. 

The teachers recommend the library books and Journals of their respective subjects from time to time 

and the librarian puts the order for purchase of the same after obtaining sanction from the Principal. 

 

Year Number Total Cost in 

Rs. 

Text Books Reference 

Books 

e-resources 

2010-11 1277 320000 300 977  

2011-12 14 3000 0 14  

2012-13 50 8000 10 40  

2013-14 72 11000 32 20  

 

4.2.4 Provide details on the ICT and other tools deployed to provide maximum access to the 

library collection? ICT and Other Tools: 

 OPAC – In Process. 

 Electronic Resource Management Package for e-journals: The college library has 

subscribed to the N-List scheme of INFLIBNET to promote research environment among all the 

faculty and students. 

 Federated Searching Tools to search articles in multiple database: No 

 Library Website: No 

 In-house/remote access to e-publications: No 

 Library Automation: Yes, it is in process. Installed e -granthalaya Library Management 

System for its Automation. 

 Total Number of Computers for Public Access: 2 

 Total Number of Printers for Public Access: 1 

 Internet Band width/speed: BSNL Connection with 100 Mbs Speed 

 Institutional Repository: Not available. 

 Content Management system for e-learning:  Not available. 

 Participation in Resource sharing networks/consortia (like inflibnet)- No. 

 

4.2.5. Provide details on the following items: 

 Average number of walk-ins: 100 

 Average number of books issued/returned: daily 30 -35 

 Ratio of Library books to students enrolled: 23.29 

 Average number of books added during last three years: 

Year Number 

2011-12 14 

2012-13 50 

2013-14 72 

 Average number of login to OPAC:  20 

 Average number of login to e-resources: 15 
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 Average number of e-resources downloaded/printed: 15 

 Number of information literacy trainings organized: Orientation programmes are organised 

for the new students at the beginning of each session. 1 

 Details of weeding out of books and other materials: Text books out of syllabus / or over a 

period of five years are weeded out by the sanction of DPI (C) and other material by Auction 

with the permission of the Principal.  

 

 

4.2.6. Give details of the specialised services provided by the Library Specialised    Services 

provided by the Library are below mentioned: 

 Manuscript :No 

 Reference: Yes, on demand. 

 Reprography: Yes, through Library printer/Copier/Scanner. 

 ILL(Inter-Library Loan Service): No 

 Information Deployment and Notification: Yes, regarding new arrivals, job opportunities, 

change in syllabus, old question paper pattern, news clippings, etc. 

 Download: Yes, of syllabus, any new guidelines of U.G.C, Punjabi University or Punjab 

Government. 

 Printing: Yes, both for the students and the staff. 

 Reading List/Bibliography Compilation: yes. 

 In-house/Remote Access to e-resources: Yes, only those available free on the internet. 

 User Orientation and Awareness: Yes, to the new students through orientation classes by 

creating awareness for Library collection, library resources; library rules; and Library facilities 

(book bank, internet, reprography etc.) 

 Assistance in Searching Databases: Yes. 

 INFLIBNET /IUC Facilities:  No. 

4.2.7. Enumerate on the support provided by the library staff to the students and teachers of the 

college. 

Support provided to students: 

 Specific days are assigned to each Class in the week for lending and accessing of books. 

 Provides information about the dates of competitive exams and career opportunities through 

Employment News and by displaying pamphlets on the Library Notice Board. 

 The library is kept open as per college hours and students are given the facility to issue/return 

Text Books/Subject Books; access reference books; Newspapers and Periodicals/ Journals etc. 

 Open access facility is provided for Text Books and Reference Section. 

 Internet, printing and Reprographic facility is also available. 

 Information regarding new arrivals in the library. 

Support provided to teachers: 

 Open access facility to all the sections of the Library. 

 Internet, downloading, printing and Reprographic facility. 

 Reference and referral service. 

 Information regarding change in syllabus, facility to access old syllabus and Gazettes etc. 

 Information regarding new arrivals in the Library. 
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4.2.8. What are the special facilities offered by library to the visually/physical challenged 

persons? Give details. 

Library staff extends cooperation in searching the Library Resources and helps them by getting the 

books issued on priority basis. As of now there is no blind student in the College. 

 

4.2.9. Does the library get the feedback from its users? If yes, how is it analysed and used for 

improving the library services. (What strategies are deployed by the library to collect feedback 

from users? How the feedback analysed and used for further improvement of the library 

services)? 

Feedback from the Users: 

 Feedback is collected through the suggestion box and through personal interaction sessions of 

the library committee with the students on regular basis. 

 Purchases are made as per demand from students. 

 Improvements are made by analysing the feedback. 

 Formal/informal departmental meetings are held to handle the suggestions. 

 Matters dealing financial or major infrastructural changes or procurement of knowledge 

resources are done through meetings with the Library Committee and the Principal. 

 

IT INFRASTRUCTURE 

4.3.1. Give details on the computing facility available (hardware and software) at the institution 

 No of computers with configuration 

At present college has 22 functional computers . All the computers are Pentium 4, Dual Core or higher, 

adequate for the current university curriculum.  

Total computers in college: 22 

Computer Department: 13 

Administrative office: 04 

Principal’ Office : 01 

Registrar Office : 01 

UGC/ NAAC Office : 01 

Library : 02 
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CRITERION- V STUDENT SUPPORT AND PROGRESSION 
A) Student mentoring and Support 

5.1.1 Does the institution publish its updated prospectus /handbook annually? if yes, what is the 

information provided to the Students through these documents and how does the institution 

ensure its commitment and accountability? 

The updated prospectus published annually details information about – 

 The institution and its history 

 The faculty 

 Administrative Committees 

 General Rules for admission 

 Admission schedule 

 Courses offered 

 Admission Committees 

 Subject combinations 

 Fee structure 

 Reservation policies  

 Examination rules 

 Financial aids, available scholarships, free ships etc. 

 Support services 

 Co curricular/cultural activities 

 Roll of Honour/ College Colour/ Merit Scholarships/ Details of Awards sponsored by 

philanthropists/ Ex-Principals’/ Ex teachers’ and their families. 

 Sports 

For Commitment and Accountability- 

 A transparent admission policy is adopted. 

 Delegation of admission duties to staff 

 Admission on purely merit basis as per State Govt. directions/ University rules. 

 Displaying relevant information on notice boards 

 Regularity of classes personally monitored by the heads of various departments. 

 Maintenance of students’ attendance registers. 

 Assignments, class tests and house examinations, for feedback on student performance. 

 Financial aid to needy students at State and Institutional level. 

 Encouraging student participation in Sports / Cultural Activities. 

 The role of PTA, Alumni Association, Clubs, Societies in promoting student progression. 

 Maintenance of Discipline. 

 College Council’s role as a regulatory body in the smooth functioning of the academic and 

administrative activities. 
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5.1.2 Specify the type number and amount of institutional Scholarships/free ships given to 

students during the last four year and whether the financial aid was available and disbursed on 

time? 

For financial assistance at institutional level, every year applications for financial assistance are invited. 

Needy and deserving students are identified on the basis of the annual income of their parents. Students 

belonging to families with annual income less than 2 lakhs are shortlisted for assistance at the 

institutional level. Red Cross, Student Aid Fund, Alumni Association, Sports Fund and PTA fund help 

in terms of fee, books and uniforms. The students who are given financial aid are expected to maintain 

high academic standard to receive further grants. Details of financial aids are- 

 Red Cross 

 Student Aid fund 

 PTA –fee refund to outstanding students in academics and sports. 

 Alumni Association 

Year Red Cross 

 

Student Aid 

fund 

 

PTA 

 

Alumni 

Association 

Rs.   Amount 

Spent on 

Students 

in Rs. 

Rs.   Amount 

Spent on 

Students 

Rs.   Amount 

Spent on 

Students 

Rs.   Amount 

Spent on 

Students  

2010-11 122719 111615 63480 0 943000 772000 2100 1 

2011-12 127569 118197 73440 0 1022000 922500 2100 1 

2012-13 15462 4862 3608 10500 1176000 958000 2100 1 

2013-14 20010 9912 2345 0 2066000 1437000 2100 1 

 

Sports Fund: 

Year Rupees No. of Beneficiaries 

2010-11 20682 34 

2011-12 164490 41 

2012-13 69287 40 

2013-14 55614 41 

  In addition to the above, the following prizes are given are given every year. 

i. Rotary club Dera Bassi  gives a cash prize of Rs.2100/- to the best student. 

ii. Old Students’ Association gives a Trophy to the best student. 

iii. Vinod Pal Memorial Trust gives a Trophy and a cash prize of Rs. 500/- to a student of BCom 

2
nd

 Semester who stands First in the University Examination. 

iv. Vinod Pal Memorial Trust gives a Trophy and a cash prize of Rs. 1100/- to a student of BCom 

4
th

 Semester who stands First in the University Examination. 

v. Vinod Pal Memorial Trust gives a Trophy and a cash prize of Rs. 2100/- to a student of BCom 

6
th

 Semester who stands First in the University Examination. 

vi. Vinod Pal Memorial Trust gives a Trophy and a cash prize of Rs. 5100/- to a student of BCom   

who stands First in the University Examination. 

vii. Vinod Pal Memorial Trust gives a Trophy and a cash prize of Rs. 5100/- to an ex student of 

BCom who stands First in the University Examination. 
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viii. Prof. Sukhi , in memory of his wife Late Mrs. Surjit Sukhi gives a cash prize of Rs.2500/- to 

any  student of BSc 2
nd

 Semester and 4
th

  Semester who scores more than 60% marks in the 

University Examination. 

ix. Prof. Sukhi , in memory of his father Late Mr. Partap Sukhi gives a Trophy and a cash prize of 

Rs.500/- to the Best Athlete (Boys) ,and in memory of his mother Late Mrs. Basant Sukhi gives 

a Trophy and a cash prize of Rs.500/- to the Best Athlete (Girls). 

x. Ex Principals, Dr. Vipin Sobti and Mrs Rita Gangahar have deposited a sum of Rs.21000/- each 

in PTA; the interest is used to give prizes to eligible students. 

xi. In memory of Late Prof. Paramdeep Singh Bhullar of this college his family have deposited a 

sum of Rs.11000/-  in PTA; the interest is used to give a prize to a student of BA III who stands 

1
st
 in the College in the University Examination. 

xii. The Chairman of Sardar Gurnam Singh & Co., Sardar Gursharan Singh gives a cash prize of 

Rs.1100/- and a Trophy to  students of all the three streams who stand 1
st
 in the University 

Examination. 

 

 

5.1.3 What % of Students received financial assistance from state govt.,central govt. and other 

national agencies? 

To promote higher education, the Central and State Government extend financial assistance to the 

students as follows: 

1. Central Govt. /UGC grants 

Year Rupees No. of Beneficiaries 

2010-11 - - 

2011-12 1,20000 92 

2012-13   

2013-14   

 

 

b. SC Scholarship [ Annual income below 2 lacs ] 

Year Rupees No. of Beneficiaries 

2010-11 - - 

2011-12 189795 28 

2012-13 127418 24 

2013-14 720326 82 

 

c. BC Scholarships [Annual income below 1 lacs]  

Year Rupees No. of Beneficiaries 

2010-11 - - 

2011-12 - - 

2012-13 3 15305 

2013-14 29 257956 
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d. Minority scholarship : (Annual income below 2lacs) 

Year Rupees No. of Beneficiaries 

2010-11 - - 

2011-12 - - 

2012-13 - - 

2013-14 - - 

 

e. Merit Scholarships by Punjab School Education Board 

Students with more than 80% marks in 10+2 eligible 

 

5.1.4. What are the specific support services available for…Students from SC/ST, OBC and 

economically weaker sections: 

 Reservation policy of the government - 25%, 5% and 5% seats for SC/ST, OBC and 

economically weaker sections respectively. 

 Aid in terms of fee refund by the State Govt. 

 Freeship and aids in terms of books, uniform and fee at institutional level. 

 Remedial classes for academically weak students. 

Students with physical disabilities: 

 Reservation at the time of admission 

 Needy students given monetary assistance 

No overseas students are studying in the college. 

 Students participating in various competitions at national and international level 

(a) Sports Category: 

 Sports kits: Not available 

 Game equipment: Not available 

 Refreshment  :available 

 Fee concession :Not available 

 TA/DA: available 

Year Rupees for TA, DA & 

refreshment. 

No. of Beneficiaries 

2010-11 11780 34 

2011-12 14020 41 

2012-13 13880 40 

2013-14 15280 41 

 

(b) Extracurricular/Cultural category: 

 TA/DA 

 Refreshment 

 Free transport 

 Costumes 

 Accompanists 

 Instructors for theatre and cultural items 
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Year Rupees No. of 

Beneficiaries D A Transpor

t 

Costume

s 

Refreshme

nt 

Accompani

st 

Instructors 

2010-11 255

0 

10600 5000 5000 44725 21550 51 

2011-12 300

0 

12000 5000 15500 65140 21300 37 

2012-13 450

0 

12600 12800 15000 4300 39000 50 

2013-14 336

0 

13300 15200 10620 4200 42800 42 

 

 Competitive Exams: 

 Teachers of various subjects guide students at personal level 

 Students have access to internet, magazines and books in the library. 

Computer literacy and Communication skills: 

Computer literacy programmes for teachers and students 

Support for slow learners: 

 Special assignments given 

 Class tests conducted 

 Academic counseling by teachers during availability period 

 Exposure of students to institutions of higher learning/corporate/business houses: 

None 

5.1.5 Describe the efforts made by the institution to facilitate entrepreneurial skills among 

students and their impact. 

Our institution enables the students to become economically self-sufficient by facilitating 

entrepreneurial skills among them by the way of the following initiatives: 

Through  guest lectures. 

 

5.1.6 Enumerate the policies and strategies of the institution which promote participation of 

students in extracurricular and co-curricular activities such as games, sports, quiz competitions, 

debates, discussions, cultural activities, etc 

For the holistic development of the students teaching is supplemented with active participation in 

extracurricular and co-curricular activities. At the outset of the academic session, Talent Search 

Contests are organised for freshers to identify the students who excel in various cultural activities. 

These students are encouraged to participate in the college/inter college activities and the Youth 

Festival. 

To promote participation in co-curricular and cultural activities, the institution provides- 

(a) Additional academic support in terms of academic counseling outside classrooms, special house 

examinations and duty leave. 

(b) Refreshment for students participating in various activities. 

(c) Costumes for participants in cultural activities. 

(d) Instructors for theatre items, folk dances and orchestras. 

(e) Free transportation 
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To encourage participation in sports the promising players are identified through trials. Morning and 

evening practice sessions are arranged to ensure their successful participation. Other support extended 

to the outstanding players is in terms of 

a)Reservation for players at the time of admission. 

b) Fee concession 

c) Academic counseling outside classrooms. 

d) Special house examinations. 

e) Duty leave. 

f) Special dietary requirement in terms of Refreshment for participants in sports activities 

g) Sports kits and game equipment for players 

j) TA/DA out of PTA. 

 

5.1.7. Enumerating on the support and guidance provided to the students in preparing for 

competitive exams, give details on the number of students appeared and qualified in various 

 competitive exams such as UGC – CSIR –NET ,UGCNET, 

SLET,ATE/CAT/GRE/TOFEL/GMAT/Central/State Services, Defense,Civil Services, etc. 

The library has a section on books related to career guidance. The teachers also lend all support for this 

purpose Prof. Balbir Kaur is incharge of such activities. 

5.1.8 What type of counselling services are made available to the students (academic, personal, 

career, psycho social, etc.)? 

Guidance and counselling cell of the college actively organises seminars, inter active sessions and 

awareness programmes to apprise the young learners about the various opportunities available to them. 

Academic counselling begins at the time of admission wherein the new comers are guided about the 

right subject combinations and the career path. 

Personal problems of the students are handled by the teachers at their own level. 

For career counselling, the students are apprised of the opportunities in higher education and the 

current job market. 

Activities of the guidance counselling cell: 

2010-11 

The Guidance and Counselling Cell organized 3-days awareness campaign about career opportunities 

in different fields. The institution invited the following experts to share information with the students:- 

The following guest lectures were delivered 

Date Speaker Topic 

23/10/2010 Gunjeet Kaur 

Department of Home 

Science, Govt. College, 

SAS Nagar. 

Personality Development for Interviews. 

2/12/2010 Mukesh Sharma 

Department of 

Commerce,PG Govt. 

College, Sector 

11,Chandigarh. 

Careers in Commerce 

10/12/2010 Dr. Manjit Singh 

Department of 

Commerce, Punjabi 

University Patiala.  

Soft Skills 
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12/12/2010 Balwinderjeet Singh 

Director, Marketing 

And Admissions, 

Universal Group of 

Institutes. 

Careers in Business Management 

15/1/2010 Dr. Manjit Singh 

Department of 

Commerce, Punjabi 

University Patiala. 

Careers in Science. 

16/12/2010 Dr. Renu Somal, 

Department of 

Psychology, PGCG, 

Sector 11, Chandigarh. 

Career guidance for students with Psychology. 

10/2/2011 Dr. Jyotsna Kaushal, 

Chitkara 

University,Jhansla. 

Career Guidance for students in Science. 

 

2011-12 

A seminar on ‘Career Opportunities after Graduation’ was organized on 10/12/12.  

Date Speaker Topic 

8/10/2012 Prof. Shashi Kant 

Department of Economics, 

Govt. College for Girls 

Chandigarh. 

Personality Development for 

Interviews. 

12/12/2012 Mukesh Sharma 

Department of Commerce,PG 

Govt. College, Sector 

11,Chandigarh. 

Careers in Commerce 

 

2012-13 

The activities of Guidance and Counselling Cell for the session 2012-13 are as 

under- A seminar on ‘Career Opportunities after Graduation’ was organized on 10/12/12. 

 

Date Speaker Topic 

18/11/2012 Balwinderjeet Singh 

Director, Marketing And 

Admissions, Universal Group 

of Institutes. 

Personality Development for 

Interviews. 

12/12/2012 Mukesh Sharma 

Department of Commerce,PG 

Govt. College, Sector 

11,Chandigarh. 

Careers in Commerce 

 

(2013-14) 

 A seminar on ‘Career Opportunities after Graduation’ was organized on 2/12/13. 
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5.1.9 Does the institution have a structured mechanism for career guidance and placement of its 

students? 

Since ours is primarily a multi-stream undergraduate college, students are not job ready immediately 

after graduation. However students of BCom manage to get jobs. 

Beyond this we don’t have a structured mechanism 

 

5.1.10 Does the institution have a student grievance redressal cell? If yes , 

list the grievances reported (If any) and redressed during last four years? 

The grievance redressal cell of our institution is monitored by the Principal and a committee which 

includes senior members of the faculty. The students are encouraged to discuss their problems with 

their teachers especially during the tutorial meets. They can also put their complaints in The Grievance 

Box placed in the library. The complaint box is opened on weekly basis to take stock of the problems. 

After discussion with the Principal, a speedy redressal in ensured.The nature of grievances brought to 

the notice of the committee during the last four years were— 

1) Regarding drinking water 

2) Electricity- fans, lights, etc. 

3) Infra- Structure 

4) Discipline problems 

5) Demand for scooter/cycle shed 

6) Mutual conflicts of students 

Problems related to water, electricity and infra-structure were instantly taken care of by the Principal 

and the concerned committee. Problems related to indiscipline are redressed by imposing fines. To 

ensure that there is perfect discipline; teachers are deputed on discipline duty. In case of grave 

problems, the parents of the erring students are informed and the student is suspended for a week. 

Suspension and fine for defaulters acts as a deterrent for others. 

 

5.1.11 What are the institutional provisions for issues pertaining to sexual harassment? 

The college has a grievance redressal cell for students, teachers, administrative staff and class 4 

employees. In case of any untoward incident, the cell comprising of the principal, 5 Council members 

and 2 committee members take immediate action to resolve the issue. 

In addition, the college has constituted an Internal Gender Sensitive committee in 2013-14. This 5 

member committee sensitizes the staff and the students regarding sexual harassment issues. 

5.1.12 Is there an anti ragging committee? How many instances (If any) have been reported 

during the last four years and what action has been taken on these? 

Anti ragging cell of the college is an active body that a keeps a constant vigil to ensure that there is no 

incident of ragging in the college. Statutory warnings namely ‘Ragging is a punishable offence and is 

strictly prohibited’ are displayed. Every year, at the beginning of the session, the students are apprised 

of the negative aspects of ragging in the assemblies and the tutorial sessions. Other than the official 

anti- ragging committee, the staff members and the student council –play a positive and constructive 

role in curbing this menace and till date there has been no instance of ragging. 

 

5.1.13 Enumerate the welfare schemes made available to Student by the institution. 

Welfare schemes offered to the students by the institution are – Red Cross, Student Aid Fund, Alumni 

Association Fund, etc. 

Kindly refer to 5.1.2 for details. 
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5.1.14. Does the institution have a registered Alumni Association? List its 

activities /contributions for institutional development. 

The Alumni Association of the college with the Principal as its patron, functions to forge a strong bond 

between the college and its old students. The administrative body of the association comprises of the 

president i.e. the senior most alumnus from the college faculty, the secretary and the treasurer. 

The administrative body holds meetings from time to time evolve policies regarding the working of the 

association. 

 

a) The Association feels very strongly for the students from the socio-economically challenged strata of 

society and focuses on extending monetary help to them in terms of fee, books, uniforms, etc. In this 

respect, the association holds a meeting at the beginning of every session and important decisions 

regarding the proposed action plan are taken. Thus the resources generated by the association are put to 

optimum use.  Every year the Association grants a Trophy and Rs.2100/- in cash to the all round Best 

Student. 

 

 

5.2 Student Progression 

5.2.1 Providing the percentage of students progressing to higher education or employment (for 

the last four batches), highlight the trends observed. 

On the basis of the information collected from the alumini on the convocation rehearsal day, following 

data showing student progression was obtained. 

2010-11 Batch: 

Student Progression % 

UG to PG--- 45 

Employment Other than campus selection =18 

2011-12 Batch: 

Student Progression % 

UG to PG--- 72 

Employment Other than campus selection = 20 

2012-13 Batch: 

Student Progression % 

UG to PG ----77 

Employment Other than campus selection =13 

The Trends: 

 Most of the students opt for higher studies. 

 Approximately 15-20 % of the students get absorbed in general jobs at the front desk, teaching 

and IT sector. 

 

5.2.2 Provide details of the programme-wise pass percentage and completion rate for the last four 

years (cohort wise / batch wise as stipulated by the university)? Furnish programme-wise details 

in comparison with that of the previous performance of the same institution and that of the 

Colleges of the affiliating university within the city/district. 

The comparison of our academic results (always on the higher side), is vis a vis that of the affiliating 

university. The university pass percentage comprises of the average of the results of its affiliated 

colleges. The summary of our results is as follows. 
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B. com Ist Year 

Session - 2010-11 (Annual) 

Subjects Result % 

 

English 100% 

Punjabi 100% 

Financial Accounting 98% 

Maths 83% 

B.R.F 100% 

Information Technology 98% 

Economics 100% 

 

 

 

Session- 2011-12                                                  

                       B.Com Ist Sem                  B.Com 2nd Sem 

Subjects Result in % 

 

Subjects  Result in % 

 

Punjabi 100% Punjabi 100% 

English 100% English 98% 

Financial Accounting 85% E-Accounting 100% 

Business Law-I 91% Business Law-II 100% 

Business Economics 97% Principles of  Economics 98% 

Computer Application 98% Business Statistics 97% 

 

 

 

Session – 2012-13 

                       B.Com Ist Sem                  B.Com 2nd Sem 

Subjects Result in % 

 

Subjects  Result in % 

 

Punjabi 98% Punjabi 100% 

English 92% English 98% 

Financial Accounting 92% E-Accounting 98% 

Business Law-I 90% Business Law-II 97% 

Business Economics 92% Principles of Economics 100% 

Computer Application 97% Business Statistics 95% 
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BCom – 2 nd Year 

Session (2010-11)(Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

English 88% 

Punjabi 100% 

Corporate Accounting 96% 

Business Environment 98% 

Company Law 98% 

Business Management 98% 

Income Tax 78% 

 

 

Session (2011-12)(Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

English 96% 

Punjabi 100% 

Business Management  97% 

Corporate Accounting 66% 

Company Law 100% 

Income Tax 98% 

Business Enviornment 82% 

 

 

 

Session (2012-13) 

                       B.Com – 3rd Semester                  B.Com – 4
th 

Semester 

Subjects Result in % 

 

Subjects  Result in % 

 

Punjabi 100% Punjabi 100% 

English 90% English 100% 

Business 

Management 

98% Business Management 100% 

Corporate 

Accounting 

97% Corporate Accounting 56% 

Company Law 68% Auditing Practice 100% 

Income Tax 98% Business Environment 98% 

Business Maths 90% Income Tax 100% 
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B.com – III Year 

Session – (2010-11) (Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

Punjabi 100% 

Entrepreneurship 100% 

Indirect Tax 100% 

Management Accounting 100% 

Financial Management 96% 

E-commerce 100% 

Cost Accounting 93% 

Session – (2011-12)(Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

Punjabi 100% 

Entrepreneurship 96% 

Indirect Tax 100% 

Management Accounting 100% 

Financial Management 98% 

E-commerce 100% 

Cost Accounting 94% 

Session – (2012-13) (Annual) 

Subjects Result in % 

Punjabi 100% 

Entrepreneurship 100% 

Indirect Tax 100% 

Management Accounting 100% 

Financial Management 96% 

E-commerce 100% 

Cost Accounting 93% 

 

BSC (Non-Med) 

Session – (2010-11 Annual)  

 B.Sc-Ist B.Sc- 2nd B.Sc- 3rd 

English NIL 100% NIL 

Punjabi 100% 100% 100% 

Maths 73% 90% 100% 

Physics 64% 100% 100% 

Chemistry 82% 80% 100% 
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Session – (2011-12)  

 B.Sc-Sem- Ist B.Sc-Sem- 

2nd 

B.Sc-II(Annual) B.Sc-III(Annual) 

English NIL NIL 100% NIL 

Punjabi 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Maths 73% 36% 38% 80% 

Physics 91% 82% 75% 100% 

Chemistry 36.4% 36% 75% 100% 

Sesssion – (2012-13)  

 B.Sc-Ist 

Sem 

B.Sc- 2
nd

 sem B.Sc- 3
rd

 Sem B.Sc- 4
th

 Sem B.Sc- 

III(Annual) 

English NIL NIL 100% 100% NIL 

Punjabi 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Maths 47% 71% 67% 75% 100% 

Physics 82% 82% 100% 92% 100% 

Chemistry 71% 65% 92% 100% 100% 

Session – (2013-14) 

 B.Sc-Ist Sem B.Sc- 2
nd

 sem B.Sc- 3
rd

 

Sem 

B.Sc- 4
th

 Sem B.Sc5thSem B.SC-

6
th

 

Sem 

English NIL NIL 88% 94% NIL NIL 

Punjabi 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 

Maths 55% 90% 50% 69% 67%  

Physics 87% 90% 81% 81% 100% 92% 

Chemistry 87% 67% 50% 81% 100% 92% 

 

BA I 
Subject  Results In % 

2010-11 

Results In % 

2011-12 

Results In % 

2012-13 

Results In % 

2013-14 

English Compulsory 35 42 49 22 

Punjabi Compulsory 95 91 87 91 

Punjabi Lit. 87 66 85 72 

Hindi Lit. 76 90 41 84 

History 64 73 62 40 

Geography 86 63 80 74 

Economics 20 90 64 - 

Psychology 88 40 37 57 

Public Administration 69 77 64 63 

Political Science 50 50 73 17 

Home Science 93 97 100 89 

Sociology 75 96 62 64 

Physical Education 88 77 88 66 

Music 64 80 93 - 

Fine Arts 81 75 39 45 

English Lit.  86 - - - 
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BA II 
Subject  Results In % 

2010-11 

Results In % 

2011-12 

Results In % 

2012-13 

Results In % 

2013-14 

English Compulsory 85 60 77 76 

Punjabi Compulsory 100 100 100 100 

Punjabi Lit. 100 86 98 100 

Hindi Lit. 100 89 87 100 

History 100 100 100 95 

Geography 100 96 100 100 

Economics 100 71 100 95 

Psychology 100 100 100 100 

Public Administration 100 88 88 92 

Political Science 100 90 91 91 

Home Science 100 100 92 100 

Sociology 89 89 100 100 

Physical Education 94 93 97 100 

Music 100 100 100 100 

Fine Arts 100 97 67 88 

English Lit.  66 63 100 - 

Maths 66 100 100 100 

 

 

 

 

BA III 
Subject  Results In % 

2010-11 

Results In % 

2011-12 

Results In % 

2012-13 

Results In % 

2013-14 

English Compulsory 88 100 74 77 

Punjabi Compulsory 98 100 100 98 

Punjabi Lit. 100 97 100 93 

Hindi Lit. 100 100 91 100 

History 100 100 100 100 

Geography 100 100 93 100 

Economics 100 100 81 100 

Psychology 100 100 100 63 

Public Administration 100 100 89 100 

Political Science 100 100 100 91 

Home Science 100 100 92 92 

Sociology 97 100 100 100 

Physical Education 100 100 100 100 

Music 100 63 100 100 

Fine Arts 100 93 100 88 

English Lit.  100 100 83 - 

Maths 100 66 100 67 
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5.2.3. How does the institution facilitate Student Progression to higher level of education and/ or 

towards employment? 

The college has a Guidance and Counselling Cell to give adequate exposure to the students regarding 

higher studies and the existing job opportunities. The special lectures and seminars organized by the 

cell in this connection are as follows: 

2011-2012 

A Seminar on ‘Career Opportunities after Graduation’ was organized. 

2012-13 

 The teachers motivate the students to understand the significance of education and the need for 

economic independence. 

2013-14 

The teachers motivate the students to understand the significance of education and the need for 

economic independence. 

5.2.4 Enumerate the special support provided to students who are at a risk of failure or dropout? 

The students who are at a risk of failure or dropout are given extra time by their respective teachers 

during their free periods. 

Students who face acute financial problems and as a consequence have difficulty in continuing with 

their studies are extended monetary aid from various funds. 

On the basis of the class tests and house examinations, weak students are identified and remedial 

classes are arranged for them.  

5.3 Student Participation and Activities 

5.3.1. List the range of sports, games, cultural and other extracurricular activities available to 

students. Provide details of participation and program calendar? 

The range of sports, games, cultural, and other extracurricular activities available to students are.(A) 

SPORTS 

1) Athletics /Cross country 

2) Badminton 

3) Best Physique 

4) Cricket 

5) Chess 

6) Kabaddi 

(B) CULTURAL/ CO- CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

1) NSS 

3) Red Cross 

4) Youth Welfare Club 

5) Subject Society Activities 

6) Youth Festival---- Folk Dance , Classical Dance, Music(Instrumental and Vocal) Theatre , Western 

Music (Solo and Orchestra), Elocution, Quiz, Debate, Home Science and Fine Arts Activities 

7) Talent Search 

8) Women Empowerment 

9) Hindi Saptah 

10) Activities of the Red Ribbon, Environment and Legal Literacy Clubs 
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Tentative calendar for annual sports, co-curricular, cultural activities is as follows: 

July -Admissions and commencement of the session; NSS, Red Cross enrolment. 

August -Sports participation of the college teams in various intercollege competitions as per University 

Sports Calendar 

Departmental activities 

September -Talent Search 1st week 

Zonal Youth Fest 3rd week 

Sports participation in inter college competitions 

October -Departmental Activities ,NSS camps 

Youth festival Inter Zonal 4th week 

Sports participation in inter college competitions 

November -Intervarsity Youth festival 2nd week 

Practical exams (semester system) 

December -Theory (semester system) 

Winter Break (4th week Dec to 1st week of Jan) 

January (3rd week)-Departmental activities 

Sports participation in inter college competitions 

February -Annual Athletic Meet, Prize Distribution Function, Convocation 

April -Exams 

May -Exams 

June -Summer Vacation 

 

SPORTS PARTICPATION 

2010-11: 

International Level: Nil. 

State Level: Our students participated in various games organized by Punjabi University, Patiala like 

Cross County, Athletics, Cricket, and weight lifting. Manjit Singh of BAI participated in cross country 

championship organized by Punjabi University, Patiala and won the 12
th

 position. 

Manjit Singh of BAI also participated in 400 mts. And 800mts. and won 4
th

 position in Annual Athletic 

Meet organized by Punjabi University, Patiala. 

 

 (2011-12) 

National Level: Nil 

State Level: Inter college: 

 Our students participated in various games organized by Punjabi University, like Cross County, 

Athletics, Cricket, and weight lifting 

Narinder Singh of BA I participated in Best Physique Competition (60 kg category) 

and won the Second Prize as Mr. Mohali and Third Prize as Mr. Dera Bassi.  

Malkit Singh of BA II participated in Best Physique Competition (Senior  category) and won the 

Second Prize as Mr. Mohali and Third Prize as Mr. Dera Bassi. 

Manjit Singh of BAI participated in cross country championship organized by 

Punjabi University and won the 14
th

 position. 

Events Hosted in the College:  

State Level: Annual Athletic Meet 

Inter college: 
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2012-13 

Our students participated in various games organized by Punjabi University, Cross County, Athletics, 

Cricket, and weight lifting and Best Physique. 

Narinder Singh of BA II participated in Best Physique Competition (60 kg category) and won the 

Second Prize as Mr. Ludhiana and Third Prize as Mr. Dera Bassi. 

Malkit Singh of BA I won the Fourth Prize in Inter College Best Physique Competition (60 kg 

category). 

The Annual Athletic Meet of the college took place on 31
st
 Jan. 2013. 

 

2013-14 

Our students participated in various games organized by Punjabi University,like Cross County, 

Athletics, Cricket, and weight lifting. At the Inter College  Annual Athletic Meet held at Punjabi 

University , Patiala in Nov. 2013, Harjinder Kaur of  BAII won the fourth prize in 200 mts.  and Rulda 

Singh of BA II also won the fourth prize in 10000 mts.  

In Cross country , Harjinder Kaur of  BAII  qualified 6 km . race  and  Malkit  Singh of BA II qualified 

12 km. race. 

  

NSS-National Service Scheme 

The main objective of NSS is to inculcate a strong sense of social responsibility among the students and 

to orientate them towards community service NSS motto “Not You But Me” reflects the essence of 

democratic living and upholds the need for selfless service. The 2 NSS units of the college boast of 200 

volunteers, who under the guidance of the programme officers work round the clock to serve the 

society. The activities of NSS units are as under:- 

2010-11 

 1 day camp with focus on addressing the menace of drug addiction and illiteracy. 

 Guest lecture on Malnutrition 

 Van Mahotsav and Sadbhawna Divas celebrated. 

 Republic Independence Days celebrated 

 Cleanliness drive by students. 

 Blood donation camp organized; 50 volunteers donated blood and pledged to donate eyes. 
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2011-12   

Enrolled 200 Volunteers 

 1 day camp at village Dandrala Bir. 

  7 day camp at village Dandrala Bir. in October 2011 on Health Hygiene, Drug Addiction 

and  Adult Education. 

 Celebrated Independence Day and Republic Day 

 Celebrated Sadbhawna Divas 

 200 saplings planted on Van Mahotsav 

 Legal Literacy Club formed in June 2011 

2012-13 

Enrolment -200 volunteers 

 7 Day camp at Dandrala Bir focused on hygiene and drug addiction. 

  Celebrated Independence Day and Republic Day 

 Celebrated Sadbhawna Divas 

 200 saplings planted on Van Mahotsav 

2013-14 

Enrolment -200 volunteers 

 1 Day camp at Dandrala Bir focused on  literacy, hygiene and drug addiction. 

  Celebrated Independence Day and Republic Day 

 Celebrated Sadbhawna Divas 

 100 saplings planted on Van Mahotsav 

 

 Red Cross 

Approximately 50 students are trained in First Aid and Home Nursing 

every year. Organizing Blood Donation Camps 

 

Youth Welfare Club 

Talent Search Week 

The Talent Search Week organized at the beginning of every session is an annual feature. Students 

participate in literary, theatre, music, dance, home science and quiz competitions. During this week, the 

students get a platform to exhibit their talent. 
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Youth Festival (2010-11 to 2014-15) 

Every year, our students participate in the Youth Festival with great zeal and enthusiasm. Our students 

participate individually and in group in the following items - 

 Music (Vocal) Geet, Gazal, Shabad, Group Shabad, Folk Song, Western Orchestra and Solo. 

 Theatre Items: One Act play ,Skit, Mime, Mimicry, Fancy Dress 

 Fine Arts: Cartooning, Poster Making, Landscape ,Collage, Photography, 

 Home Science Items : Rangoli , 

 Literary Items: Elocution, Poetical Recitation, Debate, Quiz 

Hindi Saptah (2009-2013) 

An annual literary programme organizes lectures, poster – making / slogan writing competitions. 

Environment Club Activities 

The students are actively engaged in keeping the environment clean and healthy through following 

activities: 

 Tree plantation drives 

 Use of CFLS 

 Awareness lectures 

Red Ribbon Club 

The club sensitizes the students towards: 

 Threats posed by Aids. 

 Physical, social, and moral consequences of this lethal disease. 

 Preventive measures. 

 

 

5.3.2. Furnish the details of major student achievements in co-curricular,extra-curricular and 

cultural activities at different levels: University,State, Zonal, National, International, etc. for the 

previous four years. 

The details of major student achievement during the last four years are as follows: 

Youth Festival Achievements  

Youth Festival 

2010-11 

Regional Youth Festival took place at Cordia   College Sanghol on 12
th

, 13
th

 and 14
th

 Oct.2010. 

34 students participated in 16 items. College won the Overall trophy in Fine Arts. 

In Rangoli, Rithambra Vaishnav of BA III won the First Prize. 

In Clay modeling, Aakashdeep Saini  of BA I won the Second  Prize. 

In On-the –spot painting   Kiran of BA I won the second Prize. 

In Group song Indian , College won the  second Prize. 

In Geet/Gazal , Shilpa of BAII won the Second Prize. 

In Nukkad Natak best artist award. 

At the Inter-Regional Youth Festival held at Punjabi University , on 27
th

 , 28
th

 and 29
th

 Oct.2010, 

Rithambra Vaishnav of BA III won the First Prize  in Rangoli. 
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2011-12 

Regional Youth Festival took place at P.M.N. College Rajpura on 9
th

, 10th and 11
th

 

 Oct.2013.50 students participated in 17 items. 

In classical vocal , Shilpa of BAIII won the First Prize. 

In Group song Indian , College won the First Prize. 

In Geet/Gazal , Shilpa of BAIII won the Second Prize. 

In Group shabad , College won the Second Prize. 

In Poetry recitation , Aaradhna of BAII won the Second Prize. 

In Debate , , Aaradhna of BAII won the Second Prize. 

In Tabla Vaadan, Jagtar Singh of BCom II won the Third Prize. 

In Rangoli, Amarjit Kaur of BA III won the Second Prize. 

In Clay modeling, Aakashdeep Kaur of BA II won the Third Prize. 

In , Bhangra College won the Fourth Prize. 

 

2012-13 

Regional Youth Festival took place at Cordia   College Sanghol on 4
th

, 5
th

 and 6
th

 Oct.2012. 

34 students participated in 16 items. 

In Rangoli, Lata Mangeshkar of BA III won the First Prize. 

In Collage making Dimple Saini of BA III won the Second Prize. 

In Group song we won the Third Prize. 

In Geet/Gazal Sachin Bagga of BAII won the Fourth Prize. 

In Photography Gurvinder Singh of BA II won the FourthPrize. 

At the Inter-Regional Youth Festival held at Punjabi Uiversity ,  In Collage making Dimple Saini of 

BA III won the Second Prize and a Silver Medal. 

 

 

2013-14 

Regional Youth Festival took place at P.M.N. College Rajpura on 8
th

, 9
th

 and 10
th

 Oct. 2013. 

50 students participated in 17 items. 

In On-the –spot painting   Kiran of BA III won the second Prize. 

In Collage making Jaswinder Kaur of BA III won the third Prize. 

In Photography Gurvinder Singh of BA III won the third Prize. 

In Rangoli Neha Saini of BCom II won the third Prize. 

College Skit won the third Prize. 

Group song and Group Shabad won the fourth Prize. 

In Declamation Manpreet Kaur of BSc I won the fourth Prize. 
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5.3.3 How does the college seek and use data and feedback from its graduates and employers to 

improve performance and quality of the institutional provisions? 

We have an informal mechanism to elicit feedback from our graduates during our alumni meets. We 

have healthy interaction with our graduates in which they give us suggestions for infrastructural and 

teaching learning improvement. Following initiatives have been taken at the behest of the graduates. 

 

 BCom. Professional and PGDCA courses have been introduced. 

 New RO Systems, provision for Photostat, etc. have been installed. 

 Computer Department and Library strengthened. 

 

5.3.4 How does the college involve and encourage students to publish materials like catalogues, 

wall magazines, college magazine and other material? List the publications/materials brought out 

by the students during the previous four academic sessions. 

The students are encouraged to make contributions in the form of articles, reports, poems, stories, 

anecdotes, etc. 

 

5.3.5. Does the college have a student council? Give details on its selection, 

constitution, activities, funding, etc? 

No, the College does not have a Student’s Council. 

 

5.3.7How does the institution network and collaborates with the alumni and former faculty? 

The institution maintains contact with the alumni and former faculty by inviting them to the college 

functions. Their suggestions for the welfare of the college are valued. The alumni organize a function  

every year to honour outstanding students and sportspersons. 
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CRITERION VI: GOVERNANCE, LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT 
 

6.1 Institutional vision and leadership 

6.1.1 State the vision and mission of the Institution and enumerate on how the mission statement 

defines the institution’s distinctive characteristics in terms of addressing the needs of the society, 

the students it seeks to serve, institution’s traditions and value orientations, vision for the future, 

etc.? 

Institution’s Distinctive Characteristics 

Our institution upholds the following 

vision, mission and objectives. 

Vision 

To become the preferred destination for young men and women aspiring for higher education from the 

surrounding areas – education that will enlighten, empower 

and shape their future. 

Mission 

To impart quality education at affordable rates. 

To provide equal opportunities to all students, irrespective of caste, creed, religious or gender issues. 

To promote the use of information technology and computer application. 

To encourage the holistic development of students.  

Objective 

To equip our students, so as to enable them to compete in academics, sports and co-curricular 

activities. 

To develop sensitive, responsible and progressive citizens who will contribute meaningfully towards 

nation building. 

 

With an objective towards developing sensitive, responsible and progressive citizens, the institution 

contributes meaningfully towards nation building as follows: 

 We strive to impart quality education to our students so as to equip them to compete in 

academics, sports and co-curricular activities. 

 We ensure equity in higher education by providing adequate opportunities to the 

underprivileged sections of society by strict adherence to the reservation policies of the State 

Government. 

 We nurture a feeling of social responsibility through various awareness programs organized by 

different clubs set up by the institution. 

 We preserve socio-cultural heritage and tradition through various cultural/co-curricular 

activities. 

 We strive to create a conducive learning environment where teachers are facilitators and 

students the prime beneficiaries. 

 We help to inculcate critical acumen among our students through guest lectures, seminars and 

field visits. 

 We promote a vibrant sports culture by offering various facilities as 200m track, basket ball 

court, tennis court, and gym, etc. thus enabling our students to participate in sports. 

 

 

. 
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6.1.2 What is the role of top management, Principal and Faculty in design and implementation of 

its quality policy and plans? 

 The college under the aegis of Government of Punjab is managed by the Director Public 

Instruction (Colleges).The Principal is the academic and administrative head of the college and 

forms an indispensable link between the higher authorities and the faculty for information 

transfer and proper implementation of quality enrichment measures. 

 The Principal formulates strategies for assurance and implementation of quality education as per 

the norms of Govt. of Punjab, in light of circulars and notifications issued by the DPI 

(Colleges). 

 IQAC of the institution is the centralized unit that adopts strategic quality enhancement 

measures for its growth and development. 

 The faculty members participate in the effective implementation of policy framework through 

different functional committees viz. Building Purchase, Examination, PTA and HEIS etc. 

As per orders of the DPI Colleges a Quality Monitoring Cell has also been formed     in the 

College. 

6.1.3 What is the involvement of the leadership in ensuring the policy statements and action plans 

for fulfillment of the stated mission. 

The Principal is at the helm of the affairs of the institution and apprises the faculty of the vision and 

mission of the college. She acquaints the faculty with the new policies, projects and process of their 

implementation earmarked at the beginning of the academic session through staff meetings. 

 Formulation of action plans for all operations and incorporation of the 

same into the institutional strategic plan. 

The action plans are formulated to meet the academic and co-curricular needs of the students. An 

Academic calendar is chalked out which includes schedule of the teaching programme, examination, 

sports and other cultural programmes in consonance with the norms laid down by the Punjabi 

University and DPI (Colleges). Tentative calendar for annual sports, curricular, co-curricular, and 

cultural activities is as follows: 

July -Admissions and commencement of the session; NSS, Red Cross enrolment. 

August -Sports participation of the college teams in various intercollege competitions as per University 

Sports Calendar 

Departmental activities 

September -Talent Search 1st week 

Zonal Youth Fest 3rd week 

Sports participation in inter college competitions 

October -Departmental Activities ,NSS camps 

Youth festival Inter Zonal 4th week 

Sports participation in inter college competitions 

November -Intervarsity Youth festival 2nd week 

Practical exams (semester system) 

December -Theory (semester system) 

Winter Break (4th week Dec to 1st week of Jan) 

January (3rd week)-Departmental activities 

Sports participation in inter college competitions 

February -Annual Athletic Meet, Prize Distribution Function, Convocation 

April -Exams 
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May -Exams 

June -Summer Vacation 

 

 Interaction with stakeholders 

 The Principal ensures the involvement of its stakeholders- teachers,students, parents, alumni 

and local community in the development of Institution within the norms of state Govt. and DPI. 

 Parents and Alumni are invited for the Annual PTA meet and Alumni meet and their feedback is 

duly noted and incorporated white drafting the institutional plan. 

 Proper support for policy and planning through need analysis research inputs and consultations 

with the stakeholders. 

 Job oriented courses are started keeping in mind the need of the hour.  

 Every department prepares SWOC analysis to identify its strengths and weaknesses adding to 

the larger interest and welfare of the college.  

 Quality is ensured through meticulous and structured planning by IQAC. 

 

6.1.4 What are the procedures adopted by the institution to monitor and evaluate policies and 

plans of the institution for effective implementation and improvement from time to time? 

The institution adopts a participatory  democratic approach. The effective execution of plans and 

policies is ensured by IQAC with assistance from different operational committees’ viz. Academic, 

Examination, Co-curricular and Infrastructural committees. 

The reports are submitted to the Principal for necessary follow up and the improvements are reviewed 

and a series of measures incorporated in the system. 

 

6.1.5 Give details of the academic leadership provided to the faculty by the top management? 

The top management, DPI (Colleges) intimates the Principal through notices, circulars and policies of 

higher education. The Principal along with the College Council (comprising of five senior most 

lecturers) works cohesively-devising ways to enhance the quality of education imparted. All other 

Committees follow the directions issued by the Principals and work towards overall development of the 

College. 

 

6.1.6 How does the college groom leadership at various levels? 

 The dynamic leadership of the Principal Mrs. Pavinder Kaur provides personal and intellectual 

support to faculty and students to attend training sessions and career development programs to 

keep themselves abreast of the latest trends. 

 The functional committees of the college are comprised of a heterogenous mix of senior and 

junior faculty members. 

 The Vice Principal is also the Staff secretary .She is the virtual head of faculty and is 

responsible for the smooth functioning of the academic process. 

 Teachers are empowered with wide range of experiences including extensive examination work. 

They are involved in setting up of question papers, curriculum designing, and also act as 

external examiners and supervisors for the University final examination. 

 Students are motivated to participate in various academic, co-curricular and sports activities 
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6.1.7 How does the college delegate authority and provide operational autonomy to the 

departments / units of the institution and work towards decentralized governance system? 

 The institution has established various Clubs, Committees and Societies - the sole authority of 

which is delegated to the Convenor. (i.e. the senior most member of committee) The different 

units are provided autonomy to accomplish the tasks assigned to them in the best possible way. 

The college facilitates their job by providing them finance, infrastructure, manpower and any 

other kind of assistance as per their demands. 

 Heads of Departments chalk out the time table, syllabus unitization, guest lectures, and other 

projects and plans to ensure quality of teaching learning in co-operation with other faculty 

members of the department. 

 Convenors ensure that the designated duties are performed earnestly and efficiently to the best 

of the capabilities of the members of their committee. 

6.1.8 Does the college promote a culture of participative management? If ‘yes’, indicate the levels 

of participative management. 

6.2. Strategy Development and Deployment 

6.2.1 Does the Institution have a formally stated quality policy? How is it developed, 

driven, deployed and reviewed? 

 The college has framed a quality policy which has been developed on the vision and 

the mission statement of the college. The IQAC develops plans policies under the visionary guidance of 

the principal. 

 The entire policy making process and subsequent decisions are intitated to empower our 

learners for a resplendent future that aims at developing high calibre human resource. 

 The details of the policy execution are communicated to the faculty through Staff meetings and 

Intra-departmental meetings. 

 The outcome of the action plan is reviewed and periodically in council and IQAC meeting in a 

creative manner. 

 The action plan is reviewed in light of the students’ performance in exams, sports and other 

cultural activities. It aims at the overall satisfaction of students and all teaching and non-

teaching staff. 

6.2.2 Does the Institute have a perspective plan for development? If so, give the 

aspects considered for inclusion in the plan. 

A perspective plan for development is devised keeping in mind the feedback elicited 

from the stakeholders. 

 The  trends at the global educational level is given due consideration. 

 The college makes relentless efforts to incorporate all the aspects as teaching learning, Research 

and Development, Community Services, Student Support Services and Infrastructure in 

Institutional Developmental Plan. 

 A proposal for Institutional Development Plan (IDP) has recently been submitted to 

            DPI(C) under RUSA with inputs from different departments. 

 

 

6.2.3 Describe the internal organizational structure and decision making processes. 

The organizational structure of the college is designed keeping in mind the hierarchy and interest of an 

individual. College Council comprised of five senior most teachers, turns out to be the highest decision 

making body of the college. 
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Administrative Committees  

Principal : Mrs. Pavinder Kaur 
 

1. College   Council  

Prof. Balbir Kaur 

Prof. Kulvinder Kaur  

Prof. Harleen Bedi  

Prof. Ajinder Kaur  

Prof. Pushpinder Kaur  

16. Edusat committee.  

Prof. Suman Batra  

Prof. Manisha 

Sh. Joginder Singh 

2. Staff Secretary  

Prof. Balbir Kaur 
17. Magazine and press committee  

Prof . Devinder kaur  

Prof. Savita Gupta 

Prof. Asha Jagga 

3. Senior Tutor  

Prof. Balbir Kaur 

Prof. Asha Jagga  

18. Nodal officers.  

Right to service act: Prof. Harleen Bedi   

Free legal aid society : Prof.  Balbir kaur  

Property maintenance : Prof. Gurjant singh 

4. PTA Committee  

Prof. Gurjant singh 

Prof. Rakesh Garg 

Sh. Sube singh 

19. UGC and IQAC (NAAC) 

Prof. Harleen Bedi 

Prof. Ajinder kaur 

Prof. Pushpinder kaur 

Prof. Suman Batra 

Prof. Savita Gupta 

5. RTI Committee  

Prof. Harleen Bedi  

Sh. Shashi Bhushan (supdt.) 

Sh. Sube singh 

20. Clean Environment committee  

Smt. Pooja Bhandari  

Prof. Onkar singh 

Prof.  Bominder Kaur 

Prof. Gurpreet kaur 

Prof. Harvinder Kaur 

Prof. Paramjeet Singh 

6. Bursar  

       Prof. Anil goel  
21. Maintenance and repair committee 

Sh. Sube Singh (Furniture) 

Sh. Manpreet singh (Electricity and sanitation ) 

Sh. Parveen chandar Sharma (Building) 

Sh. Dharam Singh 

7. Registrar (House examination ) 

Prof. Gurjant singh (registrar)  

Prof. Rakesh Garg  (Commerce)  

Prof. Baljeet kaur  (B.A-I)  

Prof. Savita Gupta (B.A-II,III) 

Prof. Manisha         (science) 

 

22. Library committee (Development and 

purchase ) 

Smt. Pooja Bhandari 

Prof. Pushpinder kaur 
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8. Lecture shortage 

Prof. Manish  

Prof. Harvinder kaur 

Prof. Paramjeet singh 

23. OSA 

Prof Rakesh Garg 

Prof. Gurjant singh  

Prof. Ajinder kaur 

Prof. Ravinder singh 

9. Time Table and subject change committee 

 Prof. Balbir kaur 

Prof. Suman Batra 

Prof. Rakesh Garg 

24. Voter card 

Prof. Baljeet kaur  

Prof .Manmohan singh 

Prof. Bominder kaur 

10. Scholarship and Financial Assistance  
Prof Kulvinder kaur 

Prof. Devinder kaur 

Sh. Manpreet Singh 

25. Prospects  

Prof. Gurjant singh  

Prof. Savita gupta  

Prof. Baljeet kaur 

11. NSS and Youth club 

Prof. Pushpinder kaur  (Youth club) 

Prof. Kulvinder kaur     (NSS)  

Prof. Devinder kaur      (NSS) 

 

26. Decoration, Drug De- Addiction, Red Cross 
and health. 

Prof. Asha jagga 

Prof. Manisha 

Prof.  Prabhjot kaur 

 

12. Sexual Harassment, Grievances And 

Ragging   

College   council  

27. Hospitality and canteen  

Prof. Rakesh Garg 

Prof. Harvinder kaur 

Prof. Ravinder singh 

13. Cultural activities  

Prof. Savita Gupta 

Prof. Devinder Kaur 

Prof. Asha Jagga 

Prof. Ravinder Singh 

Prof. Manmohan Singh (Bhangra) 

28. Learning licence and bus pass 

Prof. Ajinder kaur  

Prof. Nancy  

Sh. Joginder singh  

 

14. Computer and income tax/ website 

Prof. Rakesh Garg  

Prof. Anil Goel 

Sh. Sube Singh 

 

29. Discipline Committee  

Prof. Gurjant singh  

Prof. Ajinder kaur  

Prof. Pushpinder kaur  

Prof. Anil Goel 

Prof.  Ravinder singh 

Prof. Onkar Singh  

Prof. Harvinder kaur  

15. Career Guidance, councilling and 

placement cell 

Prof. Balbir kaur 

Prof. Suman Batra 

Smt. Pooja Bhandari  

Prof. Ravinder Singh 

Prof. Onkar singh 

30. Botanical Garden and other lawns  

Prof. Suman Batra  

Prof. Manisha 

Prof. Paramjeet singh  
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6.2.4 Give a broad description of the quality improvement strategies of the institution 

for each of the following: 

Teaching and learning 

 The learning experiences of the students are enriched by adopting innovative and interactive 

teaching methods. All departments try to make use of audio-video tools as far as possible. 

 Students’ performance is closely monitored through class tests, assignments and house tests. 

Their progress is registered for improvement in teaching learning process. 

 The college motivates its faculty to stay aware of the recent educational trends to prepare 

enlightened learners through seminars, workshops and trainings. 

Research and Development 

The college values relentless pursuit of excellence in imparting ‘latest practical knowledge to 

substantiate the theoretical aspects. The college strives to provide the resources and other facilities as 

per the norms of State Govt. and DPI (Colleges) to uphold standards of scholarly excellence and 

professional development. Many faculty members from different departments are actively involved in 

writing of research papers. (No. of papers published- 38; No. of research papers read in 

seminars/conferences- 64).  
Eminent resource persons are invited for talks to provide exposure to students and develop a critical 

attitude in them. 

Research projects are guided effectively as prescribed in the curriculum of the affiliating 

university. 

Community engagement 

To make our students sensitive towards the cultural economic and environmental realties, the college 

has 2 units of NSS, Red ribbon club, Red Cross, Legal literacy club, Environment club and many other 

units involving interaction with various components of the community. Guest lecturers are organized to 

create awareness among student and to help them imbibe civic responsibility in them. 

Human resource management 
The college is sensitive to the significant role of human resource management for its smooth and 

effective operationalization Rationalization plan is chalked out at the end of each academic year to 

calculate future manpower keeping in view the growth of the institution.The deficit in the staff is 

managed by recruitment of guest faculty. The duties besides teaching are assigned to each and every 

teacher with full accountability and responsibility.The annual duties are rotated periodically to maintain 

the comfort level of teaching and non teaching faculty. The faculty members are encouraged to enrich 

their competence through various development programmes. 

Industry interaction 

The college is entrepreneurial in its approach and strives to ensure skill development. For this the 

College has proposed 5 Add On courses viz.  

i. Industrial Chemistry 

ii. Instrumentation 

iii. Insurance and Banking 

iv. Spoken English 

v. Event Management 

 and 2 B Voc. Courses under UGC viz. 

a) Retail Management 

b) Interior Decoration. 
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6.2.5 How does the Head of the institution ensure that adequate information (from feedback and 

personal contacts etc.) is available for the top management and the stakeholders, to review the 

activities of the institution? 

College solicits the stakeholder’s perception on overall performance and quality of education being 

imparted by our institution. The Head of the institution ensures that the adequate information is 

communicated to DPI (Colleges) and Deptt. of Higher Education through periodical meetings with 

them. 

 Annual report of the college providing detailed information regarding the academic 

and administrative activities is sent to DPI (Colleges) and Deptt. of Higher       education. 

 The implementation of polices and their outcomes is made available for other stakeholders 

through notices, assemblies, annual PTA meetings, and Alumni Meet. 

 

6.2.6 How does the management encourage and support involvement of the staff in improving the 

effectiveness and efficiency of the institutional processes? 

 College follows a system of participative management. Academic and administrative policies 

are designed and implemented under the enlightened leadership of the Principal. Faculty 

members contribute equally at all levels to ensure smooth functioning of the Head of the 

departments and Co-ordinators enjoy autonomy in terms of syllabus distribution, organizing 

field visits, tours and arranging seminars/guest lecturers/awareness programmes. 

 Matters pertaining to departments are discussed and worked out during intradepartmental 

meetings. 

 The needs, problems and suggestions for educational and infrastructural reforms are 

           discussed in staff meetings with other faculty members. 

 

6.2.7 Enumerate the resolutions made by the Management Council in the last year and the status 

of implementation of such resolutions. 

Being a state-run college, the major policies are framed by state authorities and Deptt. of Higher 

Education. At the college level, strategic plans are formulated by the Principal in close consultation 

with the College Council and IQAC. The projects and proposals are discussed and resolutions are 

adopted for prompt implementation. The College Management had proposed that the College 

infrastructure being 30 years old needs renovation. So, the proposal was sent to the government and the 

government granted funds to the tune of 1crore 64 lacs. The amount has been utilized for repairing the 

College floor, ceiling, electric wiring, and bathrooms. 

It was proposed that in keeping with the demand of students and parents, the College should start job 

oriented courses under self- financing scheme. Hence, Higher Education Institution Society was started 

under the name of HEISGCDB.  

Two new courses were started—  

(i)PGDCA   

(ii) B Com. Professional. 

It is further proposed that in keeping with the demand of students and parents, the College should start 

job oriented courses under Add- On Category so the College has applied to the University as well as 

UGC for 5 Add –On Courses viz. 

 

i. Industrial Chemistry 

ii. Instrumentation 

iii. Insurance and Banking 
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iv. Spoken English 

v. Event Management 

It was proposed that in keeping with the demand of students and parents, the College should 

start job oriented courses leading to B Voc. Degree. So, the College has applied to the 

University as well as UGC for 2 new courses viz. 

i.    Retail Management 

ii.    Interior Decoration. 

 

6.2.8 Does the affiliating university make a provision for according the status of autonomy to an 

affiliated institution? If ‘yes’, what are the efforts made by the institution in obtaining autonomy? 

Yes, our affiliating university makes a provision for according autonomous status to its affiliated 

institutions. But, since ours is a Government College, every decision regarding the above stated is 

routed through the DPI (Colleges) and Higher Education Department, Punjab. 

 

6.2.9 How does the Institution ensure that grievances / complaints are promptly attended to and 

resolved effectively? Is there a mechanism to analyze the nature of grievances for promoting 

better stakeholder relationship? 

The college has a systematic mechanism to address the grievances of the faculty members and the staff. 

A Grievance Redressal Committee  works for the prompt settlement of the students ‘grievances in 

consultation with the Principal and the College Council. 

 A Grievance Box has been put up in the college library for students to submit their complaints 

in writing.  

  The personal grievances of the students are dealt with in the tutorial classes where a teacher is 

allotted a fixed number of students (app. 50) to facilitate interaction and subsequent redressal of 

grievances. 

 Annual General Body Meeting of PTA serves as a platform for parents to share their grievances 

with the teachers which are recorded for review purposes. 

 The Principal amicably settles the grievances of the teaching and non-teaching staff on the basis 

of one to one interaction. 

 

6.2.10 During the last four years, had there been any instances of court cases filed by and against 

the institute? Provide details on the issues and decisions of the courts on these? 

Two employees who were appointed against Class IV vacant posts and paid out of PTA went to court 

when they were relieved as they services were no longer required. The cases are as yet subjudice. 

 

6.2.11 Does the Institution have a mechanism for analyzing student feedback on institutional 

performance? If ‘yes’, what was the outcome and response of the institution to such an effort? 

Our institution, believing in democratic approach, focuses on institutional betterment by way of an 

informal student feedback mechanism. 

 The feedback of the students is invited through tutorials. It has helped in providing latest 

infrastructure and improving teaching-learning strategies. 

 Installation of water coolers at different points, RO system, renovation of washrooms and labs, 

introduction of new job oriented courses and flexibility in allotments of sections, for instance 

are some of the reforms based on the informal student feedback. 
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6.3 Faculty Empowerment strategies 

6.3.1 What are the efforts made by the institution to enhance the professional development of its 

teaching and non teaching staff? 

The college works on the principle of mentoring to promote the welfare of its faculty. They are 

motivated and extended full co-operation to update themselves with the emerging trends of 

interdisciplinary approach in the changing globalised world. 

 Bearing a testimony to these, our one faculty member has recently been promoted as Professor 

from the entire cadre of Punjab on the basis of API Scores. 

 Teachers attend General Orientation Courses and Refresher Courses conducted by various 

universities for their professional up-gradation. Duty leave is extended to them by making 

suitable arrangement for the students in their absence. Financial assistance for the same is 

provided by UGC.  

 Teaching faculty is extended monetary help for presenting papers in seminars/workshops and 

conferences as per the availability of UGC grants. 

 Efforts are made to ameliorate the research aptitude by motivating them to avail the schemes of 

UGC and DPI for their professional development. 

 

6.3.2 What are the strategies adopted by the institution for faculty empowerment through 

training, retraining and motivating the employees for the roles and responsibility they perform? 

 The college strives to upgrade the competence of the staff to cater to the global requirements. The 

incorporation of ICT in teaching-learning has become the need of the hour. Realizing the role of teacher 

as a facilitator, the college organizes short Computer literacy programme for its faculty. The teaching 

faculty was trained to make the optimum use of smart boards through the special training sessions 

organized by the Deptt. of Computers. Non teaching faculty was trained in the operation of the 

computers for Salary Management and other record keeping mechanisms. The teachers’ incharge of 

NSS and Red Cross are deputed for special training by their respective supervising bodies.  Faculty 

members are encouraged to share their expertise with external agencies and become a member of 

professional organizations with in the norms of Government.    

 

6.3.3 Provide details on the performance appraisal system of the staff to evaluate and ensure that 

information on multiple activities is appropriately captured and considered for better appraisal. 

Our institution has a fool proof Annual self appraisal system to gauge the performance of the faculty. 

For this purpose a confidential Self Assessment proforma, provided by the DPI (Colleges) Punjab, is 

duly filled by the faculty members every year. It is a record of their academic administrative, 

professional and co-curricular achievements. The yard stick used for performance evaluation of a 

teacher is the average results obtained of the classes taught. The appraisal report is further evaluated 

and graded by the Principal and sent to the DPI (College) for necessary action and approval. 

 

6.3.4 What is the outcome of the review of the performance appraisal reports by the management 

and the major decisions taken? How are they communicated to the appropriate stakeholders? 

The Performance Appraisal Report duly filled in by the faculty members is assessed by the Head of the 

Institution on the basis of their attitude and professional behaviour. It is graded as per the guidelines 

and sent to DPI for his kind perusal. Increments and promotions are based on the evaluative reports of 

Annual Confidential Reports (ACR’s) 
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6.3.5 What are the welfare schemes available for teaching and non teaching staff? 

What percentage of staff have availed the benefit of such schemes in the last four years? 

The teaching and non- teaching staff enjoys the benefit of welfare schemes of the Punjab Government. 

The college administration facilitates the process of availing these benefits by providing every possible 

assistance. A host of such schemes is: 

 Medical Leave (Full Pay/Half Pay), Earned Leave, Maternity Leave ,Child Care leave 

 LTC , Mobile allowance 

 Loan against Provident Fund 

 Medical re-imbursement 

 Study leave under career advancement programmes for pursuing highe education. 

 An insurance policy of LIC named Group insurance scheme 

6.3.6 What are the measures taken by the Institution for attracting and retaining eminent 

faculty? 

 This, being a Govt. institute has no power to recruit new regular faculty. Faculty is appointed by 

Punjab Public Service Commission (PPSC) and retained in particular college as per the orders 

of Director Public Instructions (Punjab) 

 Guest faculty is appointed as per the needs of departments on the basis of merit and 

Paid out of PTA. 

6.4 Financial Management and Resource Mobilization 

6.4.1 What is the institutional mechanism to monitor effective and efficient use of available 

financial resources? 

 The college has a well established mechanism to monitor the financial resources. The college 

budget is utilized for administrative and academic activities. 

 PTA, HEIS and UGC Committee regulate the budget allocation for different purposes under the 

guidance of the head of the institution. 

 Purchase committee and Building committee looks after the purchase after following due 

procedure. 

 Permission is taken from the Principal. Then Quotations are called for any purchase exceeding 

Rs. 500/-.A Sanction form is duly filled in by the concerned authority for any expenditure 

stating the purpose and estimate based on market survey. It is scrutinized by the Bursar of the 

college and later approved by the college Principal for further action. 

 Records are duly maintained by the concerned authority/committee with invoices for 

           further compliance. 

 All records are audited. 

6.4.2 What are the institutional mechanisms for internal and external audit? When was the last 

audit done and what are the major audit objections? Provide the details on compliance. 

 The Internal Audit of the college is administered in the form of internal check. The 

administrative office of the college, with the superintendent and ministerial staff, is entrusted 

with the responsibility and accountability of maintaining the records as per the duties assigned 

to them. 

 The records are monitored by the College Bursar and the Principal. 

 The funds of PTA, HEIS and UGC are audited by a Chartered Accountant  appointed by them 

respectively. 
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 Govt. grants and funds are subjected to external audit conducted by the Audit             

department of the state Govt. and the same is audited by the Accountant General, Punjab. The 

last external audit was held on 18-04-2013. 

  6.4.3 What are the major sources of institutional receipts/funding and how is the deficit 

managed? Provide audited income and expenditure statement of academic and 

administrative activities of the previous four years and the reserve fund/corpus available 

with Institutions, if any. 

 

Major sources 

of institutional 

funding 

2010-11 

 

 

Rs. 

2011-12 

 

 

Rs. 

2012-13 

 

 

Rs. 

2013-14 

 

 

Rs. 

  Income Expenditure Income Expenditure Income  Exp Income Expenditure 

Funds from 

Govt. 

 

- - - - - - - - 

Grants from 

UGC 

 

1450000  1217430 - - - - - - 

PTA Fund 

 

943000 772000 1022000 922500 1176000 958000 2066000 1437000 

Self-finance 

course under 

HEIS 

 

- - - - - - -  

MPLAD 

Funds 

 

- - - - - - 1000000 1000000 

Deficit Management 

If at times, Govt. funding falls short for a specific purpose, PTA manages the deficit accordingly giving 

foremost importance to the interest of the students. 

 

 

 

6.4.4 Give details on the efforts made by the institution in securing additional funding and the 

utilization of the same (if any). 

The college devises various means to generate the resources needed for welfare of students: 

 Seeks the contribution from MLA’s/MP. 

 Willing contribution by Alumni and different organizations. 

 Through Self Financed courses 

6.5 Internal Quality Assurance System (IQAS) 

6.5.1 Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC) 

a. Has the institution established an Internal Quality Assurance Cell (IQAC)? 

If ‘yes’, what is the institutional policy with regard to quality assurance and how has it 

contributed in institutionalizing the quality assurance processes? 

The college has established IQAC as a post accreditation quality sustenance measure (since 2005). 
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Institutional policy: 

IQAC has been striving to develop a system for conscious and consistent action plan to improve the 

academic and administrative performance of the institution. It has been evolving to initiate quality and 

capacity building programmes. Our thrust is: 

 To set and maintain quality benchmarks. 

 To identify strengths and weaknesses in the quality assurance procedures and 

             to monitor the teaching and learning outcomes. 

 To evolve a feedback mechanism for further reforms and development. 

 To prepare action plans for the academic sessions and to ensure their 

            efficiency implementation. 

 To promote research culture among the students. 

 To explore new avenues to meet the global trends of the contemporary scenario. 

In this regard, our institutional quality assurance policy which is strongly centered on our foundation 

principles entrenched in our vision and mission statements has led to the exemplary enhancement of the 

teaching learning process, co-curricular activities, sports achievements, student support activities, 

women empowerment and so on. 

 

(b) How many decisions of the IQAC have been approved by the management /authorities for 

implementation and how many of them were actually implemented? 

IQAC reiterates its commitment towards multidimensional growth of the institution. The authorities 

work in collaboration with IQAC and ensure the successful execution of the plans and proposals 

chalked out by it. 

Proposals approved and implemented 

 Construction of Student Centre. 

 Refurbishment of Science Labs. 

 Extension of Computer Department 

 Introduction of new courses 

 Up gradation to Smart Classrooms 

 Reforms in House Examination 

 Renovation of College Building: flooring, tiling and roof top repair, and white wash. 

Proposals approved and in the process of Implementation: 

 Automation of Library 

 Automation of Office 

 CCTV cameras to strengthen security of girls” students. 

 Installation of solar lights in the campus to save electricity. 

 

(c) Does the IQAC have external members on its committee? If so, mention any significant 

contributions made by them. 

The IQAC has two external members. Principal Kirandeep Retd. And Mr. Bhupinder Saini ex student 

and  philanthrophist. 

The significant suggestions made by them are as follows:- 

 Introduction of job oriented courses 

 Measures to enhance women security 

 Setting up of an exclusive space for recreation of students 

 Maintenance of College building 
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(d) How do students and alumni contribute to the effective functioning of the IQAC? 

To foster a constructive relationship between the teacher and the taught, we involve the 

students indirectly in the functioning of IQAC. 

 Students as members of Alumni Association make contributions towards the effective 

functioning of IQAC. 

  The students are informed about the decisions and welfare plans formulated by IQAC through 

assemblies, tutorials and notices. 

  Their suggestions are given due consultation regarding improvements in library, students 

centre, infrastructure, teaching learning and other routine welfare facilties. 

 Retired faculty members are invited for interaction with the Principal and staff to 

             extend valuable feedback on institutional growth and development. 

 

e. How does the IQAC communicate and engage staff from different constituents of 

the institution? 

IQAC consists of an eclectic mix of teachers from all the Departments bringing wide array of skill set 

and heightened analytical ability to the table. The Principal being the head of IQAC communicates it to 

the entire staff. 

 

6.5.2 Does the institution have an integrated framework for Quality assurance of the academic 

and administrative activities? If ‘yes’, give details on its operationalization. 

A two pronged approach: academic and administrative has been adopted with a view to institutionalize 

the quality assurance process. 

Reforms initiated 

 An internal monitoring mechanism chaired by the Principal and assisted by the five senior 

council members was introduced. Their main aim was to ensure the regular and punctual 

attendance of the students in their respective classes. 

 Departmental level mentoring committees were put in place through which the Heads of Deptt.,  

ensured the unitization, progression and successful completion of the prescribed syllabus in an 

academic session/ semester. It also includes revision, discussion of important topics and doubt 

clearing sessions. 

 Periodic meetings are held and proper records maintained so as to assess and enhance the 

teaching quality adopted by the teachers thus making the learning outcomes more effective and 

efficient. 

 Student-centric programmes such as remedial classes, guest lectures, and workshops form an 

integral part of the curriculum, thus enriching and empowering the students. Whereas the 

remedial classes enable the weak students to prove to be an academic aid for the weak students; 

the seminars, and workshops  are a great source of exposure and awareness. 

 A well stocked library offers a peaceful, learning environment for students to enhance their 

knowledge and broaden their intellectual domain by browsing the net. 

Results 

 Effective class room teaching 

 Increase in overall attendance 

 Pass percentage superseding that of affiliating University. 

 An ideal learning environment. 
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Administrative reforms 

 To maintain proper discipline teachers are put on proctorial duty. 

 Administrative concerns shared by forming 3-5 member committees to ensure 

            uninterrupted supply of water, electricity, medical facility etc. 

 Important notices displayed regularly, regular assemblies, tutorials and meetings are 

            held for the dissemination of information. 

 Time bound collection and form filling for exams as per affiliating university ordinances 

 Stock registers, property registers and minutes of meetings are maintained to provide ready 

reckoned for any administrative decision. 

 Check at entry and exit points of the College with a Vigilant Security personnel at the 

             gate to ensure security of girls. 

 

6.5.3 Does the institution provide training to its staff for effective implementation of the Quality 

assurance procedures? If ‘yes’, give details enumerating its impact. 

The college has devised an efficient mechanism for the effective implementation of quality assurance 

procedures. Relevant training is provided to the teaching and non teaching faculty to equip them with 

the skills required to achieve the desired objectives set by IQAC. 

 Computer literacy programmes are organized for the teaching and non-teaching staff. Sh. Sube 

Singh, Clerk in the College Office completed IT Primer-1 in March 2013. 

 Teaching faculty is trained to use smart boards for effective teaching learning process. 

 Teachers are deputed for special training for academic, administrative and professional 

development programmes like   AISHE ,RUSA organized by Govt. of Punjab. 

 

6.5.4 Does the institution undertake Academic Audit or other external review of the academic 

provisions? If ‘yes’, how are the outcomes used to improve the institutional activities? 

 The college audits its academic performance through class tests, house tests and 

           university exams. 

 The results are thoroughly analyzed by IQAC and College Council and the future 

           strategies for improvement are evolved accordingly. 

 Remedial classes are arranged for weak students. 

 External audit is done by DPI (colleges), and Punjabi University, as and when required. 

 Punjabi University has its set mechanism of deputing a team to conduct an audit of the 

college/department before the commencement of a new course. This committee notifies its 

remarks and suggestions for the desirable changes, which are honestly complied by the college. 

 

6.5.5 How is the internal quality assurance mechanisms aligned with the requirements of the 

relevant external quality assurance agencies /regulatory authorities? 

The external regulatory authorities of our college are DPI (Colleges) Punjabi University and we align 

our mechanisms as per their norms and requirements. 
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6.5.6 What institutional mechanisms are in place to continuously review the teaching learning 

process? Give details of its structure, methodologies of operations and outcome? 

 IQAC and College Council continuously reviews the teaching learning process under 

           the leadership of the Principal. 

 The Heads of Departments are assigned with the responsibility of unitization of syllabus, 

allotment of timetable, setting up of question papers, time bound marking of answer sheets, 

regular attendance of students and regular duty and punctuality of teachers. 

 The teachers are assigned the duty of summative assessment of students based on their 

attendance, participation in the class, marks record in the class tests and house tests, 

assignments and prepare an action plan accordingly. 

 At the end of each stipulated period, the students’ attendance is submitted to the office for 

further action to impose fine and to prepare lecture shortage. 

 The Roll. Nos.of students who do not clear the mandatory requirement of 75% attendance and 

25% marks in House Examinations are withheld. 

 Counselling is imparted to the slow learners by the individual teachers in their availability 

period and special remedial classes are also arranged for weak students. 

 

6.5.7 How does the institution communicate its quality assurance policies, mechanisms and 

outcomes to the various internal and external stakeholders? 

 The institution seamlessly connects itself with its internal and external stakeholders through 

PTA meets, Alumni Meet, Prospectus, Annual reports. 

 Staff and students are communicated through meetings, assemblies, tutorials and Orientations. 
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CRITERION VII: INNOVATIONS AND BEST PRACTICES 

 
7.1 Environmental Consciousness 

7.1.1 Does the institute conduct a green audit of its campus and facilities? 

Our institution has an internal green audit mechanism which ensures that the carbon footprint on the 

campus does not exceed beyond permissible limits, thus contributing towards maintaining a fine 

ecological balance. For the maintenance and sustenance of our sprawling green campus, we devise 

strategies and innovative solutions to various practices like burning of waste, seepage of water, 

deforestation which can prove hazardous for the environment. To achieve the aforementioned, the 

measures undertaken are: 

 Maintaining a green cover consisting of 300 + trees. 

 Tree plantation on an annual basis. 

 Segregation of the biodegradable from the non-biodegradable waste. 

 Dumping of the garden waste in pits for natural decomposition which yields green     manure. 

 Use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides is forbidden. 

. 

Waste Management 

Following steps have been taken to reduce as well as to recycle and reuse the waste on the 

campus. 

 Vermi compost unit has been installed to recycle the organic waste (vegetable, fruit peels) into 

organic manure. This manure is then used to enrich the soil in the gardens and flower beds. 

 The waste is segregated. Two large compost pits have been dug and gardeners as well as 

sweepers are instructed to dump green/biodegradable waste in pits for natural decay and 

decomposition. The non biodegradable waste is collected by the municipal corporation garbage 

collector. 

 To ensure clean, healthy and eco-friendly environment, use of polythene bags is strictly 

forbidden both in the canteen and mess. In tutorials too the students are sensitized about the 

same. 

Energy Conservation 

Adequate steps have been taken to reduce the electricity consumption in the campus by Installing 

energy saving gadgets and devices. The incandescent bulbs have been replaced by energy saving 

compact fluorescent lamps (CFL’s) 

 

7.1.2 What are the initiatives taken by the college to make the campus eco-friendly? 

The initiatives taken in the direction are:- 

 The students are continuously sensitized towards healthy green environment in tutorial 

meetings. The members of the staff take special onus on themselves to keep the campus eco-

friendly. 

Energy Conservation 

The staff and students ensure that the lights and fans are switched off while leaving the classrooms or 

laboratories, as it is the first and the most important step towards energy conservation. 

 Use of incandescent bulbs has been discontinued strictly; CFL’s and tubes are              installed 

in all the classrooms, offices and laboratories. 

 The wattage of lamps/tubes installed is as per the light requirement of the room. 

 In labs the electric appliances and electronic gadgets are disconnected immediately after use. 
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Use of Renewable Energy 

The Internal Green Audit Team has recommended the installation of solar lights on the college campus 

to tap the solar energy. 

Efforts for Carbon Neutrality 

As already stated the Internal Green Audit Team ensures that the carbon footprint on the camps does 

not exceed beyond the permissible limits. Various strategies and innovative solutions are evolved and 

implemented to achieve the desired results. 

 The garden waste like fallen leaves, twigs and grass shavings are not burnt but               dumped 

into huge pits for natural decay which subsequently yields manure. 

 The campus has around 300 mature trees that act as a carbon sink that cleans and purifies the 

air. 

 Van Mahotsav is celebrated and new saplings are planted and are taken care of by our young 

students with great love and enthusiasm. 

 The sprawling green campus is the reservoir of fresh air for the immediate neighborhood. 

 Hazardous Waste Management. The young entrants of B.Sc. I year are given an orientation 

lecture by the Head of the Chemistry department on the safe use of chemicals. The students are 

cautioned against the careless handling of dangerous chemicals. 

 The teachers as well as the lab staff ensure that the students handle the chemicals carefully 

during the practicals. They are instructed to use the chemicals as per the requirement. Chemical 

wastes are carefully disposed under the supervision of lab attendants and teachers after 

minimizing their hazardous effects. The students are forbidden to throw the chemicals in the 

open carelessly. 

 

E-Waste Management  

The E-Waste is identified and stored separately. The disposal of this waste will be done as per the 

government guidelines. 

 

7.2 Innovation 

7.2.1 Give details of innovations introduced during last 4 years, which have created a 

positive impact on the functioning of the college. 

Following innovative practices have been undertaken over the past 4 years to create a 

positive impact on the student centric learning environment of the college. :- 

 Smart interactive boards have been installed to augment the teaching learning process. 

  CCTV cameras installed at strategic junctures in the college. The Principal has access to all the 

CCTV Cameras and monitors the college activities to promote efficiency. 

 Formation of Internal Green Audit Team has proved helpful in maintaining a healthy 

environment. The activities of the team involve undertaking of effective measures to ensure 

environment, water, waste and energy conservation. 

 Automation of library has given a boost to the learning resources. 

 Fire extinguishers have been installed at various points on the campus and a            

demonstration of their working was given to the staff of the college. 

 Our student centre which also comprises of a well stocked canteen enables the students to 

rejuvenate, unwind and have congenial interactions, over their favourite eateries, thus devouring 

college life. 

 For orderly parking of the vehicles in the campus, a new parking area has been earmarked. 

 RO’s have been installed to ensure clean drinking water to the students. 
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7.3 Best Practices 

A numbers of healthy practices are carried out for overall growth and holistic development of the 

students. These practices vary in their reach out purpose but the ultimate goal is to give each student a 

healthy learning and growth centric environment. 

 Each One Educate One 

 Environment Club 

 Antiragging Cell 

 Red Ribbon Club 

 Youth Welfare Club 

 Guidance and Counselling Cell 

 Legal Literacy Cell 

 Grievances Redressal Cell 

 Tutorials 

 Book Banks 

 Educational Excursions 

 

7.3.1. Elaborate any two best practices as per the annexed format which have contributed to the 

achievement of the Institutional Objectives and/or Contributed to the quality improvement of the 

core activities of the college. 

Format for Presentation of Practice 

1. Title of the practice: 

 

E) Departmental Input Commitees  

First Aid and Red Cross Society- Prof. Asha Jagga has been taking keen interest in the 

activities of the Society. 
 

SESSION 2010-2011 

2. Poster making competition was conducted by the Red Cross Society on 10/9/2010. Vice 

Principal Mrs. Roma Dosanjh and Prof. Balbir Kaur were the chief guests and judges of the 

competition. The topics were “grow more trees”, “save trees”, “save water” and “global 

warming”. Prizes were distributed 

3. Quiz contest was organized on 13/9/2010 under the topic “save environment”. 

4. The lecture was delivered by International level Scholar Prof. Jatinder Mohan against Drugs on 

22/9/2010 with the help of Psychology Dept. 

5. Declamation contest was conducted on 09/2/2011 on the topic “swine flu” 

 

 

SESSION 2011-2012 

1. Poster making competition was conducted in the month of August, 2011 against Drugs. 

2. The Red Cross society of the college conducted counselling sessions of the students against 

Drugs with the help of Psychology Dept. on various occasions 
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SESSION 2012-2013 

1. Poster making competition was conducted on 18/8/2012 against Drugs. Prizes were distributed. 

2. A free Dental Check up camp was organized with the help of National General and Dental 

Hospital on 21/10/2012. Nearly 200 Students got their Dental Check up done under the 

supervision of the team of 21 Doctors. 

3. Lecture was delivered by Prof. R.K Goswami on AIDS Awareness and against Drugs on 

6/3/2013. Prof. Devinder Kaur and Prof. Kulwinder Kaur of the college also delivered lectures 

against drugs. Prof. Asha Jagga of the college recited a poem on drugs. Many students 

participated in the competition. 

4. Posters and Charts were displayed in the college campus on AIDS and Drugs during the session. 

 

           SESSION 2013-2014 

1. One day workshop on First Aid and Home Nursing was conducted on 19/9/2013. Mr. S.S. Saini 

director health was the spokesperson. 67 students participated and were rewarded with 

certificates. 

2. A motivational lecture was delivered by the doctors of the Medical College and Hospital Sector 

32, Chandigarh on 23/9/2013. Dr. Poonam delivered a lecture. Mrs. Jaswant Kaur and Mr. 

Balwant  Singh who both donated blood 77 times, motivated the students. 

3. Blood donation camp was organised by the Red Cross society of the college with help of NSS 

unit on 26/9/2013. Nearly 70 students donated blood under the supervision of Dr. Poonam, Dr. 

Naveen and team of Govt. Medical College and Hospital sector 32, Chandigarh. Principal Mrs. 

Pavinder Kaur, Prof. Kulwinder Kaur and Prof. Gurpreet of college also donated blood.  

Science Department 

 Science Department under the guidance of Prof. Suman Batra has been active.  

2010-11 

 Conducted  Science Quiz on 13/9/2010. 

 Paper Reading Contest on 22/10/2010. 

2011-12 

 Poster and Chart making Competetion on 14/9/2011. 

 Paper Reading Contest on 26/08/2011. 

2012-13 

 Conducted  Science Quiz on 7/9/2012. 

 Paper Reading Contest on 25/10/2012. 

 Poster and Chart making Competition and exhibition on 23/10/2012. 
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2013-14 

 Conducted  Science Quiz on 5/9/2013. 

 Paper Reading Contest on 25/10/2013. 

 Poster and Chart making Competetion  and exhibition on 24/10/2013. 

 

Geography Department 
The Geography Department under the guidance of Prof. Baljit Kaur has been active. 

2010-11 

 Cartography Competetion on 28/2/2011. 

 Project Report on Socio-Economic Aspects of Catchment area of Govt. College Dera Bassi. 

2011-12 

 Inter Class Quiz on 14/2/2012. 

 Cartography and Poster Making Workshop on 6
Th

, 7th &8
th

 Nov. 2012. 

2012-13 

 Quiz on 19/12 /2013. 

2013-14 

 Map Making  Contest on 22/11/2014. 

 Poster and Chart making Competition  and exhibition on 24/10/2013. 
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CRITERION VIII: POST ACCREDITATION INITIATIVES  
Post Accreditation Initiatives 

As a post accreditation initiative, IQAC (estab.2005) focuses on the need to bridge the gap between 

what existed in the higher education scenario of the institute and what was required in the  years to 

come. The need analysis carried out pointed at the fact that quality in terms of skill, knowledge and 

attitudes could be improved both at the individual and departmental level, leading to cumulative and 

positive change at the institutional level. On the basis of NAAC criteria and the need analysis 

undertaken in the thrust areas i.e. basic and advanced pedagogy; subject knowledge enhancement; 

attendance in activities such as workshops, seminars etc. improving research, the following action plans 

were devised: 

A) For Faculty 

 Motivate faculty members for participation in: Refresher 

Courses/Workshops/Seminars/Conferences. 

 Provide encouragement for liberal use of IT tools. 

 Stress the need to undertake research. 

B) For Departments 

 Maintaining standards in terms of quality/ethical values 

 Inter Departmental activities. 

 Participation in extension activities. 

 Orientation for Library usage. 

 Internal evaluation i.e. assignments, class tests, mock viva etc. 

 Classroom/interactive activities. 

C) Institutional Progress and Sustenance 

 Providing conducive environment to the young learners. 

 Improvement in Infrastructure. 

 Modernization of classrooms by installation of smart boards. 

 Remedial classes for weak students. 

 Monetary assistance to underprivileged, minority and meritorious but needy learners             

through various schemes implemented in the college. 

 To encourage the students to participate enthusiastically in various clubs and societies like 

Women Cell, Legal literacy Cell, Anti- Ragging Squad, Health Club, Red Ribbon Club, 

Environment Club etc. 

 Constant internal evaluation and implementation of examination reforms. 

 Guidance and Counselling Cell 

 Placement drives 

 Subscription to journals and online open access. 

 Increase in number of co-scholastic activities. 

D) Future Plans 

 Proposal for Foundation   School for students at the entry level. 

 Proposal for the finishing School for underprivileged students. 

 Introduction of new multi disciplinary courses, to promote academia-industry interface, to 

increase the employability prospects of the students. 

 To enhance equity assurance. 

 Admission process to be online soon. 
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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE 

Education and knowledge are the two important aspects of life which are necessary to take 

human beings towards perfection. Life without these is incomplete and dull. Acquisition of knowledge 

is given prime importance in today’s world. This is considered necessary from two points of view – to 

be in step with the times and to prepare a skilled man power.  Keeping this in view, our Government is 

taking important steps forward. 

The students of our College   have achieved great heights in various fields of life. The College   

undertakes studies in Arts, Science and commerce streams. Starting from the academic session 2014-

15, new courses of B.Com professional and PGDCA are also being started. In addition, the College   

lays special emphasis on cultural and Co-Curricular activities for the all round development of our 

students. Our students take active part and bring laurels to the College   in various competitions.  I 

welcome you to the College   and pray for your bright future. 

Discipline is very important for the successful running of an institute. The students can 

contribute positively in making the College   atmosphere pleasant and beautiful. The College   staffs is 

eager to help you successfully tread the easy and difficult paths of life. It is for you to take the full 

benefit. The is the golden period of your lives, acquire the maximum possible knowledge. By being a 

part of Government College   Dera Bassi, you can give true meaning to your lives.  
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Government College  , Dera Bassi 

(A Co-educational Institute) 

(Accredited B+ by NAAC) 

 
Government College, Dera Bassi started its Journey on 15

th
 of January, 1975 in the Primary 

School building of  Dera Bassi Town due to the sincere efforts of the then local MLA and Finance 

Minister Sh. Hans Raj Sharma. In the first year 126 Students took admission to  the College  . At 

present, the College   has about 700 students and the number in increasing every year. The College   

was shifted to the present building on 7
th

 February 1988. Set up in a “Shanti Niketan” like natural 

environment, the College   provides a pleasant and beautiful environment for studies. At present the 

College   is running Arts, Commerce and Science (Non-Medical) Streams. B.com Professional and 

PGDCA class have also been started from the academic year 2014-15 under the self financed scheme. 

The College Specially encourages and guides the students to participate in cultural, Fine-Arts, Music, 

Sports, NSS and Literary fields. Being a Co-Educational College, a civilized and courteous behaviour 

is expected from students. Guiding the students on the academic, social, cultural and economic fields, 

the College   serves a light house for the students of the area. 
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College   Staff 

Principal: Mrs. Pavinder Kaur 

 
Department of English Fine Arts Department Library Staff 

1. Prof. Harleen Bedi 

2. Prof. Ajinder Kaur  

3. Prof. Savita Gupta  

1. Gust Faculty  

  
Librarian- 

1. Smt. Pooja Bhandari 

Department of Punjabi 

1. Prof. Pushpinder Kaur 

2. Dr. Devinder Kaur 

3. Guest  Faculty  

4. Guest Faculty 

 

Department of Socoiology  

1. Guest Faculty 

 

Library Restorer- 

2. Vacant 

Library Attendant 

3. Sh. Sujan Singh 

Department of Hindi 

1. Prof. Asha Jagga 
Department of Home Science  

1. Prof. Parveen kaur 

Music 

1. Vacant 

Laboratory  Staff  

Senior lab. Assistants  

1. Smt. Meera Sharma 

2. Vacant 

 

Department of Geography 

1. Prof. Baljeet kaur  

2. Prof. Inderbeer Kaur (On 

lien) 

Department of Commerce 

1. Prof. Rakesh Garg 

2. Prof. Anil Goel 

3. Guest Faculty   

Junior Lab. Assistants 

1. Smt. Ravinder Kaur  

2. J.L.A- Vacant 

3. J.L.A- Vacant 

4. J.L.A- Vacant 

5. J.L.A- Vacant 

6. J.L.A- Vacant 

Department of Public 

Administration  
1. Prof . Gurjant Singh 

Physics  

1. Prof. Manisha  
Senior Lab Attendant  

1. Sh. Joginder Singh 

 Department of Economics  

1. Vacant 
Chemistry 

1. Prof. Suman Batra 

Laboratory Attendants 

1. Sh. Veer Bhan 

2. Sh. Jasmer Singh 

3. Sh. Dharam Singh 

Department of Political Science 

1. Guest faculty   
Department of Computers  

1. Guest Faculty 
Tabla Instructor  

1. Vacant 

Department of History 

1. Prof. Balbir kaur 
Administrative Staff 

Superintendant- 

2. Sh. Shashi Bhushan 

 

Department of Psychology 

1. Guest Faculty   
Steno 

1. Smt. Gurdeep kaur 

 

 

Department of Mathematics  

1. Guest Faculty  
Clerk – 

1. Sh. Parveen Chandar 

Sharma 

2. Sh. Sube Singh 

 

Department of Physical Education 

1. Dr. Kulvinder Kaur 
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Administrative Committees  

Principal : Mrs. Pavinder Kaur 
 

9. College   Council  

Prof. Balbir Kaur 

Prof. Kulvinder Kaur  

Prof. Harleen Bedi  

Prof. Ajinder Kaur  

Prof. Pushpinder Kaur  

16. Edusat committee.  

Prof. Suman Batra  

Prof. Manisha 

Sh. Joginder Singh 

10. Staff Secretary  

Prof. Balbir Kaur 
17. Magazine and press committee  

Prof . Devinder kaur  

Prof. Savita Gupta 

Prof. Asha Jagga 

11. Senior Tutor  

Prof. Balbir Kaur 

Prof. Asha Jagga  

18. Nodal officers.  

Right to service act: Prof. Harleen Bedi   

Free legal aid society : Prof.  Balbir kaur  

Property maintenance : Prof. Gurjant singh 

12. PTA Committee  

Prof. Gurjant singh 

Prof. Rakesh Garg 

Sh. Sube singh 

19. UGC and IQAC (NAAC) 

Prof. Harleen Bedi 

Prof. Ajinder kaur 

Prof. Pushpinder kaur 

Prof. Suman Batra 

Prof. Savita Gupta 

13. RTI Committee  

Prof. Harleen Bedi  

Sh. Shashi Bhushan (supdt.) 

Sh. Sube singh 

20. Clean Environment committee  

Smt. Pooja Bhandari  

Prof. Onkar singh 

Prof.  Bominder Kaur 

Prof. Gurpreet kaur 

Prof. Harvinder Kaur 

Prof. Paramjeet Singh 

14. Bursar  

       Prof. Anil goel  
21. Maintenance and repair committee 

Sh. Sube Singh (Furniture) 

Sh. Manpreet singh (Electricity and sanitation ) 

Sh. Parveen chandar Sharma (Building) 

Sh. Dharam Singh 

15. Registrar (House examination ) 

Prof. Gurjant singh (registrar)  

Prof. Rakesh Garg  (Commerce)  

Prof. Baljeet kaur  (B.A-I)  

Prof. Savita Gupta (B.A-II,III) 

Prof. Manisha         (science) 

 

22. Library committee (Development and 

purchase ) 

Smt. Pooja Bhandari 

Prof. Pushpinder kaur 
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16. Lecture shortage 

Prof. Manish  

Prof. Harvinder kaur 

Prof. Paramjeet singh 

23. OSA 

Prof Rakesh Garg 

Prof. Gurjant singh  

Prof. Ajinder kaur 

Prof. Ravinder singh 

9. Time Table and subject change committee 

 Prof. Balbir kaur 

Prof. Suman Batra 

Prof. Rakesh Garg 

24. Voter card 

Prof. Baljeet kaur  

Prof .Manmohan singh 

Prof. Bominder kaur 

10. Scholarship and Financial Assistance  
Prof Kulvinder kaur 

Prof. Devinder kaur 

Sh. Manpreet Singh 

25. Prospects  

Prof. Gurjant singh  

Prof. Savita gupta  

Prof. Baljeet kaur 

11. NSS and Youth club 

Prof. Pushpinder kaur  (Youth club) 

Prof. Kulvinder kaur     (NSS)  

Prof. Devinder kaur      (NSS) 

 

26. Decoration, Drug De- Addiction, Red Cross 
and health. 

Prof. Asha jagga 

Prof. Manisha 

Prof.  Prabhjot kaur 

 

12. Sexual Harassment, Grievances And 

Ragging   

College   council  

27. Hospitality and canteen  

Prof. Rakesh Garg 

Prof. Harvinder kaur 

Prof. Ravinder singh 

13. Cultural activities  

Prof. Savita Gupta 

Prof. Devinder Kaur 

Prof. Asha Jagga 

Prof. Ravinder Singh 

Prof. Manmohan Singh (Bhangra) 

28. Learning licence and bus pass 

Prof. Ajinder kaur  

Prof. Nancy  

Sh. Joginder singh  

 

14. Computer and income tax/ website 

Prof. Rakesh Garg  

Prof. Anil Goel 

Sh. Sube Singh 

 

29. Discipline Committee  

Prof. Gurjant singh  

Prof. Ajinder kaur  

Prof. Pushpinder kaur  

Prof. Anil Goel 

Prof.  Ravinder singh 

Prof. Onkar Singh  

Prof. Harvinder kaur  

15. Career Guidance, councilling and 

placement cell 

Prof. Balbir kaur 

Prof. Suman Batra 

Smt. Pooja Bhandari  

Prof. Ravinder Singh 

Prof. Onkar singh 

30. Botanical Garden and other lawns  

Prof. Suman Batra  

Prof. Manisha 

Prof. Paramjeet singh  
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ADMISSION RULES 

In the Academic year 2014-15, Students will be admitted to various classes as per the following rules: 

1. The Students are required to deposit their admission forms in the College office. Incomplete and 

late forms will not be accepted. 

2. The admission will take place as per the dates fixed by the Punjabi University, Patiala. 

3. If the last day of admission happens to be a government holiday, then the students will be 

admitted on the next working day.  

4. Barring students who have passed 10+2 class from PSEB, Mohali, Board of School Education 

Haryana, Himachal Pardesh Board of School Education and CBSE, all those students who have 

passed 10+2 from other states will compulsorily have to furnish an eligibility certificate from 

the registration branch of Punjabi University Patiala.  

5. Students with re-appear in B.A-I can only take temporary admission to B.A-II. Such a student 

will not be considered eligible for admission to B.A-III unless he/she clears the B.A-I re-appear 

in the concerned subject as per the rules and regulations and chances given by the University.  

6. It is compulsory to be physically present for interview at the time of admission. 

7. It is mandatory to show following original certificates at the time of interview: Original 

certificate of the exams passed from the board/University. 

a. Character certificate from the head of the last institute attended. 

b. Detailed marks certificates of the previous classes. 

c. Matriculation/ Senior Secondary certificate as a proof of date of birth.  

d. Certified Photostat copies of the above certificate are to be attached with the admission 

form. The students will be responsible for the authenticity of the Photostat copies. 

e. 2 Pass-Port size Photographs to be attached with the admission form. 

f. Self declaration in case of gap in studies. 

g. Eligibility/migration certificate, if required. 

8. Admission taken on wrong or false declaration can be annulled any time. 

9. The Principal can refuse admission to any student for maintaining discipline in the College. 

10. The admission of every student is deemed temporary until approved by the University. The 

College   will not be responsible for refusal of permission to any students by the University. 

11.  Students having a gap of one or more year after clearing the last exam will ordinarily not be 

given admission to the College. 

12. There are reserved seats/other facilities for the students belonging to Scheduled castes, 

Scheduled tribes, backward classes. Students from such sections will have to furnish/deposit the 

relevant document at the time of admission. Certificates/documents furnished by the students 

can be got examined from the concerned officials.  

13. Players of good standing will be given concessions as per rules. 

14. Students can opt for the subject groups fixed by the University. In case fixed seats are filled in a 

subject, no more students will be given that subject. 

15.  Admission will be strictly as per merit. Students with less marks or re-appear can be denied 

admission. Fail students will not be given re-admission. 

16.  Rural/Urban- Only those students are considered Rural who have studied up to the 

matriculation level from a village school. 
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Reserved Seats  
Percentage of reserved seats for scheduled caste, backward classes and other categories: 

 

1. Scheduled caste / Scheduled tribes                 25% 

2. Backward classes                  05% 

3. Border Area/Backward area                            02% 

4. Sports persons           02% 

5. Freedom fighters, Politically oppressed        02% 

6. Handicapped (Blind-1%, Dumb/Deaf -  01 %,  

Other Handicapped 1%)          03% 

7. Wards of army men/ widows         02% 

8. Wards of paramilitary  forces/ widows  02% 

9. Riot affected             02% 

10. Children of  Widows/ divorced women               02%  

 

Attendance and Re-admission 

 
Students will be fined at the rate of 25 paisa for being absent in one class and 50 paisa for being 

absent the whole day. The names of students who don’t attend any class continuously for 10 days 

without leave will be struck off the College   rolls.  In case such a student requests for re-admission 

within two weeks of his/her name being struck off, the Principal can consider his/her case for re-

admission. But no re-admission will be allowed beyond a period of two weeks. 

Students with less than 75% attendance in all the subjects will not be allowed to take the 

University exam. 

 

Important note regarding admission  
 

1. Barring students who have passed 10+2 class from PSEB, Mohali, Board of School education 

Haryana, Himachal Pardesh Board of School Education and CBSE, all those students who have 

passed 10+2 from other states will compulsorily have to furnish an eligibility certificate from 

the registration branch of Punjabi University Patiala.  

2. The subject of Environment and Road Safety is compulsory for students of B.A-Part 2, B.Sc 

and B.Com Semester IV students. 

3.  Any new subject will be started only if there are a minimum of 25 students seeking admission 

to that subject. 

4. Students who have passed the matriculation class from outside Punjab or who have their parents 

working in armed forces can opt for the subject of Punjabi (Basic Knowledge instead of 

compulsory Punjabi) Such students are require to send their cases along with the complete 

documents to the University up to 30.09.2014 without late fee and upto 31.10.2014 with late fee 

of Rs. 2000/-. No case will be considered after this. 

5. Any changes made by the University in the subjects/subject groups of any class will be 

intimated to the students through notices on the College   notice boards. The compliance of the 

changes will be mandatory. 
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B.A Semester I and B.A-II, III ( 240 Seats per class) 

 
Semester system is being introduced in BA-I with 2 Semester in an academic year. Students 

who have passed 10+2 or other equivalent exams will be given admission to this class. Each 

students in addition to compulsory English and compulsory Punjabi will study three more 

subjects (Total -5) choosing one each out of the following groups of subjects:  

A B C D E 

Punjabi Lit. Economics History Geography Pub. Adm. 

Hindi Lit. Fine Arts Maths Music (Vocal) Home Sci. 

English Lit. Sociology Psychology Political Sci. Physical Edu. 

 

Important note:   

a. More than two practical subject cannot be taken. Sociology is a practical subject. 

b. Only girls can opt for the subject of Home-Science in B.A. 

c. The subject of Environment and Road Safety is only for B.A-II class. 

 

Admission schedule for classes B.A-II and B.A- III 

 
1. Admission without late fee 

 

1. within 15 working days from the       date 

of declaration of the result 

 
2. With a late fee of Rs. 500/- and with 

permission of the Principal.  

2. Next five working days from the above 

date. 

3. With a late fee of Rs. 1000/- and with 

a permission from Dean, College   

development council   

3. The next five working days from the 

above date. (2) 

4. With a late of Rs. 2000/- with the 

permission of  the Vice Chancellor  

4.  The next five working days from the 

above date. (3)  

           No admission is allowed after the 30
th  

 of  November 

 

 

 

   

 

B.COM SEMESTER –I:  RULES FOR ADMISSION AND ELIGIBILITY 

CONDITIONS 
1. Admission forms for B.Com Semester-I can be deposited with S. Joginder Singh in the  Science 

Lab upto 05.07.2014. The interview will take place on 07.07.2014. The selected candidates will 

have to deposit fee by 10.07.2014, otherwise his/her seat will be given to the next eligible 

candidates. Any student desirous of leaving his/her seats after the  deposit of fee can do so upto 
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12.07.14 and he/she will be reimbursed the fee as per norms. The deposited fee will not be 

reimbursed after this date.  

2. The candidates should have cleared 10+2 or its equivalent exam from PSEB or any other 

recognised institute with the following conditions: 

a. Students from the commerce stream should have minimum 40% marks. 

b. Arts students should have cleared the +2 Arts exam with a minimum of 45% marks in 

minimum of 02 subjects from commerce/accounts/Maths/Economics/ Management. 

c. Minimum 50% marks in any other group.  

Note : Mere eligibility does not mean admission because admission will be strictly on the basis 

of merit. 

B.COM SEMESTER I, III AND V(60 SEATS PER SEMESTER)  
ENVIRONMENT AND ROAD SAFETY SUBJECT WILL BE TAUGHT ONLY IN THE                       

4
TH

 SEMESTER  

B.Com Semester – I B.Com Semester – III B.Com Semester – V 

1 Punjabi Compulsory/ Basic 

Knowledge 

1 Punjabi Compulsory/ 

Basic Knowledge 

1 Punjabi Compulsory/ 

Basic Knowledge 

2 English (communication 

Skills)  

2 English (communication 

Skills)  

2 Management Accounting  

3 Financial Accounting  3 Businness Management 

Laws  

3 Cost Accounting  

4 Business Law-I 4 Corporate Accounting  4 Financial Management -I  

5 Principles Of Economics-I 5 Company Law 5 Indirect Taxes 

6 Computer Application in 

Business  

6 Income tax law-I 6 Fundamentals of 

Entrepreneurship  

 7 Business Mathematics  7  E-Commerce  

B.SC SEMESTER I, III AND V (30 SEATS PER SEMESTER) 
Note : The candidate should have cleared 10+2 class from PSEB or any other recognised 

institute in Non-Medical subjects (Mathematics, Physics, and chemistry) In each class in 

addition to Punjabi compulsory/ Punjabi Basic Knowledge, the following subjects will 

be taught:   

Semester I Semester III Semester IV 

1 Maths 1 Maths 1 Maths 

2 Physics  2 Physics  2 Physics  

3 Chemistry  3 Chemistry  3 Chemistry  

 4 English  

 
 

          Environment and Road Safety subject will be taught only in the 4
th

 semester  
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SELF FINANCING COURSES 

PGDCA : Semester-I 
Students with minimum 45% marks in B.A/B.Sc/B.Com are eligible to seek admission to this 

course. Re-appear students are not eligible for admission. 

Subjects 

1. Fundamentals of information technology. 

2. Operating systems. 

3. Programming fundamentals through “C” language. 

4. Computer Organisation & Architecture. 

5. Software Lab-I Office automation & Productivity tools. 

6. Software Lab-II (Based on Papaer-3 above) 

Fee :  An annual  fee of 20,430/- is taken in two equal instalments. In addition to the 

annual fee, the examination fee fixed by the Punjabi University will also be charged. 

 

B.COM PROFESSIONAL  
The eligibility conditions fixed for B.Com ( given at the last page) will also apply for admission 

to B.Com professional class. 

Subjects 

1. Communication skills and Personality Development. 

2. Fundamentals of financial accounting. 

3. Computers for Business. 

4. Business laws. 

5. Seminar. 

6. Workshop on internet & E-commerce.  

7. Punjabi 

Fee :  An annual  fee of 20,430/- is taken in two equal instalments. In addition to the 

annual fee, the examination fee fixed by the Punjabi University will also be charged. 

 

Note: As per the revised rules of Punjabi University (vide letter No. 12737-128860/O.S/College  

s, Dated 21.12.1998) It is compulsory to clear the subject of Punjabi of the matric level or 

Punjabi introductory course for admission to all Medical, Engineering, Science and other 

technical courses. 

 

 

FEES AND FUNDS 
Fees and Funds will be collected twice during an academic year as per follows : 

First Instalment (at the time of admission) :  Fee and annual charges (May to October) 

Second Instalment (16
th

 November):                      Fee (November to April), University 

admission fee and any other fee as per 

rules. 

 

Note: Students and parents are to deposit fee only with the fee clerk and get a printed official 

receipt for the same. 
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ANNUAL FEES AND OTHER GOVERNMENT CHARGES  
THE FOLLOWING FEES ARE CHARGED FROM THE STUDENTS OF 

BA-II AND III AND    BA SEMESTER-I, B.COM/B.SC-I,III,V 
(As per the government’s letter no. 33/ 70/86 IEDIV-11552, dated 11.07.86) 

 

Admission fee Rs.10 Per Year Vehicle Fee  Rs. 100 Per Year 

Tuition fee Rs. 144 Per Year Campus Sports fee Rs. 10 Per Year 

Science  Fund (per 

subject)  

Rs. 60/- Per Year Amalgamated fund Rs. 96/- Per Year 

Arts funds (per Subject) Rs. 84/- Per Year Magazine fund Rs 20/-. Per Year 

Library security  Rs. 150/- Per Year Dilapidation fund Rs. 06/- Per Year 

Internal examination  Rs. 32/- Per Year Punjab College   

physical development 

fund 

Rs. 75/- Per Year 

Building funds Rs. 15/- Per Year S.A fund Rs. 05/- Per Year 

Identity card  Rs. 10/- Per Year PTA Fund Rs. 3000/- Per Year 

Health fund Rs. 10/- Per Year Higher Education fund Rs. 10/- Per Year 

Red Cross Rs. 24/- Per Year   

 

UNIVERSITY FEES 
Registration fee 600/- Library development fund 150/- 

Punjab state sports council fee 25/- Continuation Fee 200/- 

College   development fund 100/- Sports Fee 400/- 

Holiday home fee 55/-   Youth Welfare Fee 80/- 

Fee for the  Development of Punjabi 

language  

75/- University Sports Hostel Fee 100/- 

Certificate Verification  700/- Block Entry Fee 50/- 

University Form Fee 60/- Migration Fee 100/- 

NSS fee 80/- Sports Infrastructure Fund 200/- 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE 
 

1. Students are not allowed to bring four wheel vehicles to the College.  

2. Tuition fee is not charged from girl students but they are required to pay other charges, 

administrative funds and fees and University fees. 

Note : The Punjab Government/Punjabi University/College Administration can make          

changes in the above charges/ fees at any point of time.  

Note:  The children of yellow card holders will get a rebate of 75% in the PTA fund. For taking 

this rebate, they will have to furnish the yellow card and its Photostat copy along with an 

application to this effect. 
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FEE CONCESSION  
1. Students with siblings already studying in the College will pay only half of the tuition fee 

and will be given full waive off of the PTA Fund, but this concession will be given only if 

the sibling studying in the senior class pays the full fee and full PTA Fund. 

2. Students from scheduled castes/scheduled tribes and Backward classes are given fee 

concession as for the rules and regulation of the Punjab Government. To avail of 

concessions under this category. It is necessary to furnish a caste and income certificate 

from the first class magistrate/ Tehsildar . 

Note :Under the Post Matric scholarship scheme of Government of  India, students from the 

scheduled castes are not charged admission fee/ tuition fee and other non-refundable 

fees. Necessary steps will be taken in case of any changes in the Government policy. 

 

SCHOLARSHIPS AND AWARDS 
 

1. All scholarships given by the Government of India, Government of Punjab and Punjabi 

University/ PSEB  are given to the students as follows: 

A. Scholarships for scheduled caste/Tribes and backward class students. 

i. Post matric scholarship given by Government of India. 

Under this scheme all students from the scheduled caste/Tribes whose parents’ have less 

than 2,000,00/- annual income are given scholarship. 

 ii. State Welfare scheme  

a. Under this scheme full fee concession is given to all eligible students belonging to scheduled 

castes/Tribes and backward classes. 

b. Students from backwards classes whose parents’ annual income from all sources does not 

exceed 1, 000, 00/-. 

2.  Students are individually responsible to fill online forms to avail of the benefits under the 

Ashirwaad Scheme. 

Note : Students can get application forms from the College   office for the above schemesand 

are required to submit these to the concerned staff committees. 

 

 

B. MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS 

1. NATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIPS  

This scheme of the Government of India is for those poor but brilliant students  whose parents’ 

annual income does not exceed Rs. 70,000/- The method for calculating the income of salaried 

class is: Basic pay+DA+CCA+Bonus Etc., with 30% (upto Maximum of 10,000/- Rebate) 

concession.  This income ceiling is only for parents of +2 students. There is no income ceiling for 

the parents of students studying in graduation classes. 

2.  

3. STATE MERIT SCHOLARSHIP 

This Scheme is for those poor and eligible students who have passed their last exam from an 

institute in the state of Punjab and are the residents of Punjab. 

        Note : Only basic pay of the salary of the employee will be taken into account. 
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C. The different scholarships given by the University to various categories of eligible 

students will also be awarded as per the University norms.  

D. Other Scholarships:- 

1. National Scholarship for wards of school teachers: Wards of school teachers whose 

annual income from all sources does not exceed Rs. 2,000,00/- are eligible to apply for 

this. 

2. Government of India scholarship for the growth of Hindi in non-Hindi Speaking 

states: Students opting for Hindi elective subject are eligible to apply for this. 

3. Education grant for the children of martyred/ handicapped Army men. 

4. Scholarships for the wards of freedom fighters / INA Personnel. 

5. Wards of Army men posted to border areas. 

6.  Orphans of 1984 riots. 

7. Besides scholarships like National Indebtedness scholarship, scholarships for low 

income group students. 

8. Poor and eligible students are also given some scholarships from the Red Cross fund to 

by books etc.  

 

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND ASSOCIATIONS  
 For the all round development of the personality of the students, many cultural activities 

are organised. In this regard, the College   runs many clubs, Subject Associations etc. Under the 

guidance of staff members, students take parts in debates, declamation contests, poetic recitals, 

dramas, paper reading, painting competition etc. The College   students actively participate in and 

win prizes in the University youth festivals. 

 

 

 

 

 

LIBRARY AND ITS RULES 
The College   library has more than 17,000 books which are issued to the staff members 

and regular students of the College.  

  Some library rules are:  

1. The library will remain open on all working days as per the College   hours. But the 

College   will fix date and timings for issuing of books. 

2. Each student can simultaneously withdraw three books for a maximum of two weeks.  

3. Students not returning the issued books after two weeks will be required to pay a fine of 

Paisa 25 per book per day, but books can be returned on the re-opening of the College   

after the autumn and winter break without any fine.  

4. Same book/books can be got re-issued if not required by any other student. 

5. The students will have to pay the full price of the books in case of loss.  

6. Reference books, syllabus and magazines can be read only in the library on furnishing 

identity cards.  
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IDENTITY CARDS 
Each student getting admission to the College   is required to immediately get an identity 

card from the library. The Students are to carry these I-cards during their stay in the College   and 

to show these on demands. In case of loss a duplicate I-card will be issued only after depositing a 

fixed fee. 

 

PTA (PARENTS TEACHERS ASSOCIATION) 
 PTA is constituted every year as per the guide lines fixed by the Government to take 

various steps for the welfare of the students. Only the parents of students studying in the College 

and staff members can be part of this association. In the beginning of each academic session, the 

general body of the PTA chooses an officiating committee which takes various decisions 

unanimously for the welfare of students. All expenditures from this fund are done with the 

approval of this committee and at the end of the session the account is got audited from a 

registered Charted Accountant. In this regard, the report is also sent to the government. The PTA 

plays an important role for the development of the College   and welfare of the students.  

 

CAREER AND GUIDANCE CELL 
 The career and guidance cell of the College   guides the students about various job 

opportunities available to them and provides them with reading material. It also hold informative 

lectures throughout the year. 

 

LITERACY, POPULATION AND ENVIRONMENT 

CLUB 
  This Club makes the students aware about the effects of rising population and illiteracy. 

This club has a maximum of 50 members. Both girls and boys can become its members. The 

members of this club go to various villages and towns to educate people. Students educating 5-10 

illiterate persons are given certificates. 

 

YOUTH SERVICES CLUB AND RED-RIBBON CLUB 
                   As per the directions of Director, Youth Services and Punjab State Aids Control 

Society, Youth Service Club and Red Ribbon Club have been constituted respectively in the 

College. 

 

LEGAL SERVICES SOCIETY  
    Constituted as per the directions of Government, this society spreads awareness 

about the free legal services available to the citizens. 

 

DISASTER MANAGEMENT CLUB  
This club is constituted to prevent unfortunate incidents and to prepare students to help 

in case of  natural calamities.  
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NSS / YOUTH CLUB  
Different units function under the NSS and The Youth Club in the College   under the 

guidance of a teacher incharge.  It is compulsory for students to become members of  either of the 

two clubs.  

 

TUTORIAL GROUPS  
Students are allotted tutorial groups every year to impart information about College   

rules and regulations, to strengthen their bonds with teachers and to tell them various activities 

etc.  Each staff member is allotted a tutorial group and the group students can take 

guidance/councilling from their respective tutors as and when required. Tutorial group meetings 

are held every once in a fortnight and it is compulsory for students to attends these.  

 

BOOK BANK  
                   The College   library runs a book bank which issues books to poor students for the 

whole academic session. It is necessary to return book after the annual  exams. 

 

HOUSE TESTS  
  As per the instruction of Punjabi University the house test are held as 

follows :  

1. Annual system – In the month of October. 

2. Semester system – In the months of  October and March. 

3. The examination forms and internal assessment is sent to the University only on the 

basis of the results of these test and some other fixed conditions.  

4. Students not appearing in the house test without any prior permission/leave will not 

be given any special chance. Even on medical ground, the student will be allowed 

absence from the exam only on producing medical certificate for that day and after 

getting leave sanctioned. In case it is not done, the examination form of the 

concerned students will not be sent to the University.  

5. If a student is found using unfair means, his/her admission form will not be sent to 

the University.  

 

ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS FOR UNIVERSITY 

EXAMS  
  The eligibility rules fixed by the University will apply to the students. 

The detailed information about these rules can be had from the syllabi and calendars 

available in the College   library. The University can make any changes in these at 

any point of time: 

1. It is necessary for the students of  BA/B.Com/B.Sc part I,II and III to secure a 

minimum of 33% marks in the aggregate of all subject or  25% marks in each 

subject. 

2. As per the Punjabi University rules, it is compulsory to attend 75% of the 

delivered lectures. 

3. Students not fulfilling the above two conditions will not be eligible to sit for the 

University exams. 
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 ELIGIBILITY RULES FOR COLLEGE   PRIZES   

ACADEMIC PRIZES  
1. It is compulsory to pass in all the chosen subjects . 

2. One prize will be given if the number of students in a class is upto 10 and for more than 10 

students in a class 2 prizes will be given. 

3. For the first prize in English a minimum of 55% marks are required and for other subjects 

the requirement for the first prize is  60% marks. In case no student secures this percentage, 

only the second prize will be given. 

4. In order to get second prize in English a minimum of 45% of marks are required, for other 

subjects the requirement is of 50% marks. 

5. In case there is more than 1 student in the first and second position then the student with 

more marks in the aggregate will be given first and second prizes. 

6. The College   will give a special prize to the student securing first and second positions in 

their respective classes in the final University exam.  

7. The first prize is of Rs.  85/- And Second Prize of Rs. 60/-.  

8. In case a student’s character or behaviour is found below the mark, the Principal can debar 

him/her from the prize.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RULES FOR GROUP AND CO-CURRICULAR 

PRIZES 

 
  The students are given special prizes and certificate for excellent achievement in 

the fields of academics, cultural activities, Co-curricular activities, sports, NSS etc. It is 

necessary that the name of the student is recommended by the teacher incharge. The 

Principal decided about the issuing of prizes/certificate after due consideration. 
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SOME IMPORTANT PRIZES GIVEN BY THE 

COLLEGE   ARE:- 

COLLEGE   ROLL OF HONOUR 

 
In order to be worthy of this prize, the concerned students should have achieved the 

following : 

a. The student should have been placed on the University merit list or should have secured 

more than 75% marks. 

b. If the student secures individually or as a member of a team first position in the inter-

University sports competition. 

c. If the student represents the state individually or as member of a team from the side of 

the sports department and secures 1
st
 or 2

nd
 position. 

d. If the student remains the best sports person of the College for 3 years consecutively. 

e. If the student secures individually or as a member of a team 1
st
 or 2

nd
 position in the 

Inter University/ Inter-Regional competition. 

f. If an NSS volunteer participates in the 26
th

 of January parade in Delhi.  

 

Note: Students getting roll of honour are also given the College   colour.  

 

COLLEGE   COLOUR 
The College   colour is granted to the students on the following basis:  

a. If a student secures more than 70% marks in the University exam or gets the 1
st
 position 

in his/her class. 

b. If a student gets 1
st
 or 2

nd
 position in the inter College   sports competitions held by the 

University. 

c. If a student individually or as a member of a team gets 1
st
 position in regional youth 

festival held by the University. 

d. If a student participate in the inter University or inter-state camp organised by the NSS. 

e. If a student remains the best player of  the College for two consecutive years. 

f. If a student represents the University in the inter University sports competition. 

g. The College   committee can recommend the name of any student to the Principal for 

having made some overall contribution to the College. 

 

MERIT CERTIFICATES 
The Principal can award special merit certificates to students for their achievements 

and exemplary works on the recommendation of the College council or incharges of 

cultural activities. 

 

SPONSORED/SPECIAL PRIZES FOR COLLEGE   

STUDENTS    
 In addition to the above prizes, the following prizes are also given to students for their 

outstanding achievement in various fields: 

1. The best student of the College   gets a cash prize of Rs. 2100/- from the Rotary 

Club Dera Bassi and A Trophy prize from OSA. The best student is chosen from the 
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B.A III/B.Sc Semester VI student on the basis of their all round achievements of the 

last 3 years.  

2. The Vinod Pal Memorial Trust, Dera Bassi gives a trophy and Rs. 500/- cash prize to 

the student securing 1
st
 position in B.Com Semester 2

nd
,  a trophy and Rs. 1100/- 

cash prizes to the student securing 1
st
 position in Semester IV and a Trophy and Rs. 

2100/- in cash to the student securing 1
st
 position in the VI semester. If a student tops 

the University in any of the above 3 classes, he/she is given a trophy and a cash prize 

Rs. 5100/-. If any old student of the commerce department gets 1
st
 position in a post 

graduate examination of the University, he/she is also given a trophy and a cash 

prize of Rs. 5100/- at the time of annual College   prize distribution function. 

3. Professor I.S Sukhi awards a cash prize of Rs. 2500/- to the student securing the 1
st
 

position with minimum of 60% marks in B.Sc semester II and B.Sc Semester IV 

University exams in the memory of his wife Smt. Surjit Sukhi.    

4. Professor I.S Sukhi also awards a cash prizes of Rs. 500/- and the Partaap Trophy to 

the Best Player of the College in the memory of his father and a cash of Rs. 500/- 

and The Basant trophy in memory of his mother. 

5. Ex-Principals of the College   Mrs. Vipin Sobti and Mrs. Rita Gangahar have 

deposited Rs. 21000/- each out of which cash prizes are given to the brilliant 

students of the College   every year. 

6. In the memory of Prof. Paramdeep Singh Bhullar, his family has established Prof. 

Paramdeep Singh Bhullar memorial award with a corpus of Rs. 11000/- out of which 

cash prize is given to the student getting 1
st
 position in the B.A III University 

examination every year.  

7. S. Gurdarshan Singh, Chairman S. Gurnam Singh and Co. awards a cash prize of Rs. 

1100/- each and a trophy to the student getting first positions in B.A, B.Com and 

B.Sc University examinations.  

8. Most regular student of the College   with minimum of 90% attendance in each class 

is also given prizes.  

9. On the recommendation of the librarian, every year one student is given a prize for 

being The Best Reader. 

Note: In order to become eligible for the above prizes, it is required that the student   

should not have any lecture shortage, should be good in studies and should have a good 

moral character.  

 

GENERAL RULES FOR THE STUDENTS 
1. No meeting can be organised in the College   without the prior permission of the 

Principal. 

2. Students are not allowed to use mobile phone in the College campus. The mobile sets 

of the students found using those will be confiscated and disciplinary action will be 

taken against them. 

3. It is the moral duty of the students to maintain discipline in the College. Any student 

breaking the College   discipline will be strictly acted against. The College   council 

will recommend punishment against such students and The Principal will take the 

final decision. 

4. Every College   student is required to carry his/her identity card with himself/herself 

and to show it as and when asked for. Entry to the College is strictly on the basis of 
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the identity card.  Non students are not allowed entry in the College.  Strict legal 

action will be taken against the trespassers.  

5. Students should not loiter around or make a noise in the College   corridors. 

6. Students desirous of leaving the College can do so by writing an application, duly 

signed by the Parents/ Guardians but he/she will have to clear all pending dues of the 

College. Unless his/her name is not officially struck off the rolls of the College, 

he/she will have to pay the College fee, funds and other penalties. 

7. The students will be given the character certificate only on leaving the College. 

8. If a student does not apply for the refund of the library security within a year of 

his/her leaving the College, it will be confiscated.  

9. Students are required to park their cycles, scooters and motor-cycles at the fixed 

places. It is forbidden to take the vehicles to the sports ground or the College   lawns. 

Vehicles parked out of the College   gates will be handed over to the police. 

10. It is forbidden to indulge in anti social and immoral acts like cigarette smoking, 

taking drugs or liquor or gambling on the College   campus. 

11. Students are instructed not to spoil the College building/property/furniture etc., and 

not to tear off the notices put on the notice board. Due action will be taken against 

the student found doing this and he/she will have to make up for the loss thus caused.  

12. Students are not allowed to take mobiles in the class room, library and examination 

hall.  

13. Students are forbidden to take part in any type of ragging. Students found indulging 

in this will be given punishment as per law and their admission will be cancelled.  

14. Students with long hair are required to come to the College   in a proper turban. 

 

 

 

CHANGE OF SUBJECTS 
1. Students of B.A Part-I can change their subject as per the groups given in the 

prospectus within 3 weeks of their admission or upto the 30
th

 of August, whichever 

is earlier. 

2. Students who have already taken admission to B.A Part-I cannot change their stream 

to B.Com/B.Sc semester-I. 

3. No subject change is allowed in B.A-II and B.A-III. 

4. Only those students will be allowed migration to this College   whose subjects are as 

per the subject groups allowed in the prospectus.  Written permission from the 

Punjabi University is required for this prior to the filling of admission forms. 

 

METHOD TO BE FOLLOWED FOR CHANGE OF 

SUBJECT 

 
1. Students wishing to change their subject/subjects are required to fill up the attached 

application form and deposit it with the subject change incharge within the stipulated 

period.  

2. Then the written permission of the teacher whose subject is being left will be taken 

after the recommendation of the committee incharge. 
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3. Written permission of the teacher whose subject is to be taken will then be asked for. 

4. After due consideration, the student will be allowed to change his/her subjects on the 

permission of the Principal. The student will be allowed to sit in the classes in the 

new subjects only after a notice to this effect is circulated.  

Important Note: The subject changing process takes a lot of time of the teachers and 

College   officials. The students should not take this as their right and are advised to 

choose subjects after due consideration and consultation with the subject counselling 

incharge. The change of subject is not allowed without the prior permission of the 

teachers concerned. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTE 

 
Necessary changes can be made in the rules and regulations mentioned in this 

prospectus as per the new Instructions/guidelines of the Government/ University or if 

necessary by the College   Principal. The students will be informed about any such 

change/ changes through notices on the notice boards.  

  

 

 

DESIRED ACTIVITIES AND CALENDAR 2014-15 

Desired activities  
  

 

1. Function of the Department of Home Science    :  4
th

 week of August 

2. Exhibition of the Department of Fine Arts    : 1
st
 Week of September 

3. Function of the Punjabi Sahit Sabha      :  2
nd

 Week of October 

4. Function of Science society       : 2
nd

 week of October 

5. Function of the Geography Society       :  3
rd

 week of October 

6. NSS camp/function                                 : 1
st
 week of 

November 

7. Function regarding “ KOOKA Lehar” and Patriotism           : 2
nd

 week of January 

8. Function of the English literary society                                     : 1
st
 week of February 

9. OSA function                                                                                           : 1
st
 week of 

February 

10. Exhibition regarding women issues                                            : 8 March 2015  

 

CALENDAR 2014-15 

 
1. Beginning of classes     : 15 July 2014  

2. Tree Plantation        : 1
st
 week of August 

3. Independence day     : 15 August 2014 

4. Teacher’s day      : 05 September  

5. Talent hunt competition     : 2
nd

 week of September 

6. Lecturer and exhibition on road safety   : 3
rd

 week of September 
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7. Autumn Break      : 26.09.2014 to 04.10.2014  

8. Youth festival      : October 2014  

9. Health check up camp    : 2
nd

 week of October 

10. House Tests       : In the months of October and March   

11. Lecture on AIDS and Drug abuse   : 1
st
 week of  November 

12. Filing of University forms   : 3
rd

 week of November 

13. Winter vacation     : 24.12.14 to 05.01.15  

14. Lohri       : 13 January 2015  

15. Academic tour     : January/February 2015  

16. Republic day      : 26 January 2015  

17. OSA Nostalgia     : 28 January 2015 

18. Annual sports day    : 1
st
 week of February 

19. i. Annual Prize distribution function   : 2
nd

 week of March 

ii. Convocation     : 2
nd

 / 3
rd

 week of March 

20. i. Commencement of Annual University exams : 30.03.2015 (Practical exam will precede) 

ii. Commencement of Semester Exams   : Semester 1, 2611.2014 

         :Semester 2, 13.05.2015  
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Performa for change of Subject 
 

Note :        The Principal reserves the right to allow/disallow change of subjects. Mere filling this Performa does not 

mean a change in subjects. The change in subjects should be considered only after the issuance of an 

official circular and the student can attend the classes of the new subject only after a notice is issued.  

 

To  

 The Principal, 

 Government College  ,  

 Dera Bassi. 

Madam, 

  It is requested that I wish to change the group of subjects filled in the admission 

form.  

 

 
Subjects to be left Signatures of the 

teachers concerned 

Subjects to be left Signatures of the 

teachers concerned 

1.....................................

.... 

1.....................................

.... 

1.....................................

.... 

1..................................... 

2.....................................

.... 

2.....................................

.... 

2.....................................

.... 

2.....................................

.. 

3.....................................

.... 

3.....................................

.... 

3.....................................

.... 

3.....................................

.... 

 

Kindly allow the above changes.  

 

Yours Faithfully                       ---------------------------- 

 

Name : .......................................................        Signatures of the student  

Class :......................................................... 

Roll No: ...................................................          --------------------------------------

----- 

Date: .......................................................                    Signature of Incharge, subject committee  

 

                                                                                                ------------------------------------------- 

                                                                                                      Principal  
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Admission committees 2014-15 
Principal – Smt. Pavinder Kaur 

Co-ordinator-Prof. Balbir Kaur 

 
 

BA. Part I 

(Place of interview)  

Library hall 

BA. Part II and III 

(Place of interview)  

Room No. 13 

B.Com Semester I,III and V (Place 

of interviewcorridor opposite the 

staff room) 

1. Prof. Harleen Bedi 

(convenor) 

2. Prof . Pushpinder Kaur  

3. Prof. Gurjant singh 

4. Prof. Sweeta Gupta 

5. Prof. Asha Jagga 

6. Prof. Baljit kaur (subject 

councillor) 

7. Sh. Parveen chander 

Sharma  

8. Sh. Sujan Singh (Form 

Receiving) 

9. Smt. Phool Kali 

1. Prof. Ajinder kaur 

(convenor) 

2. Prof. Parveen kaur 

3. Smt. Ravinder Kaur 

4. Sh. Baldev Singh 

(Form Receiving) 

1.Prof. Rakesh Garg (convenor) 

2. Prof. Anil goel.  

3. Sh. Joginder singh (Form 

Receiving) 

Note: Last date for submission of 

B.com  semester form is 05.07.14 the 

date of interview is 07.07.14  

 B.Sc Semester I,III and 

V (Place of interview 

Science Laboratory) 
1.  Prof. Suman Battra 

(convenor) 

2. Prof. Manisha.  

3. Smt. Meera Sharma 

4. Sh. Veer Bhan (Form 

Receiving) 

 

PGDCA and B.com Professional 

(Place of interview) corridor 

opposite the staff room 

1. Prof. Balbir kaur  

2. Prof. Gurjant singh 

3. Prof. Rakesh Garg 

4. Prof. Anil Goel 

5. Sh. Joginder Singh  

6. Sh. Dharam Singh  

(Form Receiving) 

 

 

Note : Prospectuses for all classes can be obtained from the College   office.  
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The following admission schedule will be applicable only in case of a vacancy in the 

concerned course/courses.   

Admission schedule for the annual examination system 
Regular Admission  Without late fee 1.07.2014 to 14.07.14 

With a late fee of Rs. 500/-  With Principal’s permission. 15.07.2014 to 07.08.14 

With a late fee of Rs.  1000/- With the permission of Dean, 

College   development council 

08.08.2014 to 16.08.14 

With a late fee of Rs. 1500/- With the permission of Vice 

Chancellor  

19.08.2014 to 30.08.14 

With a late fee of Rs. 2000/- With the permission of the 

Academic Council  

02.09.2014 to 15.09.14 

ADMISSION SCHEDULE FOR SEMESTER SYSTEM 
Regular Admission  Without late fee 1.07.2014 to 14.07.14 

With a late fee of Rs. 500/-  With Principal’s permission. 15.07.2014 to 07.08.14 

With a late fee of Rs.  1000/- With the permission of Dean, 

College   development council 

08.08.2014 to 14.08.14 

With a late fee of Rs. 2000/- With the permission of the Vice 

Chancellor  

16.08.2014 to 29.08.14 
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Certificate of Accreditation
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Certificate of Affiliation
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SITE PLAN 
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Certificate of recognition under Section 2(f) and 12(B) 

 


	The SWOC Analysis of our institution is presented below:
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